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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation I argue that faculty and scholars in rhetoric and composition could
improve their pedagogy and scholarship by “reclaiming” the genre at the heart of
composition curricula nationwide: the essay. Why do we need to “reclaim” it if it is
already so central? Because the closer we examine the essay historically, in all its
glorious suppleness and subjectivity, the less it resembles the essay that writing faculty
and scholars teach, write, and valorize in academia today.

In chapter one, “W(h)ither the Essay?”, I contrast the essay with the article and suggest
that the former genre is antithetical to and superior to the latter. I make the case that the
essay enables writers to explore their thoughts and advance an argument simultaneously.
I conclude the chapter by focusing on the development of a compelling essay by an
undergraduate composition student.

In chapter two, “Psychic Distance and a Call for Craft,” I examine the reasons rhetoric
and composition has neglected expressivism, and I argue that the discipline should focus
more attention on issues of craft—particularly psychic distance, a concept that I contend
offers a valuable way for writers to think about their prose essayistically.

In chapter three, “Toward a Pedagogy of Psychic Distance,” I articulate several strategies
for teaching psychic distance to composition students.

In chapter four, “Shushes and Whispers in the Parlor: Questioning the ‘Conversation’
Metaphor in Rhetoric and Composition,” I make the case that the ubiquitous metaphor of
writing as joining an ongoing conversation masks ulterior disciplinary motives that too
often go unexamined.

In chapter five, “The Importance of Autopsies: The Death of the General-Interest
Magazine in Publishing and the Death of the Essay in Academia,” I explore parallels
between the two deaths and argue that we should mourn the losses of these bygone forms
of literacy. Finally, I reflect on the future of the essay and speculate on the pedagogical
promise of the multimedia essay.
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CHAPTER 1: W(H)ITHER THE ESSAY?

It was this looser type of exposition which first gave vogue to the term essay, but the
development of this form of literature has been so markedly away from a subjective,
personal, and leisurely discussion towards an objective, concentrated, and unemotional
method, that when we hear the word essay to-day we think rather of the scientific
exposition than the familiar.

—Maurice Garland Fulton, 1912 (qtd. in Brereton 405)

The essay has, in effect, been abandoned.

—Thomas E. Recchio, 1994 (274)

As I walked out of my first-year composition classroom one day, Tiffany asked

me if she could write her analysis of the film Fight Club in the form of an intellectual and

physical boxing match between the film’s purportedly nihilistic, anticonsumerist

character Tyler Durden (played by Brad Pitt) and capitalist tycoon Martha Stewart, with

Tiffany serving as referee. I paused for a second and bit my lower lip. Should I encourage

such a far-out approach to the text-in-context assignment, I wondered, or should I nip it

in the bud and steer her back to the conventions of academic discourse? I asked her to

elaborate on her plans, and she reassured me that her scenario would involve serious

analysis and reflection, not just a gimmicky exchange of clever dialogue. Hearing the

enthusiasm in her voice, I told her to go for it.

The next week another student, Lauren Spenceley, e-mailed me her draft—a

multivocal blend of traditional analysis and italicized, narrative reflections in the

personae of herself at ages five, nine, thirteen, sixteen, and eighteen. The italicized

sections, interspersed throughout the essay, embodied the evolving stages of her

consciousness as she evaded, through various fantasies, the increasingly thorny personal
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dilemmas of her life. It would be an understatement to say that her first paragraph lacked

a clear thesis statement. She wrote:

I’m 5 years old, and my cousin and I don’t want to eat our broccoli because we are

vampires. We roam the earth, stalking our victims. Blood is what we crave. When

we find our victims, they scream for mercy. But blood becomes boring, and we are

off to Never-Never Land. I am Smee’s girlfriend and my cousin is Hook’s wife (in

their younger days of course). The night ensues into swashbuckling fights against

Peter Pan and the Lost Boys. (emphasis in original)

At this stage Lauren’s draft lacked the required in-depth critical analysis of evidence

from Fight Club, but overall I was so delighted by her personal engagement with the

assignment and by her emerging ideas about escapism and fugue states that this

shortcoming didn’t bother me much. She could always add the necessary evidence,

whereas it was harder to imagine her adding the spirit of curiosity and imagination that

had inspired her essay to begin with. Her essay moved. It was a journey, not a proof.

Other students write excellent proofs, and as much as I try to appreciate the neat,

invisible bows they tie to their thesis statements, which sit predictably at the end of their

first paragraphs like apples placed on the edge of my desk, I’m always more impressed

by the risk-takers, the rebels—the students who let their imaginations run wild into the

open spaces of the essay genre.  Even if they stumble and fall short of their ambitions, I

still admire these students for essaying, for attempting to preserve within the very form of

their writing some semblance of their motivating wonder and intellectual discovery.
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The (D)Evolution of the Essay

The kinds of essays Tiffany and Lauren wrote are often thought of as personal

essays or dismissed as merely personal essays. They lack the academic legitimacy of

more formal, conventional texts that composition instructors routinely call essays. But

perhaps such formal compositions should not be called essays after all. They might more

accurately be called articles. What’s the difference between the two genres, anyway? In

“The Literary Essay and the Modern Temper,” Mary E. Rucker wonders “to what extent

may a particular genre evolve before it becomes another genre? Or, to put it another way,

just how far may the traditional essay as it was shaped by Montaigne adapt to a dynamic

social order without becoming the polemic article?” (322).

By and large, scholars of the essay see little room for such adaptation. According

to Graham Good in The Observing Self: Rediscovering the Essay, “The ‘article’ I would

see as the prose form equivalent to the essay within the discourse of the official academic

disciplines, and as such essentially different from the essay” (ix). Phillip Lopate has

observed that the essay historically had “a notoriously flexible and adaptable form”

(xxxvii). Other scholars have similarly called the essay—not just the so-called personal

essay—“reflective and exploratory and essentially personal” (Anderson ix), “essentially a

peripatetic or ambulatory form” (Good 4), “an extraordinarily free form” (Pebworth 22),

“kineticism incarnate” (Heilker, The Essay 169), “impossible to define” (Core 219), and

“an antigenre, a rouge form of writing in the universe of discourse” (Klaus 160). “In

fact,” according to Claire de Obaldia in The Essayistic Spirit, “the one commonly

accepted fact about the essay is that indeterminacy is germane to its essence” (2).
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Theodore Adorno went so far as to claim that “the law of the innermost form of the essay

is heresy” (171).

Such characterizations of the essay contrast sharply with the “eminently

assessable” incarnations of the essay—if we can still call it that—that composition

faculty and scholars teach and publish today (Andrews 119, emphasis in original). If we

accept scholars’ definitions of the essay, we have to acknowledge that the genre has so

much flexibility that it not only tolerates but cries out for intellectual explorations

grounded in wonder. As disconcerting as the essay’s original open-endedness can be for

composition faculty accustomed to prescribing and following discourse conventions such

as explicit thesis statements and topic sentences, I argue that what we gain in

convenience by molding the essay into a procrustean formula, we lose in intellectual

integrity. These discourse conventions are not inherently unwelcome, but they do tend to

overshadow and even stifle the contingent nature of the form.

If I were to go ahead and admit that I’m writing an article about the

essay—something I hesitate to do—I might boil these insights down to a thesis statement:

The closer we examine the essay historically, in all its glorious suppleness and

subjectivity, the less it resembles the essay that writing instructors and scholars teach,

write, and valorize in academia today. By abandoning the essay, we deprive both scholars

and students of valuable opportunities to explore and share their original ideas in creative

forms.

There, I’ve done it. I’ve put my central idea in a nutshell. Now you can say, “Oh, so

that’s his point.” But somehow the simplicity of that transaction, the economy of it,
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bothers me. The essay, after all, resists such easy closure. Heresy, remember? I think I

still have more to say about the essay—more ideas to explore, more ambivalence to

grapple with. And I’d rather explore and grapple as I write—and reveal my thinking

along the way—than merely report my tentative conclusions upfront. My goal is to offer,

in Pat C. Hoy II’s words, “one of the cherished gifts afforded to reader and writer alike: a

picture of a mind thinking” (“The Disarming” 45). Yet I don’t want to ramble or write a

self-conscious postmodern confection. As Peter Elbow has noted, “Jouissance-driven and

deconstructive essays are already old hat” (68). Without getting overly “meta,” then, let

me turn to a book that is, for those in composition studies at least, the most provocative

and compelling scholarly work about the essay, despite its being cited in NCTE journals

only four times in the decade since its publication: Paul Heilker’s The Essay: Theory and

Pedagogy for an Active Form.

Celebrating the Essay, Thesis-style

Heilker’s book argues that the essay, understood historically, has many

advantages over the “thesis/support form,” which he calls “inadequate from

developmental, epistemological, ideological, and feminist rhetorical perspectives” (The

Essay 2). The essay, he argues, is a genre characterized by skepticism, antischolasticism,

and a kind of narrative organization that he calls chrono-logic. If you use the term essay

to describe what you ask students to write in your composition courses, The Essay might

just force you to admit that what you really assign are articles, not essays. Such an

admission, I suspect, would demand more than a simple change in vocabulary. It would
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force us to confront and reevaluate our professional identities. Perhaps it’s no wonder so

few scholars cite Heilker’s book. After all, would you really think about your teaching in

the same way if you found yourself telling students, “Next week we’ll workshop drafts of

your articles”? Maybe I’m just projecting my own expressivist fears, but I would hope

composition faculty of all pedagogical stripes would resist such a technocratic, service-

oriented view of literacy. Even if the essays we teach could more accurately be called

articles, the fact that we still call them essays enables us to preserve the illusion that we

are deeply devoted to the progressive spirit of the humanities.

Despite his passion for the essay, Heilker writes like a traditional scholar. His

book is a conventional argument for an unconventional genre. He celebrates the

exploratory quality of the essay yet organizes his own work in a highly structured and

predictable format. He champions voice but seldom lets his own voice shine through. In

these respects he’s certainly not the first scholar of the essay to fail to practice what he

preaches. To his credit, though, he acknowledges this contradiction in the preface, titled,

“This Is Not an Essay: or An Apology (of Sorts).” He openly admits he is “using the

thesis/support form to attack the thesis/support form” (The Essay xix). Why? He offers

three reasons:

1. because “the forcefully argued thesis/support form is the established, traditional,

expected genre for scholarly texts” (The Essay xix);

2. “because I want it to be read by my often harried colleagues” (The Essay xx); and

3. because his book “was not written so that I might come to know, but rather so that

I might show what I know” (The Essay xx, emphases in original).
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Surely Heilker must have felt tremendous pressure to write The Essay in a traditional

form, and it’s true that he doesn’t seem to have the prerequisite ambivalence to set off on

an intellectual journey, a “loose sally of the mind,” to use Samuel Johnson’s famous

definition of essay. Still, it’s worth considering more closely Heilker’s reasons for not

essaying the essay, as writers such as Adorno and Lukacs have.

Heilker’s first claim—that the essay is not the “established, traditional, expected

genre for scholarly texts”—is undeniable. He probably would have had a much harder

time publishing his book had he written it in a more experimental, essayistic way. “An

essay,” he writes,

is perceived to be less rigorous, less scholarly, less serious, less important, less 

intellectually demanding to compose, and less worthy of respect and interest than 

the traditional thesis-driven texts that comprise the vast majority of professional 

scholarship. In short, I wanted this text to be taken seriously, so I put it in a 

“serious” form. (“The Essay” xix)

This quest for scholarly credibility and respect seems inseparable from Heilker’s second

reason for writing in the thesis/support form: namely, his respect for the busy schedules

of his “often harried colleagues.” He notes Winifred B. Horner’s concern that “we

usually just do not have the time that is needed to follow the unhurried, exploratory,

sometimes meandering development of essays” (The Essay xx).

Other critics have raised this objection to the essay. Linda Flower has observed

that “most academic and professional readers seem unwilling to sit through these home

movies of the writer’s mind at work” (25). In Publishing in Rhetoric and Composition,
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Gary A. Olson explains that “[e]ditors of scholarly journals agree that one of the most

common and frustrating problems with submitted articles is a failure on the part of

authors to express their thesis clearly and early in the article.” He goes on to cite,

approvingly, Julie M. Jensen’s editorial dictum: “I can’t afford an article that meanders”

(25). Olson’s use of the term article instead of essay reinforces the subtext that essayists

deserve no legitimate role in the scholarship of rhetoric and composition. This “time is

money” philosophy echoes the earlier sentiments of G. K. Chesterton. Writing in 1931, as

world events increased the demand for journalism and contributed to the decline of the

essay, Chesterton wrote: “After a certain amount of wandering the mind wants either to

get there or to go home” (qtd. in Rucker 323). Such impatience is clearly antithetical to

the leisurely pace and narrative structure of the essay.

Audience demand for blatant thesis statements is perhaps even more stringent

when it comes to student writing. Wendy Bishop points out that “although the move in

literary and composition circles has been toward scholarly essays of personal voice,

essays that demonstrate ‘presence,’ and even essays of personal disclosure, the same

textual rights have not been comfortably extended to our students on a regular basis”

(“Suddenly” 271).1

Why do we deny students these textual rights? It’s a complicated issue, to be sure,

but one possible, partial explanation is that as faculty we have inherited a set of scholarly

values that includes a narrow conception of literacy—one that precludes or stifles

exploration in student essays and that conditions the way we read them. Bishop notes

“that the continued fears of chaos and confusion expressed by writing teachers and critics
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of personal writing in (required) writing courses suggest the degree to which we have

been socialized into the institutions we serve” (“Suddenly” 270). Striking the same note,

Patricia A. Sullivan cautions, “it is easy to forget that our own status as researchers, as

academics, is itself a social location invested with diverse and contestable meanings”

(“Ethnography” 106). Maybe we should examine our own veiled cultural assumptions

about knowledge-making and power before rolling our eyes at the epistemological

shortcomings in our students’ drafts. Shirley Brice Heath argues that “we have replaced

the vitality of the essay with an external skeletonized rigid frame,” and she offers a

welcome reminder that “[t]hose habits, attitudes, ways of perceiving and expressing [that]

educators often regard as ‘natural’ are learned; they are not instinctual and they do not

come along with eye color, fingernails, and the suckling impulse” (102, 105).

The depth of our socialized skepticism of essayistic writing is reflected in the fact

that such writing is taboo even among many intellectually progressive academics.

According to Thomas Newkirk, “Paradoxically, leftist cultural studies, which rests on

postmodern theories, has been very conservative in the formal options it offers students.

[. . .] One would expect invitations for students to play with multivoiced texts, to

innovate structurally [. . .]” (96-97). Instead, “the political mission of developing a leftist

political consciousness in students,” combined with “the close alliance of cultural studies,

despite its radicalism, to traditional academic forms,” discourages rather than invites

students to write essays, at least as historians describe the genre (97). Heilker makes a

convincing argument that
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the thesis/support form (in its attempts to fix truth in certainty and to declare a 

definitive and singular reality, one that is knowable from a single, immobile point 

of view and completely re-presentable in correctly used language forms) 

embodies a positivistic epistemology and rhetoric that runs counter to the social 

epistemology and rhetoric espoused by many contemporary thinkers, a view that 

sees truth and reality as, at best, multiple, provisional, and tentative” (The Essay

5).

This incongruity between the values and assumptions underlying “the social turn” in

rhetoric and composition and the limited forms we authorize students to use has become

so entrenched that it goes unnoticed and unmentioned.

The Politics of Reading

If we are to admit or readmit the essay, as we’ve been considering it here, into

academia, we will need to reconsider our assumptions and expectations as readers, as

members of an audience. Hindman has expressed a legitimate concern that “our [reading]

practices undermine, if not censure, innovative textual production” (14). And de Obaldia

notes, “Instead of leading the passive reader ‘step-by-step, in a logical and orderly

manner to an already established point of certainty and clarity,’ the essayist requires the

reader’s active participation in the form of a constantly renewed evaluation, deduction,

and interpretation of the matter at hand” (33). My own experience suggests that many of

the same composition faculty who sigh at students’ intellectual shortcuts as readers and
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writers take an even bigger intellectual shortcut themselves when they read student

writing.

Every day, it seems, I overhear an instructor in a nearby cubicle begin a student

conference by asking, “So, what’s your thesis?” This question seems de rigueur even

when the student brings in an early draft. Rather than read the draft and engage the

student’s thinking in search of the most promising ideas and hidden ambitions—a time-

consuming and intellectually challenging endeavor—instructors insist that students get to

the point and present their arguments on a silver platter. But what if a student simply

hasn’t yet identified a good idea and needs help doing so? What if a student’s draft

contains the seed of a more complicated and compelling idea than the student realizes or

is able to articulate in a nutshell? What if the student feels ambivalent or wants to build

narrative momentum and ethos by using a story from experience? I often hear this advice:

“If it’s not directly related to your thesis, get rid of it.”

Although as writing faculty we often scoff at the formulaic nature of the five-

paragraph essay, our allegiance to discourse conventions such as explicit thesis

statements and topic sentences suggests that the basic formula for a successful “essay”

doesn’t change much from high school to college. Most undergraduates will confirm that

they’ve had the thesis-driven formula drilled into them since middle school. Heilker notes

that “we have been pummeling students with thesis-driven writing in school for ten years,

typically, before they come to college, yet we persist in the delusion that this time it will

be different, that this time they will get it” (“Twenty” 201, emphases in original).
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From an essayist’s point of view, there’s an even deeper problem with this kind of

formulaic writing. According to Robert Atwan, series editor of The Best American

Essays, “What was especially maddening about the typical five-paragraph theme had less

to do with its tedious structure than with its implicit message that writing should be the

end product of thought and not the enactment of its process” (xi). Reflecting on his

experience teaching the five-paragraph essay in college, he calls the form “a charade. It

not only paraded relentlessly to its conclusion; it began with its conclusion. It was all

about its conclusion. Its structure permitted no change of direction, no reconsideration, no

wrestling with ideas. It was—and still is—the perfect vehicle for the sort of reader who

likes to ask: ‘And your point is . . . ?’” (xii). To anyone who has recently asked a student,

“So, what’s your thesis?” this question will no doubt sound familiar, perhaps with a

suddenly dark and didactic overtone. As much as we might like to imagine that our

students are taking intellectual journeys when they embark on their essays, our frequent

demand for a thesis statement early in the writing process effectively slams the door shut

on inquiry, asphyxiating invention and making it virtually impossible for students to

essay their ideas, let alone to preserve the narrative trajectory of those ideas in a final

draft.

This denial of ambivalence and rejection of genuine inquiry has problematic

implications for gender in composition. In “Feminism and Methodology in Composition

Studies,” Sullivan regrets having “overlooked connections between gender and

composing” when reading a female graduate student’s writing about Shakespeare (42).

She explains, “Had I interpreted her experience through the lens of gender, I might not
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have concluded that I had observed a substandard writing performance born of

inexperience, but only a nonstandard performance in a course where male conventions of

discourse were allowed to define the standard” (“Feminism” 43). Sullivan goes on to

analyze and critique Stephen North’s “success story” in The Making of Knowledge in

Composition: Portrait of an Emerging Field of a female graduate student who finally

passed her master’s exam after three attempts. North triumphs in her “breakthrough”—an

angry critique of Jonson’s “To Penshurst”—but Sullivan notes that North and the

student’s other committee members only grant her authority as a writer “when she

assumes an agonistic relation to a text [. . .]” (“Feminism” 47). And even then, North

limits her authority by attributing that authority to a “persona” rather than to the student.

Sullivan points out that “when she does become angry, she is not, as a woman, allowed to

own her anger, nor the authority it generates. Her authority must be perceived as speaking

through a mask in order to be deemed acceptable to a male reader” (“Feminism” 48). The

assumption that only direct, fist-pounding assertions can achieve authority—whether

attributable to the author or to a constructed persona—severely limits the possibilities

available to student writers.

Even faculty who embrace alternative forms of writing feel pressure to reinscribe

conventional modes of discourse. In “An ‘Immensely Simplified Task’: Form in Modern

Composition-Rhetoric,” Judith Goleman reflects on the difficulty of responding to a

student’s particularly complex and ambivalent analytical essay. She writes, “Teaching a

non-unitary rhetoric, as we can see, produces writing that represents challenges so great

for an instructor who must write a response to it that it might well make one wish for one
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of Wendell’s ‘immensely simplified tasks.’ This, however, is a literacy issue for the

instructor, not the student” (67, emphasis in original). As someone who has also taught

“non-unitary rhetoric” for years, I agree that complex student essays require far more

time and energy to respond to than traditional, thesis-driven articles, but ultimately I find

the extra effort well worth it. Still, I wish more writing faculty would at least consider the

potential rewards of teaching the essay, even if it does present challenges for formative

assessment. As Goleman points out, “Typically, a paper riven with contradiction such as

Ahmed’s would be treated as lacking coherence [. . .] And the novice instructor,

regardless of her preparation, might well feel it would be irresponsible to do anything

other than point this out and to ask which conclusion best fits the evidence” (69, emphasis

in original).

Of course, depending on one’s personal, professional, and institutional contexts,

such reading habits may be the product of inertia, laziness, ignorance of alternatives, pure

economic necessity, or a combination of these and other factors. Composition faculty

have routinely made similar “What’s your point?” comments at several Research I

universities where I’ve taught, and I can only assume that such time-saving questions and

comments are even more common among the (mostly adjunct) faculty at community

colleges—faculty who seldom have time to conference at all with their students (I never

did). As Sharon Crowley notes, “When one is teaching eight (or ten) sections of

composition every semester, formalization offers a handy means of coping with the

logistics of class preparation and paper grading” (Rev. 226). What would Freire say?

Banking model, indeed.
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Such demands for hasty declarations of certitude also pervade composition

textbooks. Heilker’s survey of 29 textbooks and rhetorics “reveals a litany consistently

intoning that the thesis statement is a necessary part of the ritual, an indispensable part of

effective writing [. . .]” (The Essay1). Although textbooks sometimes mention in passing

that students can always change and refine their thesis statements down the road, the

insistence on forming a thesis statement early in the writing process sends a clear signal

to students that it is better to take a “strong position” and get to work defending it than to

waste time exploring or reconsidering one’s thoughts on the page. In Fragments of

Rationality: Postmodernity and the Subject of Composition, Lester Faigley notes that

“confidence is important for student writers, and belief that a set of procedures will be

productive is one basis of confidence. Too often, however, writing textbooks close off

possibilities for student writers rather than opening them” (155-56).

As a representative example of a recent textbook that encourages students to write

a thesis statement ASAP by following suggestions that will “make you feel

knowledgeable and confident,” consider Nancy V. Wood’s Perspectives on Argument.

She states that “you will want to write your claim for your position paper as early in the

process as possible. Your claim is important because it provides purpose, control, and

direction for everything else that you include in your paper” (295). In The Composition of

Everyday Life, John Mauk and John Metz also advise students to hop to it:

Developing a thesis early on in the writing process will help to develop focus for

the writer as well as for the reader. In fact, the process of narrowing down an

argument to an intensive single sentence helps writers to understand the heart of
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their idea. At an early stage in your project, you need not settle into an exact

wording, but trying to generate a focused statement can help you focus—and can

help your ideas gain in intensity.” (280)

Similarly, The St. Martin’s Guide to Writing emphasizes the need “to announce as clearly

and straightforwardly as possible the main point the writer is trying to make in the essay”

(Axelrod and Cooper 677), and in Writing That Matters: A Rhetoric for the New

Classroom, W. T. Pfefferle offers equally unequivocal advice for students: “Develop

your thesis as early as you can. It’s a prerequisite for the rest of the essay.” The

consequences of slipping out of formation are dire: “If you wander from or go against

your thesis, your reader will be left confused, and your essay will fail” (Pfefferle 22).

Such demands for efficiency not only contradict the nature of the essay but also

contradict the advice of the Writing Study Group of the NCTE Executive Committee. In

their 2004 statement “NCTE Beliefs about the Teaching of Writing,” the group noted that

“[w]hen writers actually write, they think of things that they did not have in mind before

they began writing. The act of writing generates ideas” (par. 16). If, however, students

are consistently pressured to hurry up and develop a thesis, then they have little incentive

to discover ideas as they write.

Thesis vs. Idea

What exactly is the difference between a thesis and an idea? This distinction

puzzled me when I first taught composition as a graduate student in the Expository

Writing Program at New York University. I was surprised by what struck me as a very
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unorthodox and unnecessarily complicated pedagogy and curriculum. Why, I wondered,

did the program’s director, Hoy, make such a big distinction between thesis and idea?

Why was the latter so much better? And why was it so important to call essay

assignments progressions? As I began to teach the first progression, I had more

questions. Why did I need to assign so many strange writing exercises, such as a dramatic

scene or a letter to a friend? Why not just ask students to write a rough draft? What had I

gotten myself into?

By the end of that first semester, I was exhausted from teaching, but I was also

excited because I was beginning to understand the program’s philosophy and to see the

fruits of my labors and my students’ labors. Idea was an important concept after all.

Unlike a thesis, which students often formulate too hastily by truncating the invention

phase of the writing process, an idea enables students to explore their thinking in greater

depth. Carefully constructed progressions, I realized, offer students the flexibility they

need to discover and develop interesting ideas of their own. In many cases students could

draw upon an array of sources as evidence for their ideas—ranging from print texts and

films to art objects and stories from personal experience. Perhaps most impressively,

students could structure their essays so that they took readers on a journey through their

thinking process. Such essays were almost preposterously ambitious, and yet students

consistently pulled them off.

In “The Outreach of an Idea,” Hoy distinguishes between an idea “deeply

grounded in curiosity and discovery” and a thesis that “keeps us on safer ground” (355).

He elaborates on this distinction in “Requiem for the Outline,” in which he articulates his
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desire to move students toward “a supple idea, something more akin to notion than to

thesis. Not a simple declarative sentence promising proof but a more digressive invitation

to the reader to participate in an excursion, an exploration, an inquiry” (23). I find it

encouraging that at least one writing program—at a large university, no less—embraces

the essay so wholeheartedly.

FYC, “Service,” and the Essay

Many writing program administrators—particularly those at large, public research

universities that lack the curricular latitude of NYU—would argue that the essay, as I’ve

been discussing it here, has no legitimate role in first-year composition because FYC is

ultimately a “service” course. Although we cannot ignore the inconvenient realities of

such institutional pressures, we should not stifle more creative ambitions for FYC simply

because doing so appeases faculty in other disciplines who have no expertise in—and

who in fact often have an alarming ignorance of—writing. In other words, we should not

revamp the FYC curriculum so that it better pleases faculty like Mark Bauerlein, a

literature professor who, in a recent commentary in The Chronicle of Higher Education,

attacked the professional pursuits of many scholars in rhetoric and composition. After

flipping through an outdated program for the Conference on College Composition and

Communication, Bauerlein concludes, “From the perspective of people outside the

composition establishment, the tilt away from basic writing matters looks troubling [. . .]”

Bauerlein assumes, wrongly, that basic writing means getting “back to basics”—a role

that he and many other faculty across disciplines consider composition’s only legitimate
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charge. Our field’s history of deference to the less knowledgeable goes back at least to

1891, when, at Harvard, three men “with no training or experience in the teaching of

writing [. . .] gave support to the view that has haunted writing classes ever since:

learning to write is learning matters of superficial correctness” (Berlin, Writing 60-61).

But shouldn’t we teach students to write in ways that will transfer to courses in

other disciplines? Not according to Douglas Downs and Elizabeth Wardle. They write,

“Even when FYC courses do attempt to directly address the complexity of ‘academic

discourse,’ they tend to operate on the assumption that writing instruction easily transfers

to other writing situations—a deeply ingrained assumption with little empirical

verification” (556). Furthermore, as Amy J. Devitt argues in Writing Genres, “If there is

no academic community, if that social context itself lacks stability, it is no wonder that

the first-year writing class, often seen as designed to teach genres that function for that

community, is struggling to find an identity” (119). For Downs and Wardle, one solution

lies in turning FYC into “introduction to writing studies.” For Devitt the solution lies in

“teaching genre awareness rather than acquisition of particular genres” (205). For me the

solution lies in teaching the most flexible and thoughtful genre of all: the essay. I’m not

alone in making this argument. Kurt Spellmeyer is unequivocal:

Because the choice of a discipline is for most students a reflection of values left 

unexamined by their courses in biology or accounting, I suggest that we allow 

other colleagues to deal with the lab reports and marketing surveys. In the absence

of any alternative public forum, our task as I see it is to call attention to the 

writer’s situatedness, a situatedness the essay takes as its central concern—if not 
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the freshman essay in its often-degraded variants, then the essay as literary 

tradition represents it and as we should teach it in our classes. (111)

Rather than continually defer to institutional demands, writing program administrators

should use their increasing power and status within the university to persuade

administrators and faculty in other disciplines that FYC does a profound disservice to

students when we restrict its curricular focus to teaching “the basics.”

Is such an argument doomed to failure? Not necessarily. One approach for a WPA

wishing to make this argument would be to promote theme-based sections of writing

courses that contextualize the essay within specific disciplines. This is in fact the

approach NYU has taken. Along these lines, Downs and Wardle’s vision offers an

intriguing curricular framework in which the essay might thrive. The authors write, “A

reenvisioned FYC shifts the central goal from teaching ‘academic writing’ to teaching

realistic and useful conceptions of writing—perhaps the most significant of which would

be that writing is neither basic nor universal but content- and context-contingent and

irreducibly complex” (557-8, emphasis in original). Perhaps such FYC courses would be

expansive enough to encourage “irreducibly complex” essays such as the one Goleman’s

student wrote.

Another way to champion the essay in writing programs would be to highlight the

genre’s resonance with recent calls to make higher education more rigorous—without

ceding ground to grade-distribution junkies and standardized-test addicts. WPAs could

note, for example, the rigorous critical thinking and extensive attention to craft and

revision required to write a successful and original essay. In addition, they could point
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out that the essay encourages students to confront and reflect on the complexity of the

world. According to John T. Gage, “the critical habit of thought requires two very

different attitudes: it requires the willingness to take responsibility for thinking for

oneself, and it requires the ability to live with the perpetual condition of uncertainty”

(727). What better genre to cultivate these attitudes than the essay, which privileges

originality of thought and which, according to Recchio, “exploits the uncertainty of the

writer’s situation, transforming uncertainty into a fundamental quality of the essay form”

(272)?

To further reassure skeptics that an essay-based curriculum would be rigorous,

WPAs could emphasize the essayistic qualities of research essays. Hoy makes such a

case:

A strong, compelling argumentative essay that partakes of the conversational

elegance of the familiar and takes advantage of an interesting group of stories

about written texts (rather than stories about experience) will owe its debt to the

familiar; and it will develop an idea that captures the essence of the written texts,

which constitute its evidence. (“The Disarming” 48)

In addition, WPAs seeking to justify small class sizes—or to cling to already inadequate

caps—might do well to emphasize the extra time it takes instructors to teach the essay

and to respond to drafts of these more complicated texts. Evidence that correlates extra

teaching time with higher-quality writing, as well as better retention- and graduation

rates, could prove very persuasive. Debra Dew, who directs the writing program at the

University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, has conducted preliminary research
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indicating that “students with caps @ 16 and extra conferences scored higher across 9

primary trait competencies and their final essays ratings than did their peers [in courses

capped] at 16 and 19 without extra conferences.” Devoting additional time to teaching

and to quantifying the value of increased attention to student writing may not be fun or

immediately feasible, but such efforts may be worthwhile if we genuinely value students’

educations and want them to write challenging, original essays.

We should remember, too, that not so long ago composition studies had little

institutional and scholarly respect. Our discipline has come a long way. Of course, far too

few composition instructors have the salaries, benefits, professional-development

opportunities, or respect they deserve.  Still, rhetoric and composition has made huge

strides that would have been unimaginable a generation ago. Why not dare to imagine an

even greater future, one in which books like Heilker’s are central rather than peripheral to

the field?

Playing It Safe

As much as I admire Heilker’s book, I do find it odd that he cites Jim Corder, a

masterful essayist who routinely and playfully subverted traditional academic discourse,

as the one who inspired him to avoid the essay form because it lacks respect in academe

(The Essay xix). Heilker would have done better, perhaps, to follow Corder’s advice in

“Argument as Emergence, Rhetoric as Love”: “Since we don’t have time, we must rescue

time by putting it into our discourses and holding it there” (31).
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Better yet, Heilker might have studied Corder’s own essays as models that

exemplify the genre he celebrates. In “Preaching What He Practices: Jim Corder’s

Irascible and Articulate Oeuvre,” Bishop observes, “His writings read, always, like those

he felt moved to write, compelled to write, not those that a professional trajectory

commanded or demanded he write” (“Preaching” 90). Yet Corder’s essays come across

as anything but the self-indulgent ramblings of a solipsist. In his brilliant analysis of

Corder’s work, Keith D. Miller identifies six underlying rhetorical principles, each

drawing upon a series of rhetorical strategies and devices:

1. Argument as indirection

2. Argument as mystery

3. Argument as charm

4. Argument as incompleteness and fallibility

5. Argument as bold assertion

6. Argument requires gentleness and love.

These principles are nothing if not essayistic. Miller concludes,

Corder’s persuasion profoundly violates the norms of scholarly writing and

defamiliarizes rhetoric. He seems to whisper to readers: You think that academic

writing is neutral and impersonal, but I’ll show that it’s deeply personal. You

assume that scholars love to display knowledge, but I’ll openly confess ignorance.

You believe that academics prize consistency, but I’ll directly and repeatedly

contradict myself. You presume that scholars never narrate, but I relish telling

stories. You know that scholars brandish jargon, but I avoid it. You assume that
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English professors worship textbook prescriptions, but I’ll dissolve those

strictures. You’re sure that you comprehend rhetoric, but I’ll vastly expand

Invention, Structure, Style, Memory, ethos, and oratorio. You define oxymoron

as a mere trope, but I’ll demonstrate that it results from electroshock therapy on a

depressed patient. You view persuasion as hard-headed logos, but I’ll affirm that

indirection, gentleness, humor, mystery, and even love are fundamental to

persuasion. (70)

Given such “radical” perspectives, it’s no wonder that Corder remains a largely

ignored figure in rhetoric and composition—despite an impressive body of work that

stands up remarkably well to critical scrutiny even decades after much of it was first

published. Sadly, few scholars today cite Corder. Perhaps this neglect will begin to

change with the recent publication of Selected Essays of Jim W. Corder: Pursuing the

Personal in Scholarship, Teaching, and Writing, edited by Miller and James S. Baumlin.

Then again, maybe not. Maybe his work is too threatening to the status quo, too closely

associated with the Ghost of Rhetoric Past. Bruce Ballenger, in his reflective tribute to

Donald Murray—another neglected figure in the discipline—quoted Murray from 1993:

“We are a profession with a black hole in the center. We do not yet know how effective

writing is made, and all theory and practice should grow from that understanding” (297).

Ballenger acknowledges the presence of “scholars in composition studies who are also

creative writers, people who bring insights from their work as poets, novelists, or

essayists to their academic research. But I’m afraid that Murray’s ‘black hole’ might be a

permanent one” (301).
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In any case, whereas Corder was a rhetorical maverick—a modern-day

Montaigne—Heilker chose to play it safe in The Essay. And in some ways, who can

blame him? Why risk being dismissed as an extremist when you and your arguments can

be taken more seriously if you play by the rules and meet your audience’s expectations?

Even in this chapter I have succumbed to a certain amount of pressure to conform to your

expectations as readers, and I worry that my own timidity as an essayist will partly

undermine my critique of Heilker’s conservative tendencies as a writer. Then again, I

have let my ideas guide me in this chapter. I have followed the scenic route of my

thoughts, not the superhighway of an outline, and I haven’t hesitated to include personal

experience as evidence along the way. The fact that I began this chapter with a critique of

Heilker yet have just returned to his book might frustrate you as a reader, but I like to

imagine that the ideas I have explored have been interesting and relevant.

In Heilker’s defense, we should keep in mind, too, that it arguably takes more

skill to write a compelling essay that blends the personal and the academic—let alone a

book-length series of such essays—than it does to write a traditional scholarly treatise.

Corder’s essays, for example, may be easy and even fun to read, but they sure aren’t easy

to imitate or equal.

Heilker’s third and seemingly decisive reason for not writing his book as a series

of essays relies on his claim that “it is, in the final analysis, simply not an essay. It is,

rather, an argument” (The Essay xx, emphasis in original). I disagree with the twin

assumptions here that (1) an essay cannot be an argument, and that (2) in order for a text

to be an essay, it must somehow be a pure exploration of uncertainty, uncontaminated by
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whispers of conviction, as if the essayist must be a blank slate sitting down to a blank

page.

Regarding the first assumption—that an essay cannot be an argument—Heilker

advocates teaching the essay as an “alternative, supplementary form in composition

instruction,” alongside thesis/support writing, as if the personal and the academic operate

primarily in separate realms (The Essay xx). In Personally Speaking: Experience as

Evidence in Academic Discourse, Spigelman skillfully argues that “personal narrative, in

its various forms, should be understood as a logical and legitimate mode of argument”

(8). Indeed, like Lizbeth Bryant in Voice as Process, she debunks the alleged dichotomy

between the personal and the academic. “It seems to me,” Spigelman writes, “that there is

greater advantage to blending discourses: using personal writing in and as academic

argument”—what she calls “personal academic argument” (14, emphasis in original).

Rather than reinforce the differences between the essay and the thesis/support form, we

should investigate the similarities and the possibilities for hybrid forms that borrow the

essay’s best qualities. As Cristina Kirklighter argues in Traversing the Democratic

Borders of the Essay, “The very act of exploiting genre boundaries is what the essay is all

about and thus explains why it feeds into a democracy of writing forms” (62).

Regarding Heilker’s second assumption—that in order for a text to be an essay, it

must somehow be a pure exploration of uncertainty—it’s true that scholars of the essay

emphasize the genre’s “spirit of exploration” (Hall 73). “Instead of working toward

definitive conclusions, as in an article,” Kirklighter writes, “the essay’s spontaneity

allows the writer to wander, to make connections in unusual places, to emphasize
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discoveries instead of conclusions” (6). This is a valid and valuable distinction, yet surely

it’s possible—not easy, but possible—to write an essay that wanders, makes connections

in usual places, emphasizes discoveries, and makes an argument. Lopate points out that

“even when writers have deliberately shied away from developing a single thesis or line

of attack, usually we can locate in their essays a buried argument (xxix). Heilker takes the

exploratory quality of the essay too literally, as if you can’t possibly write an essay unless

you start from a place of uncertainty and embark on a journey to discover your thoughts

about a subject.

Exploration and Argument

I think it’s not only possible but important to explore your thoughts in an essay

while advancing an argument. And I’m not just talking about what some people call the

formal essay. In his survey of essayists’ reflections about the genre from Montaigne to

the present, Carl H. Klaus concludes, “Ultimately, most essayists simply do not recognize

such a thing as the formal essay, presumably because it embodies the very antithesis of

what they conceive an essay to be. [. . .] Most essayists, in fact, do not tend to classify

essays at all [. . .]” (165). Recchio offers a rationale for this resistance to classification,

noting that

a formalist approach to the essay is misdirected because it ignores the dialogic

quality of the essay. It ossifies a fluid form, turning it into a series of types: the

narrative essay, the descriptive essay, the argumentative essay, and so forth. [. . .]

In this formalist fragmentation academic discourse is dehumanized at one extreme
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and the expressive self excessively privileged, detached from the context of

discourse, on the other. In the former case, the writer’s task is to disappear, to

subordinate self to discourse, trying merely to allow language somehow to appear

objectively on the page. There is context but no voice. In the latter case, there is

voice but no context. (273-74)

Therefore Heilker’s claim that he couldn’t write his book as a series of essays because it

advances an argument doesn’t take into account the wide scope of the essay.

I would argue that just as the persona of the essayist is a self-conscious

construction, an illusion that is anything but an “authentic,” unified self, so too is the

essay’s spirit of discovery. As Newkirk has pointed out, critics are mistaken when they

say that the personal essay “presumes a coherent ‘self,’ in Faigley’s (1992) terms a

‘unified consciousness to be laid out on the page.’ I argue the exact opposite here.

Essayists consistently deny this stability, beginning with Montaigne himself.” He then

cites a very postmodern passage of Montaigne’s in which the author revels in his

“unstable posture” (21). If we can acknowledge, like many essayists and essay scholars

do, that the implied author of an essay is a social construction, then we should also be

able to entertain the possibility that an essay’s exploratory structure might not reflect the

moment-by-moment lived reality of its author. In other words, the exploratory quality of

the essay can be no less a carefully crafted construction, or reconstruction, of one’s

thoughts and experiences than an essayist’s persona.

Some essayists probably do begin their essays with no opinion about their topic of

inquiry, no idea of where their writing will take them. I suspect, though, that this view is
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mostly a romantic myth, and an endangered one at that. For anyone who wants to reclaim

the essay, as opposed to dwell in nostalgia for a literary past that may never have existed,

a more realistic and contemporary ambition for reviving the genre would invite scholars

and students to explore and argue simultaneously. When Recchio states that uncertainty

is “a fundamental quality of the essay form,” I don’t think we need to conclude that in

order to qualify as an essayist, we must therefore be uncertain about every aspect of our

subject (272).  Yet Heilker assumes essayists can only write about the unknown.

But what about an essay like Jamaica Kincaid’s “On Seeing England for the First

Time,” about the mental scars of childhood invalidation, of being taught both explicitly

and subtly that everything English was great, and everything about herself and her

Antiguan culture was wrong? Did Kincaid have no idea when she started writing that she

would end up criticizing her indoctrination as a child? Obviously not. Her anger is a key

part of her identity and one that she cannot escape. But according to Heilker, Kincaid

presumably can’t write a “real” essay about her experience because she already has

strong opinions about it and thus has no uncertainty to explore. But essays can result from

after-the-fact reflection, too. Skillful essayists such as Kincaid can make a strong

argument and capture their thinking on the page in a unique way. Kincaid may not

ponder whether the British colonial influence on her childhood self was good or bad or

some combination of both, but she does vividly recreate what it felt like as a child

growing up in Antigua under the suffocating circumstances of colonial life. She also

writes with equal passion about her first trip to England as an adult. Her position doesn’t

really change from the beginning of her essay to the end. Recalling her childhood on the
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first page, she writes, “England was a jewel all right, and only special people got to wear

it” (209). And here is the last sentence of her essay:

The white cliffs of Dover, when finally I saw them, were cliffs, but they were not 

white; you would only call them that if the word “white” meant something 

special to you; they were dirty and they were steep; they were so steep, the correct

height from which all my views of England, starting with the map before me in 

my classroom and ending with the trip I had just taken, should jump and die and 

disappear forever. (220)

Should Kincaid’s essay not have been published in The Best American Essays simply

because she makes a strong postcolonial argument? Of course not. Much of the

exploration in Kincaid’s essay is an exploration of form and style. As Heath notes, “The

essay has to build its own grammar or frame within each piece, in a new cooperative

contract between reader and writer” (103). Helping students develop such a contract is

one of the most difficult but rewarding tasks of teaching the essay. Each essay requires a

new contract, a new structure. The challenge is to help students find forms and styles that

uniquely fit their ideas.

Heilker employs Spellmeyer’s distinction between “writing as a means of

achieving understanding” and “writing as a demonstration of understanding,” noting that

his book does the latter (The Essay xx). But what if these two ways of writing are not

mutually exclusive? That is, what if a third alternative is “writing as a means of

demonstrating how one achieved an understanding”? Or what about “writing as a means

of achieving and demonstrating understanding”? Just as we can qualify the assertion that
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the essay explores unknown territory, I think we can similarly qualify the insight that

essayists think on the page. It would be more accurate to say that essayists create the

impression of thinking on the page, for surely an essay can map the journey of one’s

thinking without being a real-time process of literally thinking on the page. According to

O. B. Hardison, Jr. in “Binding Proteus: An Essay on the Essay,” “Both Montaigne and

Bacon revised their essays over and over again. The lack of artifice is an illusion created

by years of effort” (15).

Besides, don’t writers routinely reconsider their ideas as they write, venturing into

new, unexplored areas of their thinking? Don’t surprises always come up along the way?

When I set out to write this essay, for example, I knew I wanted to celebrate the essay as

a genre, but I had no idea that I would end up pondering Heilker’s reasons for writing his

book in the thesis/support form. Likewise, it had never occurred to me that the essay’s

uncertainty and spirit of exploration could be seen as elements of a writer’s open-minded

writing process, rather than literal prerequisites to write an essay. To the extent that most

writers modify their ideas as they write, essayists don’t own a copyright on textual

exploration. But essays are unique in that they enable writers to recreate their experience

of thinking. “The most talented essayists,” Atwan notes, “have aims other than merely

getting a point across or a position announced or an identity established. It may help to

imagine the essay as a Cubist rendition of an idea: the essayist would rather you see all

sides and aspects of a thought” (xii). The essayist’s challenge, you might say, is to render

the messy state of consciousness in an elegant way. Again, this isn’t easy. According to

Klaus, “Though they oppose methodical discourse, the essayists are careful to make clear
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that they consider the essay to be a highly disciplined form of writing. Indeed, their

insistence on its freedom from conventionalized form and thought probably makes them

all the more intent on dispelling any notion that the essay is a free-for-all form of writing”

(66).

Heilker, it seems, fails to—

But enough. Heilker is the last person whose motives I want to question or whose

scholarship I want to criticize. His book is an invaluable resource and a powerful call to

action. I wish more people would read it and cite it and implement its pedagogy. Even

though Heilker deliberately eschews Corderian rhetoric, and even though he goes out of

his way to extend an olive branch to those who champion the thesis/support form he

critiques, it almost seems as if The Essay is nevertheless too hot to handle, too

controversial, too threatening to the discipline’s identity. Maybe for WPAs, the prospect

of revitalizing the Montaignian essay in contemporary contexts is too hard a sell to other

administrators across campus. Maybe by avoiding Heilker’s ideas, compositionists are

like academic liberals who conveniently ignore the social, ethical, and environmental

implications of eating meat. Grabbing a burger after lecturing students about the perils of

global warming or the hidden costs of capitalism is simply a no-brainer. Out of sight, out

of mind.
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Disciplinary Pressure

What I ultimately object to, then, is not Heilker’s scholarship or even his choice to

write The Essay in a conventional form. What I object to is the disciplinary pressure that

convinced him his book would have been dismissed if he’d written it in essay form.

When Heilker writes in his preface that “I wish to make it clear from the outset that I am

not advocating that we displace thesis/support writing from the center of academic

discourse and composition pedagogy and replace it with the essay,” I think, Why not?

Your book, after all, makes a very persuasive case against the thesis/support form (The

Essay xx, emphasis in original). Heilker’s almost obsequious concession to supporters of

the form he criticizes as “inadequate from developmental, epistemological, ideological,

and feminist rhetorical perspectives” almost reads like a scripted statement read on

camera by an American hostage abroad (The Essay 2). “I am being treated very well. . . .

The thesis-driven essay should remain in power.”

In Heilker’s defense, in his 2006 CCC essay “Twenty Years In: An Essay in Two

Parts,” he humbly admits to shortcomings in his earlier understanding of the essay. He

writes,

It has been a long row to hoe, but I have come to understand that, despite the 

aesthetically and cognitively pleasing simplicity of my scheme, exploration and 

exposition are not mutually exclusive entities. Similarly, I now understand that 

exploration does not (at least need not) precede exposition either. [. . .] This may 

be news to you, but it took me ten years to figure out and put into my teaching 

practice.” (“Twenty” 192, emphases in original)
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Sadly, Heilker feels pessimistic about the future of the essay in rhetoric and composition.

“The personal is still excluded, generally speaking, and the essay is still not in the mix,”

he argues, “despite years of effort and a small sea of ink shed on its behalf. And so I fear

that this, my most impassioned plea for the essay to date, will nonetheless likewise fall on

deaf ears” (“Twenty” 206). Heilker’s insight recalls the “black hole” that Murray spoke

of. It is certainly not encouraging, and yet for someone like me, for whom the promise of

the essay keeps me teaching, I see no alternative but to continue advocating for the genre.

As unpopular as the essay may be in the discipline, I do my best to keep it popular in my

own composition classroom.

Teaching the Essay: A Case Study

So let us turn to the classroom. Let us explore some ways that we can help

students write essays—not articles that we call essays. As evidence, I will explain how I

have taught essays in an upper-division Topics in Writing: Best American Essays course

at the University of Colorado at Boulder. Rather than simply analyze selections from

various editions of the annual anthology, students use them as models to help them

understand and apply elements of the genre to their own essays.

Students generally seem shocked that I grant them so much artistic freedom. They

have been conditioned to think of artistic, literary works as products to critique, not texts

to create. But students realize soon enough that yes, I want them to write actual essays. I

want them to essay their original ideas in their own voices, not regurgitate or

ventriloquize the voices of critics.
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The first essay assignment in the course is a Reflective Analysis of a Personally

Meaningful Place. To get a sense for how prize-winning essayists write about place,

students read such essays as André Aciman’s “Shadow Cities,” Ian Frazier’s “A Lovely

Sort of Lower Purpose,” and Lawrence Otis Graham’s “Invisible Man.” Through reading

responses and class discussions of these and other essays, as well as a handful of

scholarly works about the essay, students immerse themselves in the genre.

When they have a good idea of how the essay differs from the article,

students begin to write a reflective, exploratory essay about a place or space in their

lives—physical or metaphorical—that they consider meaningful. I tell them that their

essays should develop an original idea in an interesting way. Rather than write a thesis-

driven, five-paragraph “theme,” they have the opportunity and challenge to write a more

flexible, thoughtful, narrative essay that draws upon personal experience as evidence. As

they write the various exercises that will culminate in an essay, I encourage them to allow

their thoughts to unfold and their ideas to emerge. Ultimately their essays should be

compelling reflections or embodiments of their thinking that enable readers to experience

their ideas as they have unfolded over time.

The exercises that students write are elements of an overarching progression, which

Hoy defines as “a series of reading, writing, thinking, and imagining exercises that move

students toward the target while keeping the target out of sight, for a long while. It is a

rich and challenging pedagogy that teaches form through experimental enactments. As we

like to say at New York University, you can’t understand it ’til you’ve experienced it”

(“The Art” 322; emphasis in original). Having taught progressions at NYU and having
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crafted my own progressions elsewhere, I agree that this pedagogy can seem mysterious,

nebulous, and dubious to anyone who hasn’t been in the trenches. But I also have faith

that I can give you at least a taste of how progressions help students craft compelling

essays. The progression and pedagogy that I outline below are adapted from Hoy’s work

at NYU.

Before I take you through the series of exercises that students wrote for the their

first essay, let me introduce you to a Katya Hott, a linguistics major at CU-Boulder who

wrote her essay about the breakdancing website www.bboyworld.com. By considering

the exercises that led to her essay, I hope to illustrate how a widely discarded, allegedly

antiquated genre can snap vividly to life in the digital reality of the twenty-first century.

Although my case study is, in one respect, simply an example of “practitioner lore,”

I believe it offers insight into the pedagogy of the essay form. Lisa Ede has noted the

disciplinary neglect of the “practice” part of praxis: “Theory should inform practice,

certainly—but practice must also inform theory, for practice also (we too easily forget) is

knowledge-generating. And what is practice but the interaction of specific teachers and

students in specific situations, the moment-to-moment rhetorical reality of the

classroom?” (126). To give full consideration to the richness of Katya’s writing, I have

decided to quote the entirety of her work for the progression. I realize that quoting

student writing extensively in scholarly works is uncommon, even taboo. I could surely

quote selectively and include Katya’s complete assignments in an appendix, but I don’t

think her work should be relegated to an appendix. Her work deserves a prominent place

in my consideration of the essay. Her voice deserves to be heard in full, not only in her
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final draft but in her writing exercises.

Some scholars question the value of writing exercises, but Bishop offers a good

rationale for them:

I don’t agree that sequenced activities and exercises should be dismissed as

inauthentic: perhaps they feel so for the practicing writer or scholarly reader who

has already internalized these habits. Nevertheless, exercises provide sound

learning experiences for student writers, particularly if the results of such work are

studied, theorized, and revised and if we believe that our students are authors.”

(“Suddenly” 270)

I believe that our students are authors, and that when we give them opportunities to write

essays, they can thrive. We need to cultivate those opportunities carefully, though, so that

students have plenty of room to explore and discover their ideas, yet also enough

guidance to help them craft a coherent essay.

Here, then, are the prompts of the exercises that make up my progression,

followed by Katya’s (unedited) responses. The progression and pedagogy are adapted

from Hoy’s work at NYU. For a preliminary exercise, I simply asked students to list three

potential places they might want to write about, and to explain why each might be a good

choice. In small-group workshops, students help one another choose a place. In the past,

people have chosen to write about places ranging from their trucks to their souls, from

“the zone” to war zones in Iraq.

Students begin writing their essays with:
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EXERCISE #1: DESCRIPTION OF PLACE

Write a 1/2-1-page (single-spaced) vivid description of your chosen place. Bring
your place to life so others can get a good feel for it—e.g., appeal to multiple
senses. Bring three copies to class.

KATYA’S EXERCISE #1: DESCRIPTION OF PLACE

My place doesn’t exist.  It is simply a node in cyberspace; something you

might come across by accident while jumping around the vast, floating, intangible

grid of the internet.  Bboyworld.com, specifically the Forum, and more

specifically the New Raw Footage Section, is grey with black writing.  Some

writing is in bold and some isn’t.  That’s it.  But each little heading links to a

world of foreign color.  “FloMo Trailer (Finland),” “Cico Footage (Italy)” “Dyzee

Diaries (Toronto).”  Pick almost any country in the world and type it in the search

engine (also grey) at the bottom of the screen and I guarantee you will find some

video clip of someone who breakdances there.  Yes, people breakdance all over

the world, even in Canada.  The website is grey just like the computer I with

which I access it.  Just like the light in my room in the middle of the night when I

sit watching video after video when I could be studying, or, do I dare say it,

sleeping.  Grey, a color that no one really cares about or notices.  This is my link

to the international, underground bboy scene.

My place doesn’t look very attractive.  Most video clips are poor quality; I

have to squint to see them.  Yet searching around bboyworld.com is more than

staring at ant-sized people doing powermoves and dancing.  The experience is

accompanied by sweaty palms resting on the pad of my steaming laptop, by
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scratchy music eminating from my computer’s speakers, accompanying the

dancers on the screen.  I am sore from training when I watch bboy clips, my body

still feeling the effects of that night’s practice.  I rub my stiff neck or gingerly

touch the bump on the back of my head as I watch someone in South Korea

perfectly execute that flare-windmill I was trying when I messed myself up.  My

eyelids are heavy when I visit bboyworld.  I always promise them just one more

clip before they can close.  C’mon, eyelids, just get me through Ivan vs. K-mel

back in 1999.  The soreness, the fatigue, the nagging bug buzzing in my ear that I

should be doing something more productive with my time, are all overcome by

the knowledge that when I enter bboyworld, I leave my room in Colorado and

travel the world of underground hip-hop, a world disguised by grew [gray]

cyberpixels.

______________

Katya is beginning to identify what draws her to this website. The next

exercise—a summary and dramatic scene—invites her to engage in a deeper, more

personal inquiry. The reason I ask students to include a summary is that it helps them

understand and internalize the difference between a dry “report” of events and a vivid,

dramatic scene from experience. In the following exercise, notice how Katya introduces

the ideas of race and gender.

EXERCISE #2: SUMMARY AND DRAMATIC SCENE

Part 1: Write a 1-sentence summary of a specific memory set in your chosen
place that has meaning for you.
Part 2: Write a 1-2-page (single-spaced) dramatic scene (real, not fictional) set in
your chosen place. This scene should be a dramatic account of your specific,
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meaningful memory (the one you summarized), told in a way that lets readers
experience what you experienced. Bring three copies to class.

KATYA’S EXERCISE #2: SUMMARY AND DRAMATIC SCENE

SUMMARY

The forum on bboyworld.com is littered with posts from all over the

world.  Breakdancers from Seoul, Buenos Aires, and Berlin upload clips of their

crews, representing their respective cities for the rest of the globe.  I have seen

clips of crews from all over, but nothing shocked me more than stumbling over a

clip from Florox, a crew that I thought nobody outside of Boston knew about

except for me.

DRAMATIC SCENE

I learned my first six-step from a kid named Kevin one humid, buggy

evening after work in Western Massachusetts.

“This is called a downrock; it’s your most basic move in footwork,” he

told me, panting between words.  We were both sweating, our hands filled with

miniscule splinters from the patio on which we danced.

“Downrock?”

“Like dancing, rocking, that you do on the floor.  A floor rock.  That’s my

crew, actually.  Florox.  But, you know, spelled like the mouthwash.”

“Your crew?  Like your team?”

“No.  Like my family.  My homies.”
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 Florox.  They were from Boston.  Well, originally they were from Hong

Kong, and Taiwan.  Kevin was from Korea.  When I first started training with

them in a forgotten studio outside of MIT, Kevin told me not to be offended if

some of the breakers didn’t talk to me.  They were not used to white kids training

with them, especially white girls.

The members of Florox greeted me in Mandarin accents and observed my

clumsy six-step.  After a couple of minutes relentlessly trying the move, I gave

up, collapsed on the blue, wooden floor, and resorted to watching the guys of

Florox dance.  They were good, but just how good I didn’t know.  To me,

everything was good.  Their floor rocks were so fast I couldn’t see their feet.

Their sneakers drew speedy circles around their strong hands, tracing invisible

and complex patterns on the floor.  Every once in awhile a beat in the music

would drop and someone would kick off the floor and spin around on one hand.

It was beautiful, intimidating, and extremely foreign.

Soon after that practice at MIT, I moved out to Boulder, Colorado, not

exactly hip-hop central.  Yet I found some dedicated bboys and started training

seriously.  Colorado became my home and the bboys there became my crew.  My

free time from school ceased to be free at all; it was taken up by training.  With

such a small bboy scene in Boulder, we looked for inspiration in other places,

namely the Internet.

Bboyworld.com, an online breakdance forum, filled the place of the books

I read before I went to sleep.  I would come home, aching from training, place my
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computer on my lap and sit for hours downloading clips.  I saw a blonde-haired,

petite girl from New Mexico do one-armed air-tracks.  I saw a Parisian, clad in

baggy sweat pants, pop like he was made of silly putty.  I saw a seventeen year

old from Japan break a record with 124 head spins.  These ant-sized people on my

computer screen inspired me; they showed me that I was part of something global,

something important.

And then, about two years after moving to Colorado, I stumbled over a

clip that hit close to home: “Florox vs. Brooklyn Zoo.”  There was Kevin with

other members of Florox battling in a New York City subway station.  The

footage was grainy and the image shook on beat to the music.  I could picture the

kid holding the tiny camcorder jumping up and down while filming, too excited

about the dancing to care about whether or not the footage portrayed the battle

taking place in New York’s first major earthquake.

I was shocked by watching Florox, the people who introduced me to hip-

hop, the people I had not thought about for two years.  At first I was shocked, and

then I was stunned by the realization that these guys really were good.  They were

the real deal, better than me, better than my crew.  I had good reason to be amazed

the first time I saw them.  Though I didn’t know it back in the grungy studio

outside of MIT, I was dealing with some of the best bboys in the North-East.   I

wanted to fly back to Boston right then to tell them that Florox had started mixing

the chemicals in me that today had exploded into a passion for hip-hop.  But

instead of hopping on an airplane, I used bboyworld.com for what it’s good for
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and posted a reply: “Florox Crew is dope.  Shout out from your homegirl here in

Colorado.”

______________

In this scene, Katya uses realistic dialogue and vivid description to help capture

her initial experience of an art and culture she found “beautiful, intimidating, and

extremely foreign.” Notice that she is now connecting herself more directly and

emotionally to the website, which taught her that she “was part of something global,

something important.” One key sentence hints at the original idea she will eventually

explore in her essay: “They were not used to white kids training with them, especially

white girls.”

In class, Katya met with several other students in a workshop to discuss her scene.

The goal was, in Hoy’s lingo, to “mine” the scene for emerging ideas worth exploring

further. Katya does just this in her next exercise—a letter to a friend. She elaborates on

her ambivalence about the seeming clash between her love of breakdancing and her

identity as a middle-class, Jewish white woman.

EXERCISE #3: LETTER TO A FRIEND

Write a 2-3-page (single-spaced) letter to a friend (a real friend; don’t just write
“Dear Friend,”) in which you continue to explore and develop your emerging
idea, drawing upon your earlier writing. Remember you’re not trying to “prove” a
thesis; you’re trying to create a record of your evolving thoughts about an
idea—in a coherent way that will interest readers. Bring three copies to class.

KATYA’S EXERCISE #3: LETTER TO A FRIEND

My place is the New Raw Footage forum on bboyworld.com; it’s hard to write a

letter about a website that I frequent.  I decided to not explain the breakdance
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moves about which I speak.  I also decided to write the letter in the style I would

if I were really writing to Kevin.  The grammar is atrocious.  The language is

slang, and, yes, there are some swears (I did cut out all the f-words, though).  If

this piece seems scattered, that is because it’s about as authentic as I could make it

without actually writing Kevin a letter.

Wadup Kevin,

 I hope your doin well, bro.  It’s been awhile since we last talked.  I saw

Florox on the bboyworld.com forum not too long ago.  I couldn’t believe it.  It’s

been mad long since I’ve trained with your crew and you guys have gotten so

sick.  I’ve gotten better too, but your shit was ill.  Like watching Luke battle Oreo

down in Central Station in the City . . . dope, is all I can say.  It’s raw, New York

battling is.  Out here, battles are few and far between and breakers from Colorado

usually have to go to Cali to go to anything real.  But the City, man, it’s so old

school.  Like that place Luke was battling was a place that they used to bust back

in 1977 when Rock Steady Crew started.  It makes me miss the East Coast.  Y’all

stick to foundation.  Out here everyone tries to be so progressive with their

dancing.  You can totally see it all over bboyworld clips.  Anything from a battle

in California consists of all these punk kids doing spiderman shit.  Like I don’t

care if you can wrap you leg over your head, thread an arm through and do hand

hops.  If you can’t hit a beat, it doesn’t matter.  It’s all about the dancing.  They

call it breakdance because that’s what it is, a dance.
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But you know all this already.  When I saw that clip of Florox, I was so

happy to see that you all are progressing but still keeping the spirit of what the

dance is about.  And in a subway station no less!  That’s hard, man.  The dim

lights, that dirty brown tile floor, the trains going by, and crowds and crowds of

bboys just standing there watching, not caring if passengers need to get in and out.

They can wait, right?  They probably need to watch some bboyin; it’d be good for

their souls.  Really, I think people who aren’t exposed to any part of the

underground scene could benefit from it.  Peace, unity, love, and having fun.

Those are our morals.  But we can’t do that by braiding our hair and dancing in

poppy fields.  We are from the city, we dance in the streets, and that kind of dance

is a lot harder than dancing in a field.  A field ain’t made of concrete, that’s for

damn sure.

But anyway, I really wanted to congratulate you on putting up such a good

clip.  The Internet is amazing, man.  Seriously.  I spend so much time on

bboyworld, it’s ridiculous.  I can’t believe how many kids in this world are into

breakin’.  Y’know what I found out?  There was a clip on bboyworld of some kids

from Taiwan breakin’ on an indoor basketball court.  It turned out they were kids

from a high school, a high school breakdance crew.  Like we have basketball

teams.  How tight would that be?  Oh, I’m going to go to high school in Taiwan.

What sport am I gonna play?  Breakin’.  Imagine trying out for a bboy crew after

school.  “We need you guys to run five laps around the court, do two sets of thirty

push-ups, then give me your best footwork round, a power set, then we will
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organize a Brooklyn rock battle.” I wish we had that kind of organization in the

States.

And the girls, man.  I have a lot of training to do.  The other day I was on

bboyworld and I saw a clip of a girl from New Mexico going out and doing two

one-armed airtracks.  A GIRL.  That shit’s raw.  I’ve seen plenty of footage of

guys doing that, especially the clips of the guys from Peru, or Cico from Italy.

But I’ve never seen anyone do that move in person.

But seriously, Kev, the coolest thing I saw on bboyworld was your crew,

Florox.  Boston represent.  I remember training with you guys back when Florox

trained in that grungy studio outside of MIT.  We had to sneak me in because I

wasn’t on “the list of dancers” because I wasn’t even a dancer back then.

Remember teaching me my first six-step, Kevin?  That was such a life-changing

moment for me and I didn’t even know it.  I was so bad and I asked you if you

could show me the six-step as fast as people do it when they are “really breakin’”.

It was so fast.  Your feet looked like blur moving around you, but somehow they

stayed on the beat of the music.

I was so scared to train with you guys back then.  I was the only girl and

the only white kid.  I remember Billy and Luke only speaking in Mandarin and

not talking to me.  I felt like if I told them I was from outside of Boston, from a

well-off family, they wouldn’t want to me train.  It’s weird.  I’m probably one of

ten white, Jewish, middle-class bgirls in the country.  Sometimes that is

something I want to hide from other dancers.  Not that I am ashamed of being
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white or Jewish or whatever, but because it seems to make me not as raw as the

rest of you.  Not as hard.  Not as worthy of the dance.  I know no matter how hard

I dance, I will have a different upbringing that most bboys and that will always

bother me.

But that is the sweet thing about going on the forum at bboyworld.

Nobody cares.  I watched that clip of the Japanese kid doing 124 headspins.  He

doesn’t care that my house is kinda big.  He doesn’t care that I am white.  To him,

I am American, from the East Coast, where breakin’ started.  That’s what

bboyworld does.  It breaks barriers.  I can post a clip of me that’s called “Bgirl

from Massachusetts” and people will reply about whether they think I’m a good

dancer or not.  I bet no one will reply, “How much money does your dad make a

year?”  That would be whack.

But no matter where I’m from or what color I am, I love breakin’.  That’s

really what it’s about, right?  Passion.  I guess what I’m trying to say in this letter

is thank you.  Kevin, you got me into all this, started that passion for hip-hop.  It

was mad cool to see your clip on bboyworld.  You guys are looking good.  Keep

it up and hopefully next time I will get to be there, busting with you all in that

dark subway station.  Underground in the underground.  Word.

Peace

Love

Unity

And having fun,
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Katya

______________

I’m often surprised by how good students’ letters are. Sometimes I wonder if the

genre is too antiquated for today’s students, but it seems to offer a rewarding blend of

formality and informality. Whereas an “e-mail to a friend” might degenerate into an

incoherent mess, the letter seems to encourage reflection that is honest yet sufficiently

developed. In her letter, Katya is beginning to elaborate on her idea about the

ambivalence of her identity. The final exercise of the progression asked students to enrich

their essays with additional evidence.

EXERCISE #4: ACCOUNT OF NEW EVIDENCE

• Tentatively choose an idea that intrigues you and that you want to explore
further in your writing and thinking. Don’t let your emerging idea ossify into a
closed-minded thesis.

• Select an additional piece of evidence likely to support, enhance, or complicate
your emerging idea—e.g., a song or sound, a written text (book, essay, poem, story, ad,
etc.), or a visual text (photo, film, TV show, painting, etc.).

• Write 1/2-1-page (single-spaced) about the relationship between your emerging
idea and your new piece of evidence. Bring three copies to class.

Katya chose to include quotations from contributors to the website. As you can

see in her final draft below, she chose them wisely and integrates them smoothly into her

essay. Her final draft is the product of numerous revisions in light of peer and instructor

comments. True to the genre, it takes readers on a satisfying journey through her thoughts

and ideas. There’s no thesis in sight. In addition, the freedom of the form enabled Katya

to add even more evidence at the last minute, including a reflection about why she

switched from rock climbing to breakdancing.
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FINAL DRAFT

BBOYWORLD

By Katya Hott

911 666
Registered User
Location: Korea
Without bboyworld.com we will never ever understand what
bboying is about and with the help of these videos that have
been posted on the raw footage, i hope you all learn from these
clip because peoples work so hard to put these footage . . . and
not try to be a hater, preach false, wannabe, and disrepectful.
This is the only site that have alot of bboy videos to download
free. I'm glad someone did show me this site, otherwise i
wouldn't know the truth about hiphop.
I have a full set of speakers in my backpack, my breakin’ shoes in one

hand, and a case of CDs in the other; my house key is in my mouth.  It takes me

five minutes to open my door and, once in my house, I have to sit on the stairs for

another five before I can convince my body to make the trek upward.  I’m

throbbing, bruised, and drenched in sweat.  Eventually, I muster up the energy to

carry my shit up two flights to my final destination, my computer.

Bboyworld.com, specifically the Forum, and more specifically the New

Raw Footage Section, is grey with black writing.  Some writing is in bold and

some isn’t.  That’s it.  But each little heading links to a world of foreign color.

“FloMo Trailer (Finland),” “Cico Footage (Italy),” “Dyzee Diaries (Toronto).”

Pick almost any country in the world and type it in the search engine (also grey) at

the bottom of the screen and I guarantee you will find some video clip of someone

who breakdances there.  Yeah, people breakdance all over the world, even in

Canada.  The website is grey just like my computer.  Just like the light in my
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room in the middle of the night when I sit watching video after video when I

could be studying, or, do I dare say it, sleeping.  Grey, a color that no one really

cares about or notices.  This is my link to the international, underground bboy

scene.

Most video clips are poor quality; I have to squint to see them.  Yet

searching around bboyworld.com is more than staring at ant-sized people doing

powermoves and dancing.  When I’m on that site my palms are sweaty, resting on

the pad of my steaming laptop and the scratchy music eminating from my

computer’s speakers sounds like crap.  I am sore from training when I watch bboy

clips, my body still feeling the effect of that night’s practice.  I rub my stiff neck

or gingerly touch the bump on the back of my head as I watch someone in South

Korea perfectly execute that flare-windmill I was trying when I messed myself

up.  Those Korean are so damn good.  My eyelids are heavy when I visit

bboyworld.  I always promise them just one more clip before they can close.

C’mon, eyelids, just get me through Ivan vs. K-mel back in 1999. The soreness,

the fatigue, the nagging bug buzzing in my ear: “Katya, you got homework; you

gotta sleep,” are all overcome by the knowledge that when I enter bboyworld, I

leave my room in Colorado and travel the world of underground hip-hop, a world

disguised by grey cyberpixels.

I moved to Colorado not to breakdance, but to rock climb.  For years I

climbed competitively.  I loved the sport, but I always felt something lacking in

the community.  I climbed with people who only ever talked about other times
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that they climbed, or other times when they were so high, or right now, when they

were so high that they couldn’t believe they were climbing.  The stoner, hippie

persona got so old, but it didn’t bother me as much as the fact that this community

was built on the foundation of white, middle-class suburbia.  I hated the

homogeneity, but more than that I hated looking at these people and seeing my

own upbringing reflected in their bloodshot eyes.

 I come from a wealthy, college town in Western Massachusetts.  Our

streets are littered with coffee shops and expensive clothing stores.  We have a

couple concert venues: dark, smokey, windowless rooms with low ceilings.

Usually we get reggae or folk artists playing, but every once in awhile an

underground hip hop show rolls through.  I remember seeing Common, standing

next to some college kids in their hand-made clothes with their dreadlocks.  They

were shouting “Right on, brotha!” after Common spit his most punctual lines.

They pissed me off.  My town is not exactly hip hop central.

I visited Massachusetts a couple months ago and ran into a high school

acquaintance playing his ravaged acoustic guitar on the street.  This kid asked me

how climbing was going out in Colorado.

“I actually do a lot more breakdancing than climbing these days.”

He stopped mid strum and shook his unkempt hair out of his eyes, “But,

you’re not black.” Well done, Sherlock.

“So what do you do now?” he said.  “Speak all ghetto and dress like

you’re on BET? ‘Word, homie.’” He was giggling.  That kid’s always been an
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asshole.  But he made me think, how many people think it’s weird when I say a

word like word?

dsKy
Registered User
Location: California

u can be unique, n u should be as a matter of fact, but BEFORE u can be
unique, u need to have the BASIC SKILLS and knowledge in order to
create something unique from all these basic steps. It is like, before u
wanna build a really unique n a really out of this world Building, u need to
know how to even build a simple block of bricks together, if u dont even
have a clue to how all this works, how are u going to build a massive
building? that is learning foundation. to put it simple, LEARN TO
CRAWL AND WALK, BEFORE U WANNA LEARN A BACKFLIP.

Though my hometown is predominantly white and hip hop free, it was

there I was introduced into the world of bboyin’.   I learned my first six-step from

a kid named Kevin one humid, buggy evening after work.

“This is called a downrock; it’s your most basic move in footwork,” he

told me, panting between words.  We were both sweating, our hands filled with

miniscule splinters from the old patio we danced on.

“Downrock?”

“Like dancing, rocking, that you do on the floor.  A floor rock.  That’s my

crew, actually.  Florox.  But, you know, spelled like the mouthwash.”

“Your crew?  Like your team?”

“No.  Like my family.  My homies.”

 Florox.  They were from Boston.  Well, originally they were from Hong

Kong, and Taiwan.  Kevin was from Korea.  When I first started training with

them in a forgotten studio outside of MIT, Kevin told me not to be offended if
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some of the breakers didn’t talk to me.  They were not used to white kids training

with them, especially white girls.

The members of Florox greeted me in Mandarin accents and observed my

clumsy six-step.  After a couple of minutes relentlessly trying the move, I gave

up, collapsed on the blue, wooden floor, and resorted to watching the guys of

Florox dance.  They were good, but to me, everything was good.  Their footwork

was so fast I couldn’t see their feet.  Their sneakers drew speedy circles around

their strong hands, tracing invisible and complex patterns on the floor.  Every

once in awhile a beat in the music would drop and someone would kick off the

floor and spin around on one hand.  I didn’t know then that the move was a 90; I

only knew it was beautiful, intimidating, and extremely foreign.

I was scared to train with those guys.  I felt like if I told them I was from

outside of Boston, from a well-off family, they wouldn’t want to me train.  I’m

probably one of ten white, Jewish, middle-class bgirls in the country.  Sometimes,

I want to hide that from other dancers.  Not that I’m ashamed of being white or

Jewish, but because it seems to make me not as raw as the rest.  Not as hard.  Not

as worthy of the dance.  I know no matter how hard I dance, I will have a different

upbringing than most bboys and that will always bother me.

But usually my background goes unmentioned, and even unnoticed.  Years

after my first practice with Florox, I was training in Colorado with Rich, a friend

who I’ve known for over two years.  Rich’s wit is as dynamic as his powermoves,

so he always sprays corny, clever and borderline racist shit.  I told him once,
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“You know, Rich, you can only get away with saying that stuff cuz you’re

not white.”

“Yea, well you’re not white either,” he came back at me.

“Oh really?  What am I then, aqua-marine?” I was laughing.

“You’re olive.”

Olive, like Mediterranean.  Rich knows I’m Jewish and have family in

Israel.  It took me a minute to realize he was serious.

“Sorry to let you down, bro, but I’m Russian, as white as they come.”

For two years Rich had projected a non-white image on me.  I mean, jeez,

all he had to do was open his eyes and freakin’ look at me.  When Rich grouped

me with his other non-white bboy friends, I was almost complimented.  I had

hidden my heritage to the extent that my pale skin made no difference.  To him, I

had become a white dark person.

This conversation with Rich was probably the only conversation on race

I’ve ever had with a fellow bboy.  Sure, we throw around racial slurs like it’s our

job, but no one ever talks about it.  Shit, I’m sure no one else really thinks about it

as much as I do.  So this idea of me not being as real, as raw, as everyone else

exists only in my guilt-ridden head.

Bboyworld is my number-one proof that I’m over-thinking the role of my

race in my dancing.  On bboyworld I saw a blonde-haired, petite girl from New

Mexico do one-armed air-tracks.  I’ve never seen a girl do that before.  I saw this

Parisian, Salah, clad in baggy sweat pants, pop like he was made of silly putty.  I
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saw this seventeen year old, Japanese kid break a record with 124 head spins.

Damn.  These computer-screen dancers inspired me; they showed me that I was

part of something global, something important.  And I’m sure they don’t care that

I’m white.  A lot of them are white.  To them, I am simply an American, from the

East Coast, where breakin’ started.

That’s what bboyworld does.  It breaks barriers.  You are judged on your

skill and not your background or your color.  I can post a clip of me that’s called

“Bgirl from Massachusetts” and people will reply about whether they think I’m a

good dancer or not.  I bet no one will reply, “How much money does your dad

make a year?” That would be whack.

BackRoomKid
Registered User
Location: YUMA, az, usa

FLOROX! THAT WAS SICK! Awesome man...I went to New York for a
good week not to long ago....wish that would happen more often cuz I
really wanted to bust in the NY scene.

you guys are sick...keep it up

Surfing bboyworld one night, two years after moving to Colorado, I

stumbled over a clip that hit close to home: “Florox vs. Brooklyn Zoo.”  There

was Kevin with other members of Florox battling in a New York City subway

station.  It was hard: the dim lights, that dirty brown tile floor, the trains going by,

and crowds and crowds of bboys just standing there watching, not caring if

passengers need to get in and out.  They can wait, right?  They probably need to

watch some bboyin; it’d be good for their souls.  The footage was grainy and the
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image shook on beat to the music.  I could picture the kid holding the tiny

camcorder jumping up and down while filming, too excited about the dancing to

care about whether or not the footage portrayed the battle taking place during

New York’s first major earthquake.

Watching that Florox clip brought me back to training in that grungy

studio outside of MIT.  We had to sneak me in because I wasn’t on “the list of

dancers” because I wasn’t even a dancer back then.  Kevin taught me my first six-

step.  My first six-step.

I was shocked by watching Florox, the people who introduced me to hip-

hop, the people I had not thought about for two years.  At first I was shocked, and

then I was stunned by the realization that these guys really were good.  They were

the real deal, better than me, better than my crew.  I had good reason to be amazed

the first time I saw them.  Though I didn’t know it back in the grungy studio

outside of MIT, I was dealing with some of the rawest bboys in the North-East.

Shit, I wanted to fly back to Boston right then to tell them that Florox had started

mixing the chemicals in me that today had exploded into a passion for hip-hop.

But I didn’t fly back and see them until one month ago.  They train at

UMass now in the squash courts.  I walked into their practice.  It smelled of sweat

and rubber.  These guys had this boombox that was so big, the pumping music

flowed out into the hallway.  After not being able to do a six-step, I’ve come a

long way.  And Florox noticed.  And they talked to me.  No comments about

being white, being from a well-off family.  They said I had gotten really good.
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That’s it.  It’s all about the dancing, really.  It’s comforting to know that my race

matters only as I much as I make it matter.  But it’s just as discomforting to accept

that I am my biggest critic; my race and background matters

more to me than to anyone else.

chicano322
Registered User
Location: Los Angeles, CA. USA

it knows no language boundries, its knows no color boundries, it knows no
national boundries, it knows no religious boundries, it knows no age
boundries, it knows no sex boundries, it knows no economic boundries, it
knows no boundry on this planet. nothing, nada, zip, zero, nothing can
contain or hold up hiphop. the only other thing on this planet to do such a
thing is the human spirit and its will to survive and grow.

one day we'll all fully realize the depth and beauty of hiphop as one of the
greatest cultural inventions of our time

The bboys in Florox told me to keep in touch, that I should go to some

jams on the East Coast with them.  I told them I’d keep an eye out for them on

bboyworld and they said that I should post some clips of my own.  I said, “Word.”

______________

Honesty, Invasiveness, and Middle-class Values

I admire Katya’s essay for the same reasons I admire Tiffany’s “fistfight” essay

and Lauren’s multivocal essay about Fight Club. All three writers explore and reflect on

original ideas in interesting ways, and they all capture their experiences and insights as if

they were unfolding before our eyes. Full of voice and curiosity, they are essays in the

best sense of the term. They offer testimony to Heilker’s insight “that students’ identities

are the most important texts they will ever read and write; that the exploring, composing,
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and expressing of their selves is the most important act of interpretation and writing they

will ever undertake; and that the essay is a far better vehicle for this work than

exposition” (“Twenty” 200). I, for one, take great pride in giving students such as Katya

opportunities to essay their identities. The essay may not achieve scholarly respect any

time soon, but those of us who help students cultivate essays know that the pedagogical

challenges are far outweighed by the pleasures of reading their work.

Note that I haven’t praised Katya’s essay for its “authenticity” or its “honesty.”

Instead, I respect the identity that Katya chose to present in this particular essay. Is it her

“true,” singular identity? No, because no such identity exists for any of us. Four hundred

years before Foucault, Montaigne recognized and indeed relished in the impossibility of

expressing a coherent, unified self. Could I have asked Katya to reconcile her earlier

critique of California dancers’ “spiderman shit” with her admiration for the website’s

inclusiveness? Could I have suggested that she interrogate her subject position more

deeply to consider how she “passes” in her breakdancing community in ways that most

breakdancers can’t pass in mainstream American society? Sure. But as Newkirk points

out and as I think we need to remember, “every act of self-presentation involves the

withholding of information that might undermine the idealized impression the performer

wants to convey” (Performance 3). To force students to delve into the complex self-

contradictions of their identities—something the essay genre itself certainly

welcomes—would be a great deal more invasive than to invite students to share, with

whatever degree of intimacy they choose, a subject position and subject such as a

meaningful place in their lives.
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What about the issue of invasiveness? Beyond questions of identity, do I harm

students by assigning such essays? Should I, as Faigley suggests, “begin asking what

relations of power come into play when [I] give a writing assignment that encourages

students to make revealing personal disclosures” (131)? Do such assignments merely

provide moments of belletristic escapism, reinforcing middle-class assumptions about the

“proper” role of personal writing? Again, I think my assignment offers students a range

of possibilities for selecting and reflecting on places that they consider meaningful. For

every student who writes about her feelings of alienation as a Mexican immigrant

stepping foot in an all-white, third-grade classroom in Colorado, another student writes

about her family’s happy vacations in Santorini. For every student who ponders the

psychological reasons why he can’t bring himself to consider any place meaningful,

another student writes about the joys of surfing. I make it clear to students that they need

to write about places, subjects, and experiences that they will feel comfortable sharing

with the class.

From an administrator’s point of view, Newkirk offers a powerful response to

critics who assume that advocates of personal writing pressure their students to confess.

He writes,

While it is possible that an insensitive teacher could establish “disclosure” as a 

tacit criteria, I have been impressed by how rarely this seems to happen. Over the 

past two decades I have read thousands of anonymous, student-written 

evaluations of teachers in our program. I cannot remember one in which a student 

made this kind of complaint. The overwhelming and consistent comments we see 
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are those of appreciation for the opportunity to write and reflect on life 

experiences. I suspect that opponents of the personal essay may appear to 

“protect” students from this “invasion”—one that is not experienced by students 

themselves—in order to advance another teaching agenda. (Performance 19)

To be sure, composition faculty must be careful, when designing assignments, not to

require or appear to require deeply personal confessions. Our assignment sheets should

be crystal-clear on this point, and we should share with students a variety of exemplary

sample student essays that display a range of intimacies. In my own experience, students

seem to appreciate the latitude I give them with essay assignments.

As for the assumption that personal essays reinforce middle-class values, I would

argue that this depends, inevitably, on who is writing them, who is reading them (and

how), and the nature of the particular assignment—not to mention how one defines

“middle-class values.” I don’t think of my own essay assignments as particularly middle

class. For example, I routinely ask students to write essays about the health, social,

ethical, and environmental implications of their personal food choices. We read a variety

of provocative sources such as excerpts from Michael Pollan’s An Omnivore’s Dilemma

and Eric Schlosser’s Fast Food Nation. We watch clips from Supersize Me!, a speech by

Schlosser, and a debate between Pollan and the founder and CEO of Whole Foods.

Students conduct an in-class rhetorical analysis of the food-industry website

www.bestfoodnation.com. In addition, students conduct their own research in a spirit of

inquiry. A surprising number of them swear that they’ll never eat at McDonald’s again,

express concern for the treatment of animals in factory farms, and vow to try to eat more
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organic foods when they can afford to. True, these students live in one of the most

progressive cities in the United States. And yes, many of them will be able to afford to

eat organic soon enough—just as soon as they graduate, get jobs, and join the middle

class. But students at CU-Boulder are not particularly liberal, and although they do come

mostly from middle-class or upper-middle-class families, I hardly think of their passion

for animal rights or their desire to see the dismantling of bottom-line corporate

structures—common results of this personal research essay—as middle-class values.

Moreover, I go out of my way to let students know that I don’t want them to pander to me

by taking what they may consider the “correct” stance on these food-related issues. I

value the perspectives of meat-eaters, hunters, and everyone else, as long as they think

critically about the implications of their food choices.

If one wants to look broadly at a genre and label it middle-class, the more likely

candidate would be the article. In “Freshman English as a Middle-Class Enterprise,”

Lynn Z. Bloom argues, “The middle-class value of ‘A place for everything and

everything in its place’ implies that life, society, and household run better—and indeed

are more virtuous—when the participants can know, respect, and follow a predictable,

conspicuous pattern.” Bloom then applies this logic to writing: “Disorganized writing is

as disreputable as disorderly conduct, for it both implies mental laxity and shows

disrespect for one’s readers” (“Freshman” 663). The essay does not exemplify

“disorganized writing,” but it has no such hang-ups with propriety.

These issues of identity, authenticity, and values are worth exploring further. In

the next chapter I will return to them in the contexts of craft and psychic distance.
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CHAPTER 2: PSYCHIC DISTANCE AND A CALL FOR CRAFT

Why has so little scholarly attention been paid to the actual teaching of writing in
recent years? Such work certainly exists, but in many cases, this work does not

circulate as powerfully in the field as does more theoretical work.

—Lisa Ede (220)

A great secret of the academic humanities has been their quiet but consistent
exclusion of the arts as an activity, as a practice.

—Kurt Spellmeyer (23)

In this chapter I will explore the pedagogical potential and theoretical significance

of a narrative concept called psychic distance—a concept very much rooted in the craft of

writing as an activity and practice. I will argue that rhetoric and composition, in its quest

for disciplinary prestige, has for decades been slamming the door on craft-based

approaches to teaching writing. As a result, the field has thrived but the teaching of

composition has suffered. By focusing on what I consider an important element of craft

borrowed from creative writing—psychic distance—I will argue that we can improve the

teaching of composition, help reclaim the essay, and pry open the door to new lines of

inquiry in rhetoric and composition. First, though, let me situate this discussion in its

broader disciplinary context. Why has the field slammed the door on craft?

The Price of the Personal

According to Richard Fulkerson in “Composition Studies at the Turn of the

Twenty-First Century,” the field is ruled in its journals by “sociocultural pedagogies” and

ruled in its classrooms by “procedural rhetoric” (681). He laments the apparent neglect of

actual writing instruction in many literature- and cultural studies-based composition
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courses—the result, he speculates, of “content envy on the part of writing teachers”

(663). Although he concludes that “composition studies is a less unified field than it was

a decade ago” and is “in for a bumpy ride,” he seems encouraged by “the quiet expansion

of expressive approaches to teaching writing” (680, 681, 654). I question the assumption

that disciplinary unity is a goal worth pursuing. As Thomas P. Miller and Joseph G. Jones

point out in their own reflection on the history of rhetoric and composition, “[n]ow that

we have come to see rhetoric as multivocal, decentered, and postdisciplinary, our field

has become much less clearly demarcated than it was when graduate studies were

founded” (435). Insofar as this lack of unity results in a greater diversity of perspectives,

it should be welcomed as a strength, not dismissed as a weakness or “a sort of

professional attention deficit disorder,” as Susan Peck MacDonald calls it in “The

Erasure of Language” (619). Still, as someone who entered the discipline from the

“unrigorous” field down the hall—creative writing—I hope my own efforts to revive the

essay and to focus on craft-based issues such as psychic distance will advance the “quiet

expansion” Fulkerson speaks of.

Why has this expansion—like its exclusion—been so quiet? Why does

expressivism, the pedagogy that champions voice, seem to increase its sphere of

influence only in whispers?2 One reason may be that many of the field’s most prestigious

journals—CCC, College English, JAC, and Rhetoric Review—tend to privilege

scholarship that falls under Fulkerson’s classifications “critical/cultural studies” and

“procedural rhetoric.” My goal here is not to rehash the hullabaloo we might call

Godzilla vs. the Expressivists, but it’s worth speculating that the apparent scholarly
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aversion to expressivism might reflect the lingering “discipline envy” that motivated the

Braddock report, inspired a wealth of research in rhetoric and composition, and

ultimately achieved an enviable increase in disciplinary legitimacy. PhD programs thrive

and scholarly journals flourish, thanks greatly to “projects that would define rhetoric and

composition as a Wissenschaft,” according to Maureen Daly Goggin in Authoring a

Discipline: Scholarly Journals and the Post-World War II Emergence of Rhetoric and

Composition (103). To be sure, the field faces serious challenges, such as the escalating

number of adjunct faculty without job security or benefits. Yet to the extent that the

discipline’s scientific orientation informs our pedagogy and results in more credible,

effective curricula, we should be grateful.

We should be cautious, however, about deeming professionalization inherently

valuable. Without critical self-awareness of the practical implications of our scholarship,

we risk advancing our own academic agendas at the expense of our students’ best

interests. Of course, rhetoric and composition faculty have every right to bristle when an

administrator or colleague in another department comments about the utilitarian “service”

we do—or are often still presumed to do—for the university. Many of the field’s pioneers

undoubtedly remember all too vividly the injustice of being dismissed as institutional

servants, or even being denied tenure because their work was not yet considered

“scholarly” enough. But the historical banishment of what Stephen North called “the

enormous inertial mass of [practitioner] lore,” however beneficial for rhetoric and

composition as a discipline, may have inadvertently stifled the prominent publication of

much legitimate expressivist scholarship (371). In other words, scholars may have
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overcompensated for their (or their mentors’) past feelings of disciplinary insecurity,

leaving a sour taste of skepticism in the mouths of journal editors and peer reviewers

confronted with submissions devoted primarily to pedagogy.3

Authors, in turn, avoid citing their own teaching as evidence for their arguments,

even in works devoted to pedagogy. For example, in “OPINION: Mycopedagogy,” Craig

Dworkin reassures readers early on that his investigation of experimental pedagogy will

not involve his own experiences as a teacher. “Testimonials about classroom successes,”

he writes, “always have the feeling of hearing someone tell about their experiences on

drugs (you should have been there, we had these mushrooms and . . .). However authentic

such experiences may be, and however genuinely important, they are essentially

unteachable, unverifiable, and unrepeatable [. . .]” (604). Such “testimonials” might not,

on their own, constitute persuasive arguments, but Dworkin’s sarcastic dismissal of what

happens in composition classrooms, and its relevance to scholarship, reflects a sadly

internalized disciplinary taboo against being “too pedagogical.” In Personally Speaking:

Experience as Evidence in Academic Discourse, Candace Spigelman explores the

possibility that “because the privilege of reason over emotion is so entrenched in

academic discourse conventions, academics fear any form of expression that suggests

sentimentality” (18). No doubt many untenured faculty feel that when it comes to the

decision about whether or not to include personal experience as evidence, the risks are

simply too great. Better to be safe than sorry.

What about tenured faculty? In “Dancing with Professors: The Trouble with

Academic Prose,” Patricia Nelson Limerick argues that “awful, indecipherable prose is
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its own form of armor, protecting the fragile, sensitive thoughts of timid souls”—even

tenured ones. Although such prose is thankfully rare in rhetoric and composition

scholarship, Limerick’s insight about how a cycle of erroneous expectations undermines

good writing—in this case, more personal writing—seems apt:

I do not believe that professors enforce a standard of dull writing on graduate

students in order to be cruel. They demand dreariness because they think that

dreariness is in the students’ best interests. Professors believe that a dull writing

style is an academic survival skill because they think that is what editors want,

both editors of academic journals and editors of university presses. What we have

here is a chain of misinformation and misunderstanding, where everyone thinks

that the other guy is the one who demands dull, impersonal prose.

To make matters worse, Limerick argues, by the time would-be rhetorical risk-takers get

tenure, they’ve succumbed to “learned helplessness” and lost their will to take risks (3).

Fortunately, some scholars do take risks in the flagship journals. For example, in

“Education as Translation: Students Transforming Notions of Narrative and Self,” Alison

Cook-Sather demonstrates how scholars can articulate their (theoretically contextualized)

pedagogies in journal articles without sounding like naïve egomaniacs on drugs.

Moreover, her frequent quotations of her students’ reflective writing may not hold up to

scientific scrutiny, but they do provide powerful evidence that adds immeasurably to her

argument. Similarly, in “Teaching about Writing, Righting Misconceptions:

(Re)Envisioning ‘First-Year Composition’ as “Introduction to Writing Studies,” Douglas

Downs and Elizabeth Wardle effectively use two case studies to illustrate the challenges
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and opportunities presented by the pedagogy they propose. Unfortunately, such articles

are far from common in the discipline’s most prestigious journals, which are more likely

to publish historicized critiques of expressivists’ “romantic and salvationist impulse”

(Marzluf) or review essays that dismiss recent narrative scholarship as “emotion-laden

romanticism” that is “dangerous” and may “lead to the deprofessionalization of the field”

(Williams 215, 222). Given expressivism’s pedagogical emphasis and its validation of the

personal, it remains a quiet presence indeed—a testament to Fredric C. Gale’s

observation, in his “conversation” with journal editors, that “a scholarly literacy exists

which, like other literacies, empowers some as it silences others” (199).

The publication in recent years of provocative special issues, symposia, and

interchanges devoted to “the personal” in rhetoric and composition might suggest that

expressivism is alive and well in the field’s top journals. And to an extent this is true. I

certainly welcome these publications, and several colleagues have positively rejoiced,

proclaiming them to be scholarly “milestones.” But such developments, I fear, can inspire

premature, counterproductive celebrations of progress that does not yet exist as fully as

some of us would like.  For example, in her review essay “Reflection in Academe:

Scholarly Writing and the Shifting Subject,” Margaret K. Willard-Traub paints what may

be an overoptimistic picture of the increase in personal scholarship: “Over the last decade

the academy has witnessed the proliferation of autobiographically inflected scholarship

across diverse disciplines, especially in the humanities and social sciences but also in the

natural sciences” (424). She applauds “the extent to which such texts are helping to

reshape the relationship between scholars and their readers, as well as the extent to which
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they are helping to reshape the purposes of scholarly writing more broadly” (425). I share

Willard-Traub’s sense of encouragement, and special issues of academic journals are big

steps in the right direction. From another perspective, though, the tendency to relegate

expressivism to special issues and other “special” sections only highlights its continued

outsider status. Expressivist values and voices are apparently worthy of periodic,

detached contemplation but not routine inclusion—unless your last name is Elbow. Thus

Jane E. Hindman’s representative concern that “our [reading] practices undermine, if not

censure, innovative textual production, disciplining their subversive potential” appears,

sure enough, in a “disciplined” special issue of College English devoted to “The Personal

in Academic Writing” (14).

Some contributors to these special issues have even given the impression that

rhetoric and composition scholars today must foreground the personal or risk rejection:

personalize or perish. In her contribution to the scholarly symposium in the September

2001 special issue of College English titled “Personal Writing,” Anne Herrington writes

that she senses “a valorization of personal narratives of teaching and literacy” and

wonders if there is “a pressure now—a politics?—in our professional forums for telling

more than one feels is professionally called for?” (48). Likewise, Gesa Kirsch, in her

piece for the symposium, suggests that we “have admitted the personal into our

scholarship, perhaps even put pressure on our colleagues to ‘situate themselves’ in their

publications, to represent their experiences, their background, their values [. . .]” (56).

Other contributors to the symposium share similar sentiments. Ellen Cushman refers to

“[s]ocial and institutional pressures to self-disclose” (57). Deborah Brandt writes, “Not so
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long ago, it was only the institutionally secure who got to write about themselves. Now, it

seems, it is only the institutionally secure who do not have to” (58).

In fact, as relevant as such observations might still be for some ethnographic

research, the flagship journals’ publication of expressivist articles and actual essays tends

to confirm Spigelman’s conclusion that “in general, opportunities for such

[personal/academic] writing tend to be confined to those who have already paid their

professional dues” (“Argument” 68). As part of her own dues, and perhaps as her

passport to publish her expressivist argument that “narratives of personal experience can

operate at a sophisticated level of argument,” Spigelman’s journal article includes a 91-

entry works cited (“Argument” 71).

In Publishing in Rhetoric and Composition, Theresa Enos describes how a

distinguished peer reviewer for Rhetoric Review thought a narrative section in a

manuscript should be published “only if the author was one whose work was well

known” (“Gender” 66). She goes on to recount a telling—and chilling—anecdote about

Corder:

One student, who particularly admired Jim’s writing style and who wished to be

able to project as strong an ethos as Jim’s, asked, “Could I write like you do and

get published?” Jim answered, “Probably not.” We all laughed. We understood too.

Jim talked about his problems years ago in getting published in College

Composition and Communication and College English because the manuscripts he

submitted weren’t “scholarly” enough. He hasn’t changed his style; his work is
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regularly published now, though. He has a name—and he has a voice. (“Gender”

67)

Corder’s submissions presumably did become more scholarly over time, and thus more

deserving of publication. Nevertheless, this seemingly causal link between name and

voice suggests that the ghost of disciplinary insecurity still haunts the halls of rhetoric

and composition. Whether scholarly legitimacy comes from a recognizable name in the

field or a mile-long works cited—or both—the prevailing standards of credibility threaten

to discourage and embitter aspiring risk-takers.

Many journal editors, according to Gale, reason that “prominent scholars appear

more because they have been a part of the conversation longer and have learned how to

write in a way that appeals more to referees” (206). As straightforward and logical as this

explanation sounds, Richard McNabb, in “Making All the Right Moves: Foucault,

Journals, and the Authorization of Discourse,” adds a critical twist to this reasoning by

pointing out that would-be authors “are forced to shift their authority away from

practitioner knowledge, that is, knowledge generated from the material sites of their

professional activities” and must instead “gesture to an established set of rules to

authorize their arguments” (37). As a result, “the editorial policies of academic journals

can restrict the definition of knowledge and limit the degree of scholarly innovation that

occurs within academe” (“Making All” 20). After documenting the decline of

pedagogical articles in the major journals (despite consistent submission rates), he notes

that in order to professionalize,
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rhetoric and composition studies needed to organize itself according to disciplinary

and professional criteria established by the hard sciences, that is, professional,

scholarly publications that emphasized theory over practice. The irony of the

situation is, of course, that the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE)

emerged as a reaction to the research orientation pursued by the Modern Language

Association (MLA)—perhaps another reason why the field fails to recognize that it

has adopted these scholarly practices, for doing so would go against one of the

founding principles of the field. (“Making All” 29)

Two years later, in “Making the Gesture: Graduate Student Submissions and the

Expectations of Scholarly Referees,” McNabb still acknowledges that “authorization

seems to come at a price, namely at the loss of control over [one’s] argument and

discourse,” but overall he extinguishes his sizzling polemic and argues for “the

importance of gesturing to the field’s discursive conventions when writing for

publication” (17, 10, emphasis in original). As if resigned to the entrenchment of such

gestures, which he unfailingly makes, McNabb fans a few last embers of idealism in a

well-intentioned but sadly diffident last sentence: “Identifying what authorizes our

knowledge will not only allow us to assert our arguments with authority, but will also

enable us to construct alternative methods of authorization” (“Making the” 23). Until

such calls for alternative methods of authorization—and alternatively authorized

scholarly works themselves—appear not only in second-tier journals and in the safely

“othered” pages of the top journals’ special issues but also with some frequency in the

pages of top journals’ regular issues (minus warning labels announcing their status as
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creative nonfiction and the like), it is hard to see how “the quiet expansion of expressive

approaches to teaching writing” will get much louder.

Craft

Nevertheless, those of us who value expressivism and the craft of writing have

plenty of ideas to share, and the best we can do, perhaps, is to contextualize them within a

framework of praxis, lest others dismiss them as “merely” pedagogical or expressive. As

Downs and Wardle argue, “Despite the progress our field has made over the years at

erasing theory/practice oppositions, it is still too easy to imagine pedagogy as ‘practice,’

removed from the realm of serious theory or research about the work or direction of

writing studies as a discipline” (554). Douglas Hesse notes a similar history of

disciplinary stratification. “One quality occluded in composition’s very important

political and social turns,” he writes, “is that of writing as craft, as the making of textual

artifacts whose maker is important as maker” (263). No doubt many scholars consider the

very word craft embarrassingly unsophisticated and old-fashioned, like something

Grandpa would reminisce about while sipping Country Time lemonade on the porch.

Laura R. Micciche argues that “students’ understanding of the tight weave between what

we say and how we say it often gets short shrift” (716). MacDonald argues that “we tend

to consider language to be related only to skills or basics or pedagogy and somehow too

low a subject for theorizing” (590). As a result, “the profession still considers language

study to be a backwater” (MacDonald 611). As Bishop noted in 2003, “It is more than a
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decade since craft—a word used regularly in creative writing and rarely in

composition—and style have been discussed with intense interest” (“Suddenly” 263).

Unless we devote more attention to language and craft, however, the prospects for

revitalizing the essay in rhetoric and composition will remain bleak. Faculty who assume

that thesis-driven essay assignments are singularly capable of generating coherent student

prose will remain correct in their assumption until they acquire the skills to teach

alternative genres effectively. If one’s pedagogical choices consist of prescribing a

known formula or asking students to “get personal” in ways that seem mysterious and

questionable, faculty will prescribe a known formula. Why venture into potentially shark-

infested waters when you can stay close to shore?

I don’t blame individual faculty members for their conservative approaches to

teaching composition. After all, they have typically been rewarded from middle school

onward to play it safe as writers and eventually as teachers. Graduate school represents

the culmination of this trend. As Bishop points out, “[Donald] Murray and [Peter] Elbow

are professional, but their casual, personal, reflective writing is a model of professional

scholarly writing that young compositionists are not encouraged to emulate” (“Places”

13, emphasis in original). To a great extent, then, asking faculty to rethink their devotion

to the conventions of their discourse communities is asking them to rethink their

identities. That makes for a very tough sell.

Besides, what would happen if Murray, Elbow, and Corder were to become models

of scholarly writing rather than disciplinary oddballs? What if writing programs were to

encourage students to write essays rather than articles? Such a transformation would
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displace the authority of anyone who has invested his or her professional career in theory

over practice, conventions over craft. Traditional hierarchies of knowledge would

crumble, heralding a veritable Black Tuesday loss of cultural capital. At least this is how

opponents of personal writing and craft must imagine such a reversal of fortune. I prefer

to think of the opportunities that such a shift in priorities would afford, and the rest of this

chapter will explain why I think these opportunities are worth pursuing. But there’s no

escaping the loss of prestige that would result for many faculty. As Newkirk points out,

Pulitzer Prize winner Donald Murray argued “that the professional writer (and not the

academician) should be the model for the student.” Unfortunately, Murray’s

prescription for the research role of composition was disciplinary poison. Those in

composition were not themselves “writers,” yet they would study those who were 

so that they might help create conditions in the classroom to enable students to 

experience the act of writing as performed by professionals. The obvious question

is: why not let writers themselves run the show? Do we need a class of 

professionals simply to study and translate the processes of creative writers? 

(Performance 104)

I think the answer to this last question is yes, because rhetoric and composition offers

perspectives and insights that professional writers simply do not have. But I also agree

with Newkirk that “the alliance of composition to creative writing is essential for creating

a space for personal writing” (Performance 104). Unless we admit the views of creative

writers into our field, we will continue to teach myopic forms of discourse, and the

promise of the essay will remain unfulfilled.
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So where does this leave craft in rhetoric and composition? And what do we

mean, anyway, by craft? In (Re)Writing Craft: Composition, Creative Writing, and the

Future of English Studies, Tim Mayers contends that the prevailing definition of craft,

even among creative writers, boils down to “the manipulation of surface features of

language,” necessitating that “the teacher becomes little more than a technician, albeit a

highly skilled one” (20). Why limit oneself to such concerns as a teacher? Because

“creative writing’s institutional-conventional wisdom” dictates “that since creativity is

individual, intrinsic, even ‘mysterious,’ it cannot really be analyzed or explained in any

significant way” (16). This account of why creative writers have such a limited

conception of craft echoes Patrick Bizzaro’s claim that “many creative writers simply do

not want to demystify the processes of imaginative writing . . . or want to know much

about them” (295).

If, however, creative writing programs’ online mission statements and course

descriptions, as well as my own experience as an MFA student at NYU in the late 1990s,

are any indication, creative writing programs do routinely demystify creative writing

precisely by emphasizing substantive issues of craft, both in workshops and in seminars

devoted to craft. For example, according to the website of the Iowa Writer’s Workshop,

“Though we agree in part with the popular insistence that writing cannot be taught, we

exist and proceed on the assumption that talent can be developed, and we see our

possibilities and limitations as a school in that light” (“Philosophy”). A standard graduate

or even undergraduate workshop discussion about point of view, for example, can hardly

go anywhere without considering the rhetorical implications of the writer’s choice.
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Mayers argues that creative writing and composition “together may become

‘writing studies,’ a hybridized field of inquiry that bears traces of its origins but also

exhibits significant differences from its predecessors” (114). He mentions several ways

compositionists can enrich their pedagogies by incorporating elements from creative

writing, but his main focus is on what he calls craft criticism—“critical prose written by

self- or institutionally defined ‘creative writers’; in craft criticism, a concern with textual

production takes precedence over any concern with textual interpretation” (34). I question

the need to institutionally “hybridize” the two fields, and I imagine Mayers is motivated

in part by “prestige envy” as a marginalized, theoretically minded creative writer. Still, I

admire his emphasis on textual production and believe that craft criticism could include

not only creative writers’ publications about poetry and fiction but also composition

scholars’ and students’ writing about nonfiction.

By craft, I mean careful attention to the nuances of language that help writers

understand such complex rhetorical concepts as narrative structure, perspective, and

psychic distance. The relative lack of attention to such craft in rhetoric and composition

journals (and presumably classrooms) surely corresponds to a professional fear of

shooting oneself in the foot by straying from institutional promotion-and-tenure

standards. Simply put, “traditional scholarship is valued, while writing about pedagogy

and the classroom is generally not” (Bauer 428). Such inattention may also relate to the

lack of time many faculty have to dabble in other disciplines. Yet in light of the strong

influences of literature and cultural studies, a lack of craft also implies an ignorance of, if

not a tacit dismissal of, connections between creative writing and composition.
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Mayers rightly criticizes “the tendency to view English departments through the

binary distinction between literature and composition, which effectively eliminates

creative writing from serious consideration” (33). On the more specific level of style,

Paul Butler argues that “one reason for style’s migration [to invisible strata within

composition studies] is that it has acquired a certain amount of cultural ‘baggage’ that has

resulted in compositionists distancing themselves from the discourse of style” (8). He

argues that “it is important to draw explicitly upon the field’s rich stylistic resources for

practical and pedagogical purposes,” and he notes that style’s “diaspora represents more a

state of self-imposed exile than a forced flight” (5, 22). Voice is another craft-based

concept that, according to Elbow, “seems to have been successfully discredited in our

journals and books” (“Reconsiderations” 170). By neglecting such issues of craft,

however, we may be missing valuable opportunities for interdisciplinary dialogue. I hope

to show how writing faculty can improve the teaching of composition at all levels,

regardless of pedagogy, by applying the narrative concept of psychic distance. As an

element of craft, psychic distance is not so much one among many “matters of surface-

level technique,” but rather a powerful rhetorical strategy with far-reaching implications

(Mayers 17). An awareness of psychic distance—whether or not one uses or is even

aware of the term—is virtually a prerequisite for writing and teaching the essay.

Psychic Distance

What is psychic distance?4 In The Art of Fiction: Notes on Craft for Young

Writers, John Gardner defines it as “the distance the reader feels between himself and the
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events in the story.” In Writing Fiction: A Guide to Narrative Craft, Janet Burroway uses

the equivalent term authorial distance, which she defines as “the degree to which we as

readers feel on the one hand intimacy and identification with, or on the other hand

detachment and alienation from, the characters in the story” (229). Gardner lists the

following examples to illustrate how a writer can adjust language to reflect different

degrees of closeness to a character’s psychology or consciousness:

1. It was winter of the year 1853. A large man stepped out of a doorway.

2. Henry J. Warburton had never much cared for snowstorms.

3. Henry hated snowstorms.

4. God how he hated these damn snowstorms.

5. Snow. Under your collar, down inside your shoes, freezing and plugging up your

miserable soul . . . (111)

The extremes of distance (sentence one) and closeness (sentence five) are easy to spot,

but the “mid-range” (sentences two to four) represents a wealth of subtler distinctions.

Gardner’s sentences thus suggest the many rhetorical possibilities at the fingertips of

fiction writers—and nonfiction writers, if we tweak the definition of psychic distance to

mean the distance readers feel between themselves and the events and ideas in the prose

rather than in the story, and if we consider the reader’s identification with or detachment

from the author or subject rather than the characters. Insofar as “identification between

writers and readers is necessary prior to persuading people to other collective actions,”

psychic distance is tremendously rhetorical (Warnock 208).
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Making this shift from fictional to nonfictional psychic distance has the advantage

of simplifying a complicated rhetorical phenomenon in fiction. As James Phelan explains

in Narrative as Rhetoric: Technique, Audiences, Ethics, Ideology:

First, the phrase “narrative as rhetoric” means something more than that narrative

uses rhetoric or has a rhetorical dimension. It means instead that narrative is not

just story but also action, the telling of a story by someone to someone on some

occasion for some purpose. Furthermore, [. . .] this basic configuration of teller-

story-situation-audience-purpose is at least doubled in most narrative: there is the

narrator’s telling the story to his or her audience and then the author’s telling of the

narrator’s telling to the author’s audience. Consequently, the narrator’s telling is

part of the author’s construction of the whole narrative, and in that sense, what is a

matter of the telling at one level becomes a matter of the told the next. (7-8,

emphasis in original)

I will touch upon ways to apply such sophisticated understandings of fiction to

composition, but first I want to establish that studying psychic distance can help

composition students understand and write nonfiction.

Although composition faculty often foreground the rhetorical situation and the

rhetorical appeals, which are crucial and which figure prominently in authors’ decisions

about psychic distance, disproportionate attention to audience and the conventions of

academic discourse can prevent students from exploring alternative forms of expression

that are equally rhetorical but more subtle and imaginative. (For an interesting

reconsideration of the rhetorical appeals, see Killingsworth.) I’m not talking specifically
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here about “personal” writing, except in the sense that all writing is personal. Corder

makes this point nicely in his essay “Academic Jargon and Soul-Searching Drivel.” He

argues that

an academic paper (research) is not less opinion because it is empirical, and a

personal essay (opinion) is not less empirical because it is personal. A research

methodology is made by humans, not given by God; it is constructed from the

lumber of disciplinary metaphor and value, deriving from opinion; a personal

essay may rest upon ten years of close empirical study. (315)

According to Chris Anderson, “Rhetoric is by definition a form of language

acknowledging feelings and values not provable or quantifiable in logical demonstration”

(xxiii). Psychic distance does not apply, then, only to personal essays, creative nonfiction,

and other overtly subjective genres. Nor does it apply piecemeal to narrative beginnings

of otherwise traditional academic texts. The concept applies to all writing, insofar as

writers can select from many ways of articulating the same idea.

If we consider Gardner’s list of five sentences, traditional academic discourse

tends to privilege the language of the first, with its more distant and “objective” tone.

Although psychic distance might at first seem synonymous with tone, I see at least one

important distinction. Namely, whereas tone usually implies straightforward attention to,

if not conformity to, readers’ expectations—adjust your tone to match your

audience—psychic distance suggests a subtler and more introspective attention to

language and audience. Its foremost allegiance is to the writer’s ideas, not their reception.

In an academic paper, if a student writes, “The essay is so damn preachy and pretentious
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it makes me sick,” one could easily respond by pointing out that academic readers expect

a more thoughtful and rational tone—something more on the order of, “The author

espouses his political agenda so dogmatically and in such stifling, esoteric language that

the essay risks alienating many readers.” In this example, a relatively clear awareness of

audience determines what tone is appropriate. If students key in to an instructor’s

emphasis on tone, they might well write such a sentence to begin with. Either way, the

psychic distance in the new sentence is predictably far, downplaying if not disguising the

presence of the author and the author’s emotions. As a result, the sentence communicates

clearly but remains essentially flat. By contrast, with fiction and the kind of craft-based

nonfiction I suggest we teach composition students, writers arguably have much more

freedom not only to follow their intuition but also to select from among a greater array of

linguistic possibilities. These possibilities might not always meet an audience’s

expectations, but they often enable writers to create an effective ethos, or character, that

transcends genre conventions.

A second revision of the original sentence (“The essay is so damn preachy and

pretentious it makes me sick”) might be: “The author is so busy deconstructing,

demystifying, interrogating, interpolating, negotiating, problematizing, politicizing, and

otherwise theorizing that he leaves nonspecialist readers in the dust.” This revision also

eliminates the hostile and naïve tone of the original sentence, and it goes a step further to

capture, with its string of “jargon” verbs, the sensation of overwhelming erudition the

student finds so objectionable. In addition, the phrase “in the dust” enables the writer to

maintain a persuasive subjective presence, or ethos, without sounding self-absorbed. In
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short, the sentence allows readers to experience the writer’s frustration, as opposed to

reading a bland report of it.

If composition faculty would encourage this kind of rhetorical creativity, through

the kinds of analysis and writing exercises I will describe later, students would stand to

become more confident and sophisticated writers and essayists. In addition, such

encouragement would teach the value of taking risks and playing with language. If

students remain unaware of this type of correlation between form and content, or if we

invalidate their shaky but well-intentioned efforts to establish ethos, they will be inclined

to learn a very different lesson: that taking risks with language jeopardizes their

credibility and that if they try to play with language, they will pay. As a result, they will

be more likely to passively internalize the conventions of academic writing, churning out

cookie-cutter prose zapped of its original motivating energy and its potential power to

communicate except on the most basic level.

What’s so terrible about teaching students to communicate on a basic level?

Wouldn’t students in first-year composition courses, at least, be doing well to grasp the

simpler concept of tone, complete with its focus on audience and conventions? Although

psychic distance might seem like a luxurious linguistic indulgence best reserved for

advanced composition courses, the concept can be taught in simple ways that

composition students at all levels can grasp and apply. By examining how

authors—including student authors—construct works of fiction and nonfiction from the

inside out, in terms of craft, rather than from the outside in, in terms of disciplinary
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gestures and ideological critique, students can learn how “writer-based prose” can

simultaneously act as “reader-based prose.”

Writer-Based Prose

Writer-based prose, which Linda Flower has called a “failure to transform private

thought into a public, reader-based expression,” has a bad reputation that is largely

undeserved (19). Such prose supposedly indulges the selfish whims of the author while

ignoring the practical needs of the reader. Flower concedes that a writer-based approach

“may be a useful road into the creative process for some writers,” but overall she

dismisses it as “a dud for communicating that information to anyone else” (28-29). Of

course, it is possible to write in a way that is coherent only to the writer, and students

who have no awareness of audience often fall prey to this rhetorical trap.

But writer-based prose need not be solipsistic and arhetorical. In “Closing My

Eyes as I Speak: An Argument for Ignoring Audience,” Elbow articulates a two-pronged

defense of writer-based prose. First he argues, “It’s not that writers should never think

about their audience. It’s a question of when” (“Closing” 51). He notes that writers can

find it particularly helpful to ignore audience in the early stages of composition,

especially when writing for an intimidating audience such as an instructor. “Students

often feel they ‘don’t have anything to say,’” he points out, “until they finally succeed in

engaging themselves in private desert island writing for themselves alone” (“Closing”

214). Eventually an audience will prove invaluable, but too much attention to audience

early in the writing process will often result in “a stilted, overly careful style or voice”
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(“Closing” 52). So far so good, you might think—as long as we’re talking about

inexperienced writers and as long as the writer eventually caters to the audience.

Then Elbow makes his more radical and controversial claim that “writer-based prose can

be better than reader-based prose.” He explains,

It’s not just unskilled, tangled writers, though, who sometimes write better by

forgetting about readers. Many competent and even professional writers produce

mediocre pieces because they are thinking too much about how their readers will

receive their words. They are acting too much like a salesman trained to look the

customer in the eye and to think at all times about the characteristics of the ‘target

audience.’ There is something too staged or planned or self-aware about such

writing. [. . .] When we read such prose, we wish the writer would stop thinking

about us—would stop trying to ‘adjust’ or ‘fit’ what he is saying to our frame of

reference. ‘Damn it, put all your attention on what you are saying,’ we want to say,

‘and forget about us and how we are reacting.’” (“Closing” 53-54)

This idea that writer-based prose can be valuable not simply as a preliminary,

confidence-boosting strategy but as a hallmark of authorial integrity resonates well with

psychic distance. When writers create more intimacy of psychic distance—whether

subconsciously as they write or consciously as they revise—they are aligning their

language first and foremost to their consciousness (in all its socially constructed

complexity) and to their ideas, not their audience. Yet if the writer is skillful enough and

the reader is open-minded, the writing has tremendous potential to engage and persuade

readers. As Peter Vandenberg observes, “texts are often valued because they violate
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audience expectations” (80). Psychic distance thus reinforces Elbow’s conclusion that

“[w]hat most readers value in really excellent writing is not prose that is right for readers

but prose that is right for thinking, right for language, or right for the subject being

written about. If, in addition, it is clear and well suited to readers, we appreciate that”

(“Closing” 54). This powerful concept, which is largely invisible in rhetoric and

composition scholarship, lies at the heart of psychic distance.

The genre of the essay, in particular, is well suited for this kind of persuasion. As

a former student of mine, Jeremey Logan, wrote in his reflective essay at the end of an

upper-division Topics in Writing: Best American Essays course at the University of

Colorado at Boulder: “The best essays are like Bugs Bunny: They lean against a wall,

cross one leg over the other, and shoot you straight, while munching on a carrot. They’re

casual and comfortable. They convince you by not worrying if you’re convinced. The

essayist ain’t running for office, and he [or she] ain’t selling windows.”

I’m not suggesting that we urge students to forget about audience altogether.

Rather, I’m claiming that students could benefit from thinking about audience in a

subtler, more roundabout fashion. In “Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked: The Role

of Audience in Composition Theory and Pedagogy,” Lisa Ede and Andrea Lunsford

examine Walter Ong’s idea from “The Writer’s Audience Is Always a Fiction” that a

writer can invoke rather than explicitly address an audience.5 According to this view,

“The central task of the writer is not to analyze an audience and adapt discourses to meet

its needs. Rather, the writer uses the semantic and syntactic resources of language to

provide cues for the reader—cues which help to define the role or roles the writer wishes
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the reader to adopt in responding to the text” (“Audience” 184). As Russell Long points

out, this shift in perspective has major implications for composition pedagogy:

Rather than beginning with the traditional question, “who is my audience?”, we 

now begin with, “who do I want my audience to be?” Rather than encouraging a 

superficial, stereotyped view of reader[s], we are asking the student to begin with 

a statement about the audience she wants to create. What attitudes, ideas, actions 

are to be encouraged? This leads directly to questions of method: what distance 

between reader and subject should be established? What of diction and the 

creation of tone? What pieces of information do I want the reader to take for 

granted? Which do I want to detail and emphasize? Such questions shift the 

burden of responsibility upon the writer from that of amateur detective to that of 

creator, and the role of the creator is the most important and most basic the 

writer must play. (226, emphases in original)

Invoking an audience in this way is an alternative way for writers to generate the

rhetorical power of identification. According to Gary C. Woodward in The Idea of

Identification, “In its highest form identification offers the potent sensation of sharing

another’s consciousness. In the process, it diminishes the distance between the alien and

the known, providing a sense of ‘place’ for ourselves in the external world” (18).

Whereas conventional rhetorical approaches to identification stress the need to

accommodate an audience’s views, psychic distance implies the paradoxical need to

reach out to readers by inviting them into one’s own discourse.
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As teachers of writing, we are very good at helping students understand why

solipsistic writing is unpersuasive. But students should also be aware of the rhetorical

pitfalls of thinking too much about audience. For example, if you write only with readers

in mind, you’ll be inclined to give them only what they want—or what you think they

want. How many times have you read a student’s essay and yawned at its amateurish

attempt to please you with its politically correct analysis or interpretation? Who knows

what the student actually thought of the story, film, essay, political controversy, or what

have you? In an attempt to please you—the omnipotent reader—the student’s own

engagement and imagination spiraled down the drain. Yet because the student’s

ideological sweet nothings sound so good and because the essay shows evidence of the

critical thinking and audience awareness you’ve tried so hard to encourage, you might

shake off the fleeting impression that the paper was in fact not written by your student but

by Eddie Haskell. Gee whiz, Professor, affirmative action sure is valuable . . . like my

grade.

Legendary New Yorker editor Wallace Shawn once expressed a similar concern

that excessive editorial devotion to audience can turn otherwise curious readers into

narrow-minded consumers:

Now the whole idea is that you edit for a market and if possible design a magazine

with that in mind. Now magazines aren’t started with the desire for someone to

express what he believes. I think the whole trend is so destructive and so

unpromising as far as journalism is concerned that it is very worrisome. Younger

editors and writers are growing up in that atmosphere. “We want to edit the
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magazine to give the audience what they want. What do we give them?” There is a

fallacy in that calculation. . . . The fallacy is that if you edit that way, to give back

to readers only what they think they want, you’ll never give them something new

they didn’t know about. You stagnate. . . . The new tendency is to discourage this

creative process and kill originality. We sometimes publish a piece that I’m afraid

not more than one hundred readers will want. Perhaps it’s too difficult, too obscure.

But it’s important to have. That’s how people learn and grow. This other way is

bad for our entire society and we’re suffering from it in all forms of

communications. (qtd. in Bagdikian 54)

Rather than question the implications of this audience “fallacy,” writing faculty who put

their faith in reader-based prose imply that the reader/professor/customer is always right.

“Unfortunately,” Flower writes of narrative approaches to academic writing, “most

academic and professional readers seem unwilling to sit through these home movies of

the writer’s mind at work” (25). Anyone who thinks these readers’ impatience is

“unfortunate” should respond to it with resistance, not resignation. Just as Shawn had the

courage and integrity to stand up for his dissenting opinion, I share Corder’s view that

“[s]ince we don’t have time, we must rescue time by putting it into our discourses and

holding it there” (“Argument” 31).

Of course, “rescuing time” is easier said than done. Yet scholars in rhetoric and

composition already acknowledge and accept the impossibility of keeping up with the

field today. There is simply too much scholarship—too many books, too many journals,

too many conferences. Rather than panic at this situation and scramble to read
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everything, which we must therefore hope will be presented to us as straightforwardly as

possible, we should welcome a variety of discourse choices, in keeping with the richness

of our field. If one is going to read a relevant journal of X number of pages anyway, what

difference does it make, in terms of time, if those pages consist of articles or essays? If

anything, essays are easier and therefore faster—not to mention more enjoyable—to read.

If time is so precious, why don’t we all just write abstracts or snippets suitable for

Rhet/Comp Reader’s Digest or USA Composition Today? I apologize for the sarcasm, but

I think “They valued convenience” would be a sad motto to inscribe on plaques and

buildings honoring our professional legacy. If we wish to establish and assert meaningful

disciplinary authority, we should advocate for causes in which we believe. Particularly

with respect to teaching, time should be a significant consideration in our administrative

deliberations. We should argue as adamantly for more time to respond to and grade

student essays as we argue for smaller class sizes. If it is true that we often lose battles to

reduce the size of classes, it is at least not for lack of effort. Why pride ourselves on our

disciplinary integrity in one context and willingly sacrifice it in another?

As difficult as it may be to admit, our demand for textual efficiency may rest at

least in part on our faulty association of “inefficient” texts with poorly edited “home

movies.” Too often we dismiss such texts without giving them a fair hearing. Flower’s

comment about home movies reminds me of a comment I once overheard after watching

Citizen Kane in a movie theater. As my friend and I were leaving, basking in the film’s

brilliance, we overheard a teenager say to his companion, “Wow—movies sure have

come a long way since then.” If your standard for comparison, your standard for
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excellence, is the fast-paced action flick, Citizen Kane doesn’t stand a chance. Elbow

describes a similar situation often faced by teachers. In “The Music of Form: Rethinking

Organization in Writing,” he notes that “when we read student papers in stacks of twenty

or more, we easily slide into holding up each paper against a mental template of features

that are supposed to be there—rather than genuinely reading it through time. We are

short of time” (631, emphasis in original). As a result, “readers can be blind (deaf) to

coherence that’s actually in the text,” albeit in subtler and more challenging forms than

we expect (632). Elbow wisely concedes that writers cannot blame readers for failing to

see coherence where it doesn’t exist. After all, it would be arrogant to invoke

Montaigne’s assertion that “[i]t is the inattentive reader who loses my subject, not I” (qtd.

in Klaus 168). Still, this concession hardly invalidates the insight that audience

expectations are themselves socially constructed, a fact we often forget. According to

Hoy,

Reading, we permit ourselves and our students to get waylaid by theses and topic

sentences instead of pausing to savor the twists and turns of the essayist’s mind

playing over rich material, entertaining doubt, wrestling with ambiguities.

Tracking what we think of as the controlling idea, we tend to overlook what

Stephen Jay Gould calls a hierarchy of ideas—the more elegant theory that

accounts for the evidence and the complications, facts as well as uncertainties.

(“Outreach” 353, emphases in original)

To the extent that academic readers demand a “proper” tone—that is, the tone they have

been conditioned to accept as natural in a given rhetorical situation—they blackmail
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writers into linguistic conformity. Sometimes this conformity is appropriate, but at other

times it might not be the most effective—or the most ethical—way to craft one’s text.

Unlike tone, psychic distance privileges the writer’s perspective—not as a

vacuum-sealed celebration of romantic individualism but as a way of more closely

aligning words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, and entire texts with the writer’s ideas. If

the writer fails at this admittedly difficult task, the audience will say so—for example,

during a workshop. Then the writer must decide how much, or even whether, to revise.

But if the writer succeeds, the audience will welcome even the most unconventional

stylistic choices—provided readers are willing to engage the writer and look beyond the

“mental template of features that are supposed to be there.”

As an example of writing whose power to resonate hinges on an audience’s

willingness to enter an unfamiliar perspective, consider Kincaid’s essay “On Seeing

England for the First Time.” After describing and reflecting on her colonialist upbringing

in Antigua, she recounts a recent trip to England to see the places she had been

indoctrinated to worship since she was a child. She ends her essay with this sentence:

The white cliffs of Dover, when finally I saw them, were cliffs, but they were not 

white; you would probably only call them that if the word “white” meant 

something special to you; they were dirty and they were steep; they were so steep,

the correct height from which all my views of England, starting with the map 

before me in my classroom and ending with the trip I had just taken, should jump 

and die and disappear forever. (220)
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When I assigned this essay in an upper-division composition course, most students were

shocked and offended by the bluntness of Kincaid’s writing, as well as by her “radical”

postcolonial perspective. Granted, Kincaid wrote this essay for Transition, a publication

that The Village Voice has called “the only decent forum for black intellectuals.” To the

extent that my class had no black intellectuals, they were not the intended audience.

Therefore, some would argue, it is irrelevant if a group of mostly conservative

undergraduates fails to appreciate the essay’s ideas or literary merit. Fair enough—to an

extent. Maybe I shouldn’t have been shocked when the first comment of class discussion

was, “I don’t see what she’s so upset about,” followed shortly by, “This was the worst

essay I’ve ever read.”

But suppose Kincaid had written this essay for undergraduates. Or suppose she

had been invited to revise her essay to better suit its new rhetorical situation of being

published in The Best American Essays 2000, with its larger and more general audience.

If Kincaid had had such an opportunity, should she have “toned down” her anger and

resentment, repackaging it in more palatable prose? Should she have written less

personally, changing “should jump and die and disappear forever” to “should perhaps be

reconsidered”—the kind of suggestion we might make for a student? I think not. Even if

maintaining an intimate level of psychic distance means that her essay enrages rather than

enlightens most students or other readers, perhaps that’s the price she must pay for being

true to her experience and convictions. Maybe provoking readers is a realistic enough

rhetorical goal, given the level of audience resistance. Such provocation could be more

valuable in raising awareness of her perspective than the easy dismissal that a more
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obsequious version would be likely to produce. In the next chapter, I will explain how

writing faculty can try to forestall students’ resistance to controversial texts by using

writing exercises involving psychic distance. For now, suffice it to say that the alienation

many of my students felt from Kincaid’s implied author was likely a result not of any

rhetorical failure on her part to invite them into her consciousness via close psychic

distance, but of students’ inability to engage a perspective that threatens their identities.

As Barry Kroll argues, “If we focus too much attention on writing for an

audience—whether conceived as a ‘target receiver,’ a ‘needy reader,’ or a ‘constructive

participant’—we may narrow our view of composing, forgetting that writing is also an

exploration of ideas, a quest for purpose, and a projection of oneself” (183). Identification

is a two-way street.

But should we allow privileged white students to get away with creating zoomed-

in psychic distance when writing about the unfairness of, say, affirmative action in higher

education? Wouldn’t it be a double-standard to celebrate close psychic distance in the

work of progressives while prohibiting it among conservatives? I think the answer has to

be yes. That doesn’t mean, though, that we should stand back and applaud any claim

based on personal experience, provided the author uses psychic distance skillfully.

Spigelman advocates “the interrogation of assumptions as a means of evaluating the

arguments in personal experience stories” (“Personally” 102). Here is where an audience

steps in and helps writers evaluate the validity of their ideas. In Kincaid’s case, I imagine

her assumptions would hold up quite well to critical scrutiny, considering the wealth of

postcolonial scholarship that confirms her ideas and arguments. What about the student
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writer who assumes that racism ended with the Civil Rights Act, thus eliminating the

very premise of affirmative action? Obviously this assumption would not withstand

critical scrutiny. My point here is that there’s a big difference between a writer using a

close degree of psychic distance to explore a valid idea—whether invoking personal

experience or not—and a writer using a close degree of psychic distance to explore an

invalid idea. Insofar as the argument is sound, the skillful use of psychic distance will

tend to make the writing more engaging and persuasive, at least for readers who have an

open mind about the possibilities of academic discourse. Insofar as the underlying

argument is questionable, an audience has the duty to point this out to the writer, usually

during a workshop or instructor conference.

The Power of Narrative

Psychic distance, with its focus on representing (however imperfectly and

artificially) an author’s consciousness (however socially constructed), tends to favor

narrative structure. Some critics question the “tacit privileging” of narrative in

composition, with its “implied message to students that they should resist the temptation

to learn to write traditional academic prose” (Bowden, “Rise” 184). I question whether

most students find traditional academic prose “tempting,” and even the term traditional

suggests that such academic prose is privileged, not narrative. On a deeper level, though,

humans do seem to favor narrative. “A good deal of the recent scientific work on

consciousness,” David Lodge writes in Consciousness and the Novel, “has stressed its

essentially narrative character” (14). According to Walter Fisher, “human beings are
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inherently storytellers who have a natural tendency to recognize the coherence and

fidelity of the stories they tell and experience” (24). For writers of both fiction and

nonfiction, then, the crafting of a close degree of psychic distance implies a

corresponding devotion to narrative structure. In fact, as Elbow observes in “The Music

of Form,” “good writers tend to heed, consciously or not, the fact that readers have an

experience that is more temporal than spatial” (625). As a result, “Successful writers lead

us on a journey to satisfaction by way of expectations, frustrations, half satisfactions, and

temporary satisfactions: a well-planned sequence of yearnings and reliefs, itches and

scratches” (Elbow, “Music” 626).6 In other words, successful writers often take

advantage of narrative structure, choosing at times to display their consciousness

unfolding over time.

Of course, much of this temporal unfolding is an artful illusion, a highly

conscious reconstruction of one’s socially constructed thought processes—Elbow’s

“well-planned sequence.” Even Montaigne, the putative master of spontaneous literary

self-creation, was “a craftsman despite his claims to the contrary,” according to Newkirk.

“Montaigne’s attention is so obsessive that he consistently re-enters the flow of

sentences, constantly and compulsively reworking for greater precision and emphasis”

(Newkirk, “Performance” 313; see also Klaus 168). Reading editions of Montaigne that

show his revisions and additions, “we see our ‘reading selves’ being fictionalized into

existence” (Newkirk, “Performance” 314). This fictionalization of audience differs

greatly from conventional attention to audience, in that its purpose is not to persuade

readers through appeasement, but to invoke a readerly experience that mirrors the
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trajectory of the author’s thoughts. To the extent that the writer succeeds in creating a

strong sense of identification in the reader—the usual goal of crafting psychic distance

and “the operative principle of narrative rationality”—the text can be considered highly

rhetorical and persuasive (Fisher 66). As illustrated by Montaigne’s writing process,

much of this attention to what I’m calling psychic distance occurs at the level of revision.

But unless writers have at least the initial freedom to indulge “writerly” impulses

and to adapt their language not to an audience’s expectations but to their own ideas, they

will be more likely to produce a picture of a mind conforming rather than a mind

thinking. Take insecure student writers and tell them to fixate on audience, and what do

you often get? Timid prose that seldom takes risks, or if it does take risks, does so rarely

and flinchingly. If we value safe, predictable texts that are basically five-paragraph

themes taken to a “new level,” no problem. But if we believe “college-level writing

instruction should ask students to do something that is difficult, something that strives for

more than mere competence,” and if we want students to explore their own ideas and take

rhetorical risks to create original, compelling essays, we should focus on psychic distance

more than tone (Heilker 201, emphasis in original).

The Limits of Radicalism

One irony of so-called reader-based academic texts is that while they allow space

for “radical” content, they raise the rhetorical drawbridge to prevent deviations from

conventional form. For example, the implicit prohibition against narrative essays in

rhetoric and composition scholarship—except for tenured faculty with reputations, or
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contributors to special issues—rests on the conservative assumption that scholars must

honor institutional expectations for “author-evacuated prose.” Because editors and peer

reviewers demand straightforward, front-loaded arguments, resistance is supposedly

futile. This conformist fear of rejection is curiously at odds with the progressivism found

in, say, critical pedagogies. Although capitalism seems every bit as entrenched in global

political economies as academic discourse is entrenched in the politics of higher

education, composition faculty grant students free reign to apply Marxist ideas in the

former arena, whereas critical resistance to the latter is often dismissed as “inappropriate”

for a given discourse community. Sometimes this disparity becomes absurd, as in The

Politics of the Essay: Feminist Perspectives, a book full of wonderful arguments for why

“the essay is in many ways the ideal form for the presentation of feminist ideas,” but

which fails strikingly to enact the form it celebrates (Boetcher Joeres and Mittman 19). If

instructors and their students can be intellectual radicals, why must they be discourse

conformists?

Many outstanding essays written by students and professional writers—whether

they are personal, reflective, analytical, argumentative, or a combination of these

qualities—succeed precisely because they create the illusion of thought in action. Hoy

observes,

Instead of finding topic sentences at the beginning of paragraphs declaring, we 

find instead reflection and conclusiveness at the end of paragraphs; reflection and 

conclusiveness seem to be drawn out of the evidence, the stories themselves. 

Evidence is not the proof of a declaration made at the outset; evidence is 
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something that reader and writer consider together and then the writer speaks—

making sense of the evidence, generating meaning through an act of logic and an 

act of imagination. Readers of these essays cannot rely on thesis and topic 

sentences to carry the burden of proof, nor are they helped much by modes of 

discourse. Familiar essays depend instead on a body of thought generated by the 

mind writing—the discerning, writing I thinking. (“Disarming” 45)

But a writer—let’s say a student writer—who is preoccupied by tone will necessarily be

preoccupied by audience expectations, and will in turn be likely to place her thesis

statement at the end of the first paragraph. Topic sentences will stand at attention,

awaiting your inspection. Ask the student instead to focus foremost on her thinking as she

writes, and to revise with psychic distance in mind—after emphasizing these skills in

your teaching—and she’ll be more likely to craft an essay that is perhaps more

challenging to read but that also does more justice to the complexity of her thinking over

time. Then, depending on how you read that stack of twenty or more papers, hers might

stick out like a sore thumb or strike you as a breath of fresh air.

Such essays need not be either writerly or readerly. Ideally they should be both.

Like freewriting, psychic distance can offer writers an invaluable reprieve from the

expository Panopticon. In addition, though, as with Montaigne, attention to psychic

distance can help writers revise in a way that benefits an audience without watering down

writers’ ideas or the expression of their ideas. Whereas freewriting often presumes a post-

freewriting stage during which writers must return to the “real world” and adjust not only

their tone but also their structure to readers’ “needs,” psychic distance can help writers
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achieve a more compelling, if not a more “authentic,” voice and structure, throughout the

writing process.

Beyond Voice

I’ve explained how psychic distance differs from tone, but how does it differ from

voice? And why would it be a more useful element of craft for reclaiming the essay? As

the most craft-based pedagogy, expressivism already privileges voice—to its credit. As

Christopher Burnham points out in A Guide to Composition Pedagogies, “Expressivist

pedagogy encourages, even insists upon, a sense of writer presence even in research-

based writing. This presence—‘voice’ or ethos—whether explicit, implicit, or absent,

functions as a key evaluation criterion when expressivists examine writing” (19). Elbow

has called voice “the life and rhythms of speech” (“Shifting” 291). Enos has explored

voice as “transforming ethos” that requires “dialogic action, where both writer and reader

are aware of, and enjoy, the engagement” (“Voice” 194). Robert M. Gorrell has argued

that voice “manifests itself by establishing a position in space and time and by expressing

a tone, an attitude toward the audience and toward the subject matter” (158). Voice, ethos,

tone, presence, style, psychic distance. I tend to agree with Darsie Bowden that such

“distinctions are seemingly endless and often more confusing than illuminating” (“Rise”

187). Ultimately it’s not the terms that matter so much as what you do with the concepts.

But by exploring psychic distance alongside voice, I hope to show that there are some

conceptual differences with practical implications for teaching.
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Clearly psychic distance and voice share much in common. I don’t mean to imply

that the former should replace the latter as a key term in our professional lexicon. As a

rhetorical strategy that appeals to readers obliquely, psychic distance resembles voice in

Elbow’s less popular sense that “the music of prosidy enacts some of the meaning so that

we ‘hear’ it. It’s as though the meaning comes to us rather than us having to go after it.

So if a writer is skilled enough to write sentences that readers actually hear—hearing the

accents, rhythms, and melody in the silent words on the page—readers will actually

‘hear’ some of the meaning” (“Music” 643, emphasis in original). Work in linguistics on

the poetic function of language supports this “latent tendency, which may become patent

in certain circumstances, for the sounds of a given word to be congruent with (similar to)

their meanings” (Waugh 156). Understanding how to fine-tune psychic distance or voice

can help students—and scholars—pull off this rhetorical feat of enabling readers to

“hear” meaning, and not just with individual words.

At the same time, psychic distance implies more of an invoked audience than

voice, and thus it invites if not demands even closer attention to the relationships between

language and meaning, form and content. It is certainly possible to praise a piece of

writing for its “strong voice” and then go into detail about how the writer creates that

voice, but it is equally possible—and perhaps more common—to praise a “strong voice”

or criticize a weak one without specifying its subtle dynamics. However, when you praise

or critique a piece of writing for its use of psychic distance, you have little choice but to

elaborate on the details of language that create it.
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Of course, close attention to the details of language isn’t everything. Elbow makes

this point when he explains why voice is a more useful pedagogical term than style: “To

talk about style is to focus on the actual language and syntax itself. To talk about voice,

on the other hand, is to be in a way more roundabout and imprecise, that is, to talk about

how the words ask to be performed or spoken” (Everyone 169-70). He goes on to note

that “students and untrained readers are often more sophisticated in getting at how

language works when they talk in terms of voice than when they talk about textual style”

(Everyone 170). Psychic distance offers the best of both worlds. For writers, in particular,

it can create a comfortable balance between psychology and craft. It enables them to

think broadly about how closely they want their writing to mirror their thinking—and

therefore the degree of identification they wish to foster—yet it also demands sentence-

level attention to the nuances that will create the desired distance. Another difference

between voice and psychic distance returns us to the question of audience. Just as

students are often asked to adjust their tone to their audience, Gorrell refers to “the

importance of fitting voice to audience” (157). Even Elbow argues “for crafting a voice

that fits the audience” (“Reconsiderations” 179). He offers the example of a student who

must write “for a reader who wants a very restricted academic voice or register—a reader

who is not just uninterested in my presence but who will in fact be put off if she feels too

much contact with ‘me’” (Everyone 215). Like Flower’s reader who is “unwilling to sit

through these home movies of the writer’s mind at work,” this reader in effect coerces the

writer into conformity (25). In a characteristic attempt to embrace contraries, Elbow

argues that it’s possible to “let the ‘wrong voice’ have free reign, and then in late drafts
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adjust or get rid of the offending bits but keep the energy” (Everyone 216). No doubt this

strategy sometimes saves the day, but what about when a writer, such as Kincaid or an

ambitious composition student, wishes to write in such a personal voice—even in a

research-based essay that contains zero autobiographical references—that conservative

readers would object to the whole text, not just a few “offending bits,” no matter how

sophisticated and talented the writer? In other words, what if the text’s energy is the

“offending bit,” in the form of a strong voice or an intimate level of psychic distance?

Must the writer conform and revise her entire work? Of course it’s up to her. She can

cave in completely to audience demands—and probably silence her voice the next time

around. She can change nothing and admit rhetorical defeat—and, if she’s a student, risk

a bad grade. Or she can compromise. Compromise is often necessary and good, but only

when it’s reciprocal. Unfortunately, many academic readers in positions of power,

including writing instructors, have no strong incentive to embrace voice-driven writing,

to meet voice-driven writers halfway—except in explicitly personal essays, which are

often followed by thesis-driven research papers that forbid a strong voice and a narrative

structure. In “‘Playing Safe’: Undergraduate Essay Writing and the Presentation of the

Student ‘Voice,’” Barbara Read, Becky Francis, and Jocelyn Robson present research

suggesting that “the unequal power relationship between student and lecturer, constructed

through hegemonically dominant academic discourse, influences the way in which the

student voice is presented” (390). This fact bothers me to a degree that it doesn’t seem to

bother Elbow. The main problem, as I see it, is that more academic readers need to
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become better listeners, not that more writers need to lower their voices or become

ventriloquists.

More than tone or voice, psychic distance offers readers the two attitudes that Carl

Rogers claimed foster creative thinking: psychological safety and psychological freedom.

According to William Ziegler, “Psychological safety means that one feels one’s own

worth is unconditionally assured, that one fears no judgment or criticism, and that one is

understood empathetically. Psychological freedom means that one feels free to express

oneself symbolically” (464). Whereas freewriting provides these conditions only initially

in the writing process, before writers subject their voice-driven writing to what is often a

gavel-wielding, voice-stifling audience, psychic distance preserves these conditions even

at the revision stage. That doesn’t mean writers acquire a Get-out-of-Audience-Free card.

As always, readers need to assess an argument’s assumptions and evidence. In addition,

audience remains crucial to the extent that readers must evaluate how compelling a text

is.

The term psychic distance also has metaphorical appeal. I don’t want to overstate

it, lest I fall prey to Philip Eubanks’s cautionary note that “[t]oo often writing scholarship

alternates between assertions that a particular metaphor is pernicious and speculations

that another metaphor may be the answer to all of our aspirations” (“Understanding”115).

Still, just as voice has power in writing because it helps us think of texts as vocal

expressions, psychic distance has its own unique power to evoke the visual/spatial

metaphor of distance. In my experience, composition students often welcome the term

psychic distance—in part, I think, because it helps them visualize themselves as writers
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in proximity to readers, or as readers in proximity to—or at a great remove

from—academic writers. But again, this kind of audience awareness is a far cry from the

kind of deferential audience awareness often implied by tone.

Finally, for scholars who criticize voice for its implicit association with “authentic

self,” psychic distance might prove a more defensible term. Elbow has made the case that

even if we are completely at odds about the nature of selves or identities, about

whether people even have such things, and about the relation of a text to the

person who wrote it, we have a good chance of reaching agreement about whether

any given text has audible voice, what kind of dramatic voice it has, whether it

has a recognizable or distinctive voice, and whether the writer was able to achieve

authority of voice. (Everyone 205).

As Elbow has acknowledged, “I clearly failed to get people to use those distinctions”

(“Reconsiderations” 183). For scholars such as Frank Farmer, who feels that we need “to

deliver voice from its long romance with the true self” (318) and for Bowden, who argues

that “[t]he assumption that language is first and foremost a social activity seems to be

obscured by the use of voice [. . .],” psychic distance could be more appealing, given its

subtle but unmistakable relationship to audience (Mythology 65). In its very name,

psychic distance reinforces the need to negotiate the space between writer and audience.

As a result, we can see more clearly that the essay, which I argue relies on the careful

consideration of psychic distance, relies in turn on careful attention to rhetoric.
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Psychic Distance and Ideology

As with the broader issue of craft, psychic distance faces an uphill battle for

acceptance in rhetoric and composition. For one thing, the pioneers of craft-friendly

pedagogies still suffer from bad reputations or are simply dismissed as irrelevant.

According to Bishop, expressivists such as Elbow “are frequently cast as convenient

straw-men, as now-aging, no longer compositionally-hip, and therefore slightly

embarrassing advocates of a 1960s touchy-feely pedagogy from which professionals in

composition are currently trained to distance themselves” (“Places” 10). On the surface,

at least, psychic distance as a concept lacks the prestigious scholarly complexity and

ideological significance of, say, Chris Holcomb’s hybrid creation performative stylistics

or critical discourse analysis as Pegeen Reichert Powell outlines it in “Critical Discourse

Analysis and Composition Studies: A Study of Presidential Discourse and Campus

Discord.” Both approaches depend on the close analysis of form and function in language

and on the careful consideration of social contexts. Such approaches are valuable, but

they remain relatively inaccessible to scholars unversed in linguistics, let alone

undergraduates, and they tend to focus on the esoteric description and analysis of existing

texts, rather than on the creation of students’ texts-in-progress.

This is not to say that stylistics or discourse analysis are incompatible with, or less

valuable than, psychic distance. In fact, as Alan Chidsey Dickson demonstrates in his

CCC “Interchange” response to Fulkerson’s “Composition at the Turn of the Twenty-

First Century,” discourse analysis has much in common with the kind of attention to

psychic distance that I’m advocating here. Dickson states, “A good way to understand
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language as discourse is to compare/contrast it with other language that might have been

used by the writer to communicate the same basic idea to a different audience [. . .]”

(736). He admirably focuses on (hypothetical) examples of student writing, and although

I agree with Fulkerson in his response that Dickson’s examples don’t express the “same

basic idea,” he not only connects sentence-level details of language to their rhetorical

impact on readers, but he also explores ways that “[r]eading something as discourse

involves you in speculating about the (unconscious) restrictions on language use” (735,

emphasis in original). My only qualm with this approach is that it unnecessarily

privileges the role of audience, as if nothing less than a new audience could justify

studying shifts in linguistic restraint. Fundamentally, though, Dickson’s approach

illustrates how instructors might integrate psychic distance into their current pedagogies.

Indeed, faculty can decide for themselves how much leeway students should have

to experiment with psychic distance in their writing. It depends on what role you think

composition should play in higher education. You might agree with David Bartholomae

that students “have to speak in the voice and through the codes of those of us with power

and wisdom” (610), or you might agree with Berlin that “we are not simply offering

training in a useful technical skill that is meant as a simple complement to the more

important studies of other areas. We are teaching a way of experiencing the world, a way

of ordering and making sense of it” (Rhetorics 246). Or perhaps you hold any number of

other complicated, overlapping views about the nature and value of academic discourse.

But regardless of whether you ask students to slavishly uphold or steadfastly subvert

every convention—or perhaps more likely fall somewhere in between—you can still use
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psychic distance rhetorically to suit your particular purpose and pedagogy. As Cheryl

Glenn and Melissa A. Goldthwaite point out in The St. Martin’s Guide to Teaching

Writing, instructors need not pick one pedagogy and stick to it: “even if we tend to claim

one or two labels for ourselves (feminist, Marxist, expressivist, social constructionist, or

cognitivist, for example), multiple theories inform the way we teach” (191). So be as

conventional or radical as you like, and psychic distance can still expand students’

understanding of rhetoric. As with the example of my earlier hypothetical sentence (“The

essay is so damn preachy and pretentious it makes me sick”), one option is to strike a

balance: to reinforce the basic tenets of academic discourse while at the same time

granting students greater freedom to integrate their voices into their work.

But how can we teach psychic distance? In the next chapter, I will lay the

foundation for a pedagogy of psychic distance. I will outline ways to use both traditional

print texts and multimedia texts to help students grasp, experiment with, and ultimately

internalize the concept.
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CHAPTER 3: TOWARD A PEDAGOGY OF PSYCHIC DISTANCE

If we recognize that the writer needs to be present in the writing, whether or not the
writer is present on the page, we have the possibility of avoiding the disengagement and
detachment that I believe is really at the bottom of my students’ least successful writing

—Robert L. Root, Jr. (252)

In the previous chapter, I argued for the theoretical relevance of psychic distance

and hinted at its pedagogical promise. In this chapter I will discuss some preliminary

ideas for how one might go about actually teaching the concept to composition students.

Of course one might take any number of approaches, in any number of contexts. This

chapter does not presume to offer a one-size-fits-all pedagogical prescription.

Nevertheless, at the risk of sounding like “someone tell[ing] about their experiences on

drugs,” let me outline a few of the techniques I’ve used with some success at various

curricular levels, ranging from first-year composition to upper-division courses such as

Topics in Writing and Writing on Science and Society (Dworkin 604). Perhaps my

perspective will inspire faculty to bring psychic distance into their classrooms and to

imagine new pedagogical possibilities.

Before I explore the nitty-gritty, nuts-and-bolts details of teaching psychic

distance, I should say that the exercises I will describe are applicable at several curricular

levels. That is, they can be used as discreet lessons to supplement a more traditional

curriculum, or they can be integrated into the curricular fabric of an entire writing

program. In the former case, instructors might try out or adapt one or two exercises in a

single class. In the latter case, the concept might become central to writing instruction

within a particular program. I say concept, not term, because some people may prefer a

different term such as authorial distance. The vocabulary matters less than the idea.
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One innnovative writing program that values psychic distance without using the

term is the Expository Writing Program at NYU. The progressions at the heart of the

program help students craft each rhetorically sophisticated essay through a series of

carefully designed exercises. The program already encourages reflective, voice-driven,

narrative essays—including rigorous, research-based essays that preserve many qualities

of familiar essays. It therefore offers an ideal environment in which to cultivate an

appreciation of psychic distance. But students in even the most traditional writing

programs could benefit from learning about psychic distance. Explaining the concept and

including it in workshop discussions, on critique forms, and on grading rubrics could go a

long way toward improving student writing.

Example #1: Dorian Gray

So how might we teach psychic distance? I often introduce the idea by giving

students a handout that shows Gardner’s and Burroway’s definitions, Gardner’s list of

five sentences, an excerpt from Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray, an

explanation of how psychic distance translates to nonfiction, a short writing exercise, a

brief list of the term’s advantages, a short example of psychic distance in nonfiction, and

a reference to multimedia sources that we will consider as a class (see Appendix A). On

this handout I used to include a photograph of a zoom lens. I would tell students that they

could learn to adjust psychic distance in their writing much as a photographer can adjust

the magnification of an image. Depending on the rhetorical situation, students might need
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to zoom in or out. To reinforce this point, I sometimes sketch this simple diagram on the

board:

Yo dude. * ---------------------------------------------------------------* Ahem.

Students can see the range of psychic distance available to them whenever they write.

This semester I replaced the image of the zoom lens with a close-up photograph of my

nephew Satya’s eyes. I still mention the zoom-lens metaphor, but I also explain that the

image of eyes conveys a similar sense of zoomed-in psychic distance. In addition, I point

out that psychic distance often becomes more intimate, visually, when we use our own

images rather than borrowing them from outside sources. This is an important point to

make because students in my composition courses will go on to create their own

multimedia essays, as I explain at the end of chapter five.

Because students sometimes grasp the concept of psychic distance more easily by

first considering examples from works of fiction—perhaps because the definition of

psychic distance comes to us from creative writing—I explain the context of The Picture

of Dorian Gray and read the excerpt aloud, asking students to focus, in small groups, on

the shift in psychic distance that begins most noticeably in the third paragraph. Some

groups focus so much on the action in this paragraph that they fail to see the shift in

psychic distance. A student might say to me as I check in on his or her group, “The

language gets more intense. There are some really strong words like groan, choking, and

stabbed.” I tell them that this is true, but I ask them to think more about the relationship

between language and identification. “Why,” I might ask, “does Oscar Wilde say

‘someone choking with blood’? Why does he say ‘The thing was still seated in the chair’?
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Those are curious word choices. Why would Wilde use this kind of language?” At this

point students sometimes veer in the opposite interpretive direction, noting the vague

language and concluding that Wilde is pulling back the psychic distance so that readers

cannot easily identify with him. Other groups hit the nail on the head. Inevitably, though,

even if it takes some encouragement, students point to more examples of the suddenly

distant language—“the outstretched arms,” “the man did not move”—and realize that it

perfectly reflects Dorian’s consciousness and guilty conscience. The writing reflects his

attempt to distance himself mentally from his actions and from the humanity of his friend

turned victim (Wilde 123, emphases added).

After making sure that students grasp the basic operation of psychic distance in

this admittedly sophisticated excerpt, we look at other details of Wilde’s language. As

early as the first sentence of the second paragraph, in the phrase “an uncontrollable

feeling of hatred for Basil Hallward came over him,” we can see the relationship between

Wilde’s diction and Dorian’s psychological withdrawal from his emotions—and their

moral implications. The fact that Wilde uses Basil’s full name in this sentence is

significant. It mirrors Dorian’s perception that Basil is suddenly more of a stranger than a

friend. In addition, the phrase “came over him,” with its implication that Dorian is

unaccountable for his own hatred, not only reinforces the conceit that the portrait is the

controlling force but also foreshadows Dorian’s imagined absence from the scene of the

crime. Students benefit from considering the similar second-paragraph phrases “he

loathed the man” and “crushing the man’s head down on the table” (Wilde 123, emphases
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added). Simply asking students why Wilde might have made these language choices can

elicit good responses and focus the discussion on psychic distance.

Whether or not readers consciously recognize this shift in psychic distance as they

read the novel is irrelevant, so long as they experience it. Although we often teach

students the paramount importance of writing for an audience, it seems doubtful that

Wilde dwelled on audience in the passage above. During John Douglas’s libel trial, after

all, Wilde said, in response to questions about the novel, “What concerns me in my art is

my view and my feeling and why I made it; I don’t care twopence what other people

think about it” (Holland 80). According to Donald Lawler in An Inquiry into Oscar

Wilde’s Revisions of The Picture of Dorian Gray, “the dominant motive underlying all

the important changes made by Wilde was an artistic desire to suppress an underlying

moral which Wilde considered too obvious and, for that reason, distracting.” Lawler

notes that “such revisions were far from haphazard nor were they made, as has commonly

been supposed, either in self-defense following the criticisms of the Lippincott’s version

or required to fill out the needed pages for a full-length novel” (2). Wilde’s additions to

the ending “help to direct our interest to the hero’s mental state rather than to his moral

state” (Lawler 38). In other words, it seems that Wilde was not thinking much about

pleasing his audience. He was too busy paying attention to Dorian and how best to craft

the scene so that it would be, in Elbow’s words, “right for thinking, right for language, or

right for the subject being written about” (54).

Talking with students about how published writers such as Wilde seem to have

crafted their work without slavish attention to audience “demands” can help them
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imagine ways that they, too, might appeal to readers in a roundabout fashion by focusing

more on issues of craft and less on the need to conform to their professors’ expectations.

Too often those expectations reflect an inherited, highly questionable assumption that

good writing is “objective.” As much as we owe advances in composition studies to the

pragmatic, service role of first-year courses, we should not forget, in our servitude, that

we know more about writing than most faculty in the university. Why continue to teach

students to defer to an audience’s expectations when those expectations are often not only

context-specific but founded on false premises? Why defer to the expectations of faculty

in other disciplines? If we truly wanted first-year composition to be a service course, we

would devote half of the course to spelling and grammar. That’s what a lot of faculty

think we should be teaching. We would never agree to such ridiculousness, yet by and

large we teach students that the reader/professor/customer is always right. For the sake of

integrity, I have no qualms teaching students to think about psychic distance, even if most

of their other professors fail to appreciate their efforts. Of course, ideally other audiences

will appreciate their skillful uses of psychic distance. But an audience’s lack of

appreciation hardly invalidates students’ efforts. If anything, it invalidates the audience’s

ability to judge good writing. By the same token, if students learn to be good conformists

and to write the kinds of dull research papers faculty often expect of them, that doesn’t

make them good writers, no matter how many accolades or A’s such efforts earn them.

As Flannery O’Connor once wrote, “There’s many a best-seller that could have been

prevented by a good teacher” (84-85).
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After students discuss psychic distance in The Picture of Dorian Gray, I read

students the section of the handout about how psychic distance translates to nonfiction.

Then I invite students to complete the short writing exercise on the handout (see

Appendix A). Hearing volunteers read their revisions of the sentence “The weather is

very cold today” helps students see the range of possible expressions available to them

when they consider psychic distance. Their revisions often feature more visceral,

embodied language than the original sentence.

Continuing with the handout, I briefly explain the unique advantages of the term

psychic distance—why it can be better than tone, voice, or style (see Appendix A).

Example #2: Student Essay

Next in my introduction to psychic distance, I ask students to read and discuss the

opening two paragraphs of an essay by my former student Jeremy Kellogg, an

undergraduate at CU-Boulder (see Appendix A). Students discuss the ways that Jeremy,

in this rhetorical analysis of a local commercial space, uses psychic distance to help

readers share his perspective as a man who feels uncomfortable in such a feminine

environment. For example, they discuss why the military metaphor works and how his

use of impersonal, “masculine” language reflects his feelings of discomfort and

alienation.
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Example #3: Rune

Next I show students several examples of psychic distance in other media. A

variety of sources, ranging from print texts to physical objects to films, seems to keep

their interest and reinforce the concept’s richness and scope. Sometimes I bring in the

packaging for a violent Norse-mythology video game called Rune. The very box the

game comes in is a work of art that exemplifies the clever use of psychic distance. The

front cover features an artist’s drawing of the game’s hero, Ragnar—a mighty Viking

warrior covered in armor who weilds a giant axe in one hand and a shield thrust forward

in the other, as if he is prepared to fend off an enemy attack. The border of the cover

resembles a slab of granite, into which ancient-looking, recessed inscriptions have been

“carved.” The game’s title appears at the top of the front cover, above the hero, in a

stylized script that matches the other carvings. The grooves of the inscriptions give the

potential buyer the impression that they are holding not just another video-game box but

an ancient stone tablet. To heighten this sensation, the top right corner of the box is

curved to resemble the irregular corner of a crumbling slab. Even more impressive,

Ragnar is exquisitely embossed from head to toe, creating a powerful 3D effect. His

foregrounded shield and right leg are slightly out of focus, adding to the illusion of

dimensionality. The viewer’s eye is thus drawn to Ragnar’s menacing face and helmet,

which are in crystal-clear focus. The overall effect of the cover is to draw viewers into

the world of the game even before they step up to the cash register.

The text inside the front cover reinforces the immersive experience not only with

its series of screenshots from the game but also with its first-person text, which begins,
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“I, Ragnar the Mighty, will lift the sword from my enemy, still dripping with the

maaruder’s transgression. I will add it to the arsenal of my wrath, over fifteen weapons

chiseled sharp with anger.” Viewers become Ragnar, and if they flip the box over to see

what’s on the back, they see not only more screenshots of him battling it out with

monsters and other foes but also a deep diagonal “crack” in the tablet. It’s as if you’re

holding a precious relic in your hands. Students can go to town analyzing such details.

Example #4: To Kill a Mockingbird

Next I like to show students the title sequence of To Kill a Mockingbird. Judging

by the number of hands that shoot up when I ask who has read the book or seen the film,

it’s a good example because it’s familiar and creates a kind of common ground. Before I

show the title sequence, I make sure everyone realizes that the film is told from the

perspective of children, and I ask them to keep an eye out for details that establish

psychic distance. After showing the clip, I ask students, “What did you see? What’s

going on with psychic distance here?” They point out a number of ways the film invites

viewers to share the perspective of children. For example, even before we see the first

image of the film, we hear the slow, simple opening notes of a piano while the earth of

the Universal International© logo spins. It sounds like a child practicing the piano. The

crucial first image of the film shows a weathered cigar box, shot from overhead, which is

presently opened by a pair of young hands. Inside we see two wooden dolls, several coins

and marbles, a variety of crayons, and other objects associated with childhood. The

camera slowly zooms into the box, as if we have been invited to leave our adult concerns
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and join the childhood world of play. We hear a child’s voice humming idly, and an

extreme close-up reveals a small hand grabbing a crayon and proceeding to color over

invisible words on a page that reveal the film’s title. We hear the crayon slide across the

paper.

Throughout the sequence, we never see what this child looks like. To have shown

someone specific would have compromised the psychic distance, snapping us out of the

immediacy of the moment. Tight close-ups enable us to identify far more closely. To

children, of course, small objects are not so small, but even more important than this

literal fact is that the close-ups reflect the intensity of children’s playful

imaginations—the large presence of small things. The remaining shots of the sequence

consist of more extreme close-ups of childhood objects, such as crayons, marbles, and a

whistle. Each shot is filmed with the unrushed fluidity of a summer afternoon, a sensation

furthered by the choice of transitions—slow dissolves that give the impression of one

moment melting into the next. The sequence ends when a piece of paper drawn with a

bird is ripped down the middle, revealing a patch of black into which the establishing

shot of the town dissolves seamlessly, tree branches sprouting over the frayed edges of

the page. The title sequence lasts just three minutes, but it packs a powerful lesson in the

craft of psychic distance.

The way I have analyzed this sequence might give the impression that I stand in

front of the class and pontificate about psychic distance. Nothing could be further from

the truth. Students are perfectly capable of analyzing many of these subtleties of craft,

and I invite them to do so. Their familiarity with film and their attunement to visual
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rhetoric never fails to impress me. To build their critical confidence and to help them

better understand psychic distance and, more importantly, to apply their understanding of

psychic distance, I show students more film clips and ask them to analyze and interpret

the use of psychic distance. Obviously every instructor will be able to choose his or her

own revealing examples.

Example #5: Bleu

Because students always comment on the correlation between the opening scene’s

close-ups and psychic distance, I like to follow To Kill a Mockingbird with a short clip

from Krzysztof Kieslowski’s Bleu that features an important close-up at a key moment in

the film. Juliette Binoche’s character Julie, a recent widow seeking to block out all

memory of the tragic deaths of her husband and daughter, is thrown off guard

momentarily by the sudden appearance of her husband’s assistant, who is in love with

her. In the scene, which takes place in a café, she rejects the man and he leaves. Then we

see a very tight close-up of her cup of coffee as she dips a sugar cube into its surface. The

sugar cube slowly sucks up the coffee, and then she lets it fall into the cup. It’s a quick

shot, lasting just a few seconds, but as Kieslowski explains in an interview on the film’s

DVD, the close-up is a significant reflection of Julie’s psychology. Sitting in front of his

editing machine, Kieslowski replays the clip and asks, “What does this obsession with

close-ups mean?” He explains:

Simply that we’re trying to show the heroine’s world from her point of view, to

show that she sees these little things, things that are near to her, by focusing on
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them in order to demonstrate that the rest doesn’t matter to her. She’s trying to

contain, to put a lid on her world and on her immediate environment. [. . .] We

made a very tight shot of the sugar cube sucking up the coffee to show that

nothing around her matters to her—not other people nor their business, nor the

boy, the man who loves her and went through a great ordeal to find her. She just

doesn’t care. Only the sugar cube matters, and she intentionally focuses on it to

shut out all the things she doesn’t accept.

Kieslowki’s comments serve both to demonstrate the value of psychic distance and to

validate students’ observations about film technique in To Kill a Mockingbird. Bolstered

with fresh confidence in their skills as psychic-distance analysts, students are ready to

analyze a more complicated and ambitious example of psychic distance.

Example #6: Notorious

In Alfred Hitchcock’s Notorious, Ingrid Bergman plays Alicia Huberman, the

daughter of a convicted Nazi who redeems herself by working as an American agent to

infiltrate a group of Nazis in Brazil. She marries the Nazi ringmaster, Alex Sebastian

(Claude Raines), in hopes of uncovering the group’s plans. When Alex finds out that

she’s a secret agent—unbeknownst to her—he must find a quiet way to kill her, let he

arouse the suspicions of his Nazi friends. After all, it wouldn’t look so good to reveal that

he had been naïve enough to marry an American agent in the first place. So he and his

evil mother decide to poison Alicia slowly.
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In the scene that I show to students, Alicia is feeling sick. She is sitting in the

living room with Alex, his mother, and a Nazi scientist. After the scientist inquires about

Alicia’s health, the camera slowly zooms in on Alex’s mother pouring a cup of coffee

and delivering it to Alicia. In classic Hitchcock fashion, the seemingly innocuous

conversation about her health continues as we repeatedly see a close-up of Alicia’s

demitasse, positioned prominently in the foreground of the shot, in between her and the

scientist. From this perspective, the demitasse is larger than Alicia’s head, looming with

dramatic irony. At one point she takes a big sip. When the scientist mistakenly reaches

for her cup, which sits next to his, Alex and his mother both leap to correct him, and it

begins to dawn on Alicia that they are poisoning her. As we see a close-up of Alicia

looking over at the demitasse, the scene’s silence is broken by Roy Webb’s

score—strings of growing comprehension. She looks separately at Alex’s mother and at

Alex, and we see each figure in turn as the camera simultaneously pulls back and zooms

in, creating a disorienting visual effect that perfectly matches her terrifying realization.

Each zoom is accompanied by a petrifying surge of strings. Alicia stands up and says she

wants to go to bed, but the effects of the poison, compounded by her sudden dread, make

her dizzy. Viewers, in turn, share her dizziness in the form of additional film techniques

and audio effects, each carefully designed to create the appropriate degree of psychic

distance. For example, Alex and his mother become blurry shadows, and a loud buzzing

overwhelms their increasingly distorted, fading voices. She makes it to the base of the

winding staircase before collapsing.
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Example #7: Music Videos

For additional contemporary examples of psychic distance, I sometimes turn to

music videos. For example, students might analyze the relationship between film

techniques and psychic distance in clips from concert videos by Coldplay and The Dave

Matthews Band. The Coldplay video that I show uses chaotic camerawork and fast-paced

editing to mirror the fast pace of the music and to capture the energy and immediacy of

the concert experience, while the video I show by the Dave Matthews Band uses slow

dissolves and long shots of the performers to focus more on the musicianship. Each clip

uses the language of film to create a particular degree of psychic distance. Students who

are especially knowledgeable about music seem happy to discuss how appropriate and

effective the psychic distance is in each case.

Collaborative Presentations

After introducing students to psychic distance, I sometimes reinforce their

awareness of this important element of craft by assigning collaborative presentations (see

Appendix B). By asking students to present examples of the effective and ineffective uses

of psychic distance in their choice of media, I aim to help them personalize and

internalize their knowledge of psychic distance.

One group of students presented two car-chase scenes from popular films.

Students argued that the first clip was much more effective in inviting viewers to identify

with the protagonist driving the car. The scene’s use of point of view and

cinematography, such as shots of the driver shifting gears and pressing the gas pedal,
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created a greater degree of intimacy, students argued. By contrast, a different film that

also featured a protagonist driving a car in a chase scene tended to alienate viewers by

“zooming out” the degree of psychic distance. For example, the scene was filmed from

many more points of view, including that of frazzled pedestrians scurrying not to be run

over by the swerving vehicle.

Internalizing Psychic Distance

Indeed, the goal of analyzing and experimenting with psychic distance is not to

train students to consult some mental psychic-distance yardstick every time they write a

sentence. Rather, the goal is to help them internalize an awareness of psychic distance. I

imagine that the majority of literary novelists—as opposed to genre writers who follow

clear, predictable formulas and whose works many instructors duly disparage—do not

write with more than a vague consciousness of audience or psychic distance. Yet such

inattention hardly diminishes these writers’ accomplishments or their works’ rhetorical

power. What difference does it make to the (all-important) reader that Virginia Woolf,

while writing To the Lighthouse, did not ponder the fact that some of her sentences

“contain unanchored tenses, requiring an RT from a neighboring narrative present

predicate” or that she uses the linguistic elements of “semantic connector linking,

temporal linking, and the progressive aspect” (Ehrlich 97, 102)?

The same process of internalization applies to professional writers of nonfiction,

including Woolf in A Room of One’s Own, a work Pamela J. Annas cites as an “example

of powerful writing that can be produced out of the very tension between writer and
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audience.” Annas notes that “Woolf breaks all the rules about thesis statements by

burying hers in the middle of a two-page paragraph and undercutting it by calling it ‘an

opinion upon one minor point’” (365). No doubt such masterful rhetorical moves did not

fall into Woolf’s lap from her heavenly muse, but neither did she most likely think, “Aha,

I’ll disguise my thesis here to throw off the reader.” Of course she made rhetorical

choices, but I’m suggesting that accomplished writers often make these choices

subconsciously and intuitively—as well as by consciously revising, like Montaigne, to

adjust psychic distance. According to Fenton Johnson, author of nonfiction, novels, a

memoir, and numerous essays in publications such as Harper’s, “When writing, I don’t

think a split second about the reader.”7

Good writers are often too busy paying attention to their own ideas and how best

to express them to contemplate the rhetorical triangle. Subconsciously, thanks to a

cultivation of craft, these writers know exactly what they’re doing. Just as students can

enrich their writing by internalizing linguistic structures using the techniques of sentence

pedagogies, they can also study and practice shifts in psychic distance to cultivate an

inner ear for what language will be most appropriate in a given situation. As Robert J.

Connors argues in “The Erasure of the Sentence,” when students internalize linguistic

structures, they become “free to engage in the informed processes of choice, which are

the wellspring of creativity” (102). Sharon A. Myers has refined sentence pedagogies to

focus less on the grammar of phrases and clauses and more on the “grammar of words”

(617). She argues that “words are much more real to students than abstract rules” (621).

Even more real, perhaps, are the words and phrases and clauses that students attend to
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when they think about psychic distance in particular sentences and paragraphs and texts.

Because psychic distance demands attention to context, it is more conducive to

internalization. Therefore if we invite students to explore ideas that sincerely interest

them, without shackling them to the rhetorical triangle, and if we encourage them to pay

attention to psychic distance—a very different kind of audience awareness—then their

writer-based prose will likely end up being reader-based as well.

Beyond introducing psychic distance to students in an interactive presentation

involving written texts and other media, and beyond asking students to demonstrate their

knowledge of psychic distance in collaborative presentations, how else can instructors

help students internalize an awareness of psychic distance? One important way to

emphasize the concept’s significance is to include it as an assessment criterion for one’s

writing assignments. Unless you follow through on your desire to reinforce its

importance, students will forget about it—justifiably so. For example, psychic distance is

part of an explicit criterion on my critique form/grading rubric for the Reflective Analysis

of Personal Food Choices essay in my composition courses. The form/rubric states, “The

essay’s voice and style are suitable for expressing the writer’s thoughts. The psychic

distance is close enough that you can identify strongly with the writer and can feel his or

her strong presence throughout” (see Appendix B). Similarly, on the critique

form/grading rubric for the multimedia version of this essay, students know that two

criteria involve psychic distance. First: “DVD menu (created using iDVD or similar

program) matches content of DVD in terms of tone and psychic distance. This includes

music/sound.” Second: “DVD explores your group’s ideas, taking viewer on a journey
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that reflects your thinking process. The psychic distance is close” (see Appendix C). The

term psychic distance, therefore, becomes a crucial part of the class vocabulary. Students

can choose to ignore it, as they can ignore other important terms and concepts, but their

grades will suffer as a result.

Implications for Critical Pedagogy

Just as readers often resent overt authorial intrusions in narratives, students tend

to resent overt political critiques of fiction or nonfiction. Rather than ask students to step

outside of a short story or essay or film to analyze it from a “critical distance,” instructors

should invite students to step further inside the work to examine it critically from within.

But what if you want conservative white students to engage a polemical essay by

bell hooks? How would psychic distance help? Wouldn’t it be counterproductive to ask

such students to “identify” with hooks? Not necessarily. In “Feminism and Composition:

The Case for Conflict,” Susan C. Jarratt writes that “rather than the safe and nurturing

classroom, Hooks [sic] recommends a class wherein ‘the primary focus is a broader

spectrum of ideas and modes of inquiry, in short a dialectical context where there is

serious and rigorous critical exchange’” (120). As Maxine Hairston argues in “Diversity,

Ideology, and Teaching Writing,” instructors who seek to create such unsafe, non-

nurturing classrooms can “show open contempt for their students’ values, preferences, or

interests” (181). That contempt, so hard to disguise and so risky to flaunt, can easily

breed resentment among students. Attention to psychic distance can help bridge the gap.
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It can help advocates of critical pedagogies achieve their ideological goals by creating

constructive identification rather than unconstructive cognitive dissonance.

Even when teaching a brilliantly contentious essay by hooks such as “Killing

Rage: Militant Resistance,” instructors can use psychic distance to help suppress the

resentful rage many students might otherwise feel not only toward hooks but also toward

the “preachy” instructor. A simple, half-hour exercise could make the difference between

students grumbling defensively on the one hand and, on the other, raising their eyebrows

in surprise at their own rise in consciousness about issues of race, class, and gender.

Before showing students “Killing Rage,” ask them to write a single sentence about a time

in their lives when they felt “rage” about an injustice, whether it involved themselves or

others. They could write about anything from an “unfair” parking ticket to a hot-button

geopolitical issue, but they should write about an injustice they feel comfortable sharing

with the class. Once they finish, ask them to revise the sentence they just wrote about

rage, moving it significantly closer or father in terms of psychic distance. Original

sentences that were aflame with outrage get doused with “objectivity,” and original

sentences frozen in repression thaw with the heat of passion. Volunteers read both

versions, and the class, serving as audience, decides which version is more effective in

capturing the author’s sense of injustice. Students invariably prefer the more emotional

sentences written with closer psychic distance.

The critical move of this exercise—“critical” both in terms of importance and

critical pedagogy—comes when you immediately follow this verdict by passing out

“Killing Rage” and reading the first paragraph aloud:
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I am writing this essay sitting beside an anonymous white male that I long to 

murder. We have just been involved in an incident on an airplane where K, my 

friend and traveling companion, has been called to the front of the plane and 

publicly attacked by white female stewardesses who accuse her of trying to 

occupy a seat in first class that was not assigned to her. Although she had been 

assigned the seat, she was not given the appropriate boarding pass. When she tried

to explain, they ignored her. They kept explaining to her in loud voices as though 

she is a child, as though she is a foreigner who does not speak airline English, that

she must take another seat. They do not want to know that the airline has made a 

mistake. They want only to ensure that the white male who has the appropriate 

boarding card will have a seat in first class. [. . .] I stare him down with rage, tell 

him that I do not want to hear his liberal apologies, his repeated insistence that “it 

was not his fault.” I am shouting at him that it is not a question of blame, that the 

mistake was understandable, but the way K was treated was completely 

unacceptable, that it reflected both racism and sexism. (102)

Having just moments ago validated the value of rage to express injustice—their own

sense of injustice—students will be less inclined to dismiss hooks’ angry discourse (like

Kincaid’s) as “extremist.” Or if they do still try to dismiss it as such, I invite them to

explain their apparent double standard, thus launching a discussion about race, class, and

gender in society and in writing. Either way, instead of opening up a gigantic,

counterproductive distance between author and reader as a way to spark ideological

debate, this exercise helps close that distance. As the distance closes, identification
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increases. Far from undermining the goals of critical pedagogies, such identification

fosters the kind of agency and ethos-driven “counter-hegemonic discourse” that hooks

herself has championed (Yearning 149).

Attention to craft—and psychic distance in particular—has the potential not only

to expand students’ understanding of rhetoric and to spark fresh interdisciplinary

scholarship devoted to narrative8 but also to reinvigorate the teaching of race, class, and

gender issues.  “Art is better understood as a verb rather than a noun,” Spellmeyer writes

in Arts of Living: Reinventing the Humanities for the Twenty-First Century (167). Instead

of “methodically dismissing as irrelevant the inner experience of writing,” composition

instructors should be fostering an “intensification of subjectivity” (emphasis in original).

Ironically, rather than theorize the “textual” world in a never-ending quest to zap false

consciousness, we might achieve better results in the classroom by considering the

perspective(s) of the artist. “The way in becomes the way out,” Spellmeyer writes (196).

To the extent that psychic distance can help us and our students find our way in—for

example, into original essays and into meaningful scholarly conversations—it deserves

an active role in our composition classrooms and scholarly journals.
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CHAPTER 4: SHUSHES AND WHISPERS IN THE PARLOR:
QUESTIONING THE “CONVERSATION” METAPHOR IN

RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION

Anthropologists have studied just about every world language, and no matter where you
go, people are creative in conversations [. . .]

—Keith R. Sawyer (62)

By becoming more aware of what is suppressed by a metaphor (as well as what is
highlighted by it), and by examining metaphors in a large corpus of language, we may be
in a position to challenge the metaphor and to propose an alternative way of thinking
about the topic.

—Jonathan Charteris-Black (251; emphases in original)

Several years ago, while holding office hours at the University of Arizona, I

overheard the graduate instructor in the cubicle next to me conferencing with his

students, and at first I couldn’t believe my ears. No, he didn’t say anything offensive or

inappropriate per se. In fact, he spoke amiably and seemed eager to help his students. But

I couldn’t get over the way he kept asking them to think of the argumentative essay they

were writing as “a persuasion machine.” How ludicrous, I thought. How crude and

mechanistic and dehumanizing. How macho. “It doesn’t have to be a Ferrari,” he said,

“but it must be a Yugo. It could be a go-cart.” To a more ambitious student he counseled,

“It’s a little go-cartish, but it’s moving toward Lexus.” I cringed at each new twist on this

same basic metaphor.

This instructor was no more enlightened, I reasoned, than the other male GAT I

had seen, earlier that day, wheel his female student down the long hallway, full speed, in

his office chair—her squeals and giggles as socially conditioned as his masculine

presumption of authority. Would he, as an undergraduate, have welcomed such a gesture

by his female counterpart? Both he and Mr. Lexus were firmly in the pedagogical
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“driver’s seat,” imposing their wills—and manly metaphors—on their students. As Mr.

Lexus continued his “Car Talk” monologue, I felt a twinkling of self-righteous pride for

knowing that I would never reduce writing to such mechanistic, capitalistic terms.

Yet in the days afterward, while conferencing with my own students, I found

myself envying my colleague his metaphor—not his particular metaphor, mind you, but

the mere fact that he had one, that he had developed and articulated a memorable way to

help students think about academic writing. Of course, most composition instructors use

metaphors when talking to students about their writing, albeit subconsciously. We

suggest ways to fix a structural problem, to weave in a quotation, or to recast a sentence

so that it will flow better. These metaphors, and countless others, arise constantly and

inevitably in daily discourse. According to linguists Friedrich Ungerer and Hans-Jörg

Schmid, “everyday language is rife with metaphorical expressions” (116). What

difference does it make, then, if Mr. Lexus chose to map his metaphor from the concrete

source domain of automobile to the abstract target domain of essay? Why should faculty

and scholars in rhetoric and composition even bother to think about metaphors, other than

to help students get their writing into running condition—or whatever metaphors we

prefer? What are the advantages of thinking meta-metaphorically?

Conceptual Metaphors—in Context

As Ungerer and Schmid point out, “the metaphors that have unconsciously been

built into the language by long-established conventions are the most important ones”

(119). Far more influential and therefore important than our individual pedagogical
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metaphors are the metaphors at the heart of rhetoric and composition as a discipline. But

what happens when we fail to scrutinize these metaphors? What happens when a

discipline intent on situating discourse and identity within the context of social

construction fails to examine its own underlying educational assumptions and priorities?

Such questions are worth asking and exploring if we are to show the courage of

our theoretical convictions. Unfortunately, the unconscious nature of our key disciplinary

metaphors threatens to blind us to their ideological roots. After all, the origins of our

metaphors run as deep and are therefore just as invisible in their constructedness as are

the beliefs and opinions we form as a result of our social exigencies. George Lakoff and

Mark Turner, pioneers in the field of cognitive linguistics, have made the important

distinction between linguistic expressions of metaphors and metaphors themselves. They

argue that “metaphor resides in thought, not just in words” (2). Moreover, according to

Peter Stockwell, “much work in cognitive science has demonstrated that metaphor is a

basic pattern in the way the human mind works” (105). As a result, any analysis of

metaphors in rhetoric and composition should consider them holistically rather than

inflate or otherwise distort their importance as isolated uses of language.

By the same token, it would be wrong to decontextualize metaphors and to

assume that if they are widely accepted as “apt,” they must necessarily resonate with

timeless inevitability. In Corpus Approaches to Critical Metaphor Analysis, Jonathan

Charteris-Black argues, “There is nothing, then, deterministic about metaphor use—as

cognitive linguistics implies” (249). Eubanks echoes this point in “The Story of

Conceptual Metaphor: What Motivates Metaphoric Mappings?” He notes, “Conceptual
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metaphors are inseparable from the circumstances in which they are uttered, and thus

they are always inflected by discursive conventions and ideological commitments” (“The

Story” 422). One need look no further than Lakov and Mark Johnson’s “Conceptual

Metaphor in Everyday Language” to see the drawbacks of interpreting our culture’s

prevailing metaphors as natural and inexorable. Lakov and Johnson argue that the

metaphor “argument is war” “is not merely in the words we use—it is in the very concept

of an argument” (455). Critics claim that we accept such metaphors unthinkingly at our

peril. Eubanks notes, “No metaphor comes without ideological freight. [. . .] Even

seemingly ‘neutral’ metaphors have ideological ramifications” (“The Story” 437).

Key Disciplinary Metaphor

This is a point worth emphasizing as we examine one of the central, recurring

metaphors in rhetoric and composition: writing as entering an ongoing conversation. This

metaphor surfaces again and again in our books, journals, conferences, and literal

conversations—both among ourselves and with our students. Considering how paramount

this metaphor seems to our disciplinary identity, it had better withstand critical scrutiny.

“It is not enough,” writes Eubanks, “that we recognize, in a general way, the substantive

ramifications of metaphor, not if we misunderstand the particular metaphors we

encounter. As writing scholars, we need to be especially concerned about metaphors for

language and writing” (“Understanding” 93). I’ve always felt ambivalent about the

metaphor of writing as entering an ongoing conversation. It has always sounded

legitimate, yet I’ve always had some inexplicable reservations about it. Uncomfortable
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with my ambivalence, I decided to investigate the metaphor and see what its implications

might be for my project of reclaiming the essay. Important questions to consider as we

analyze this metaphor are: What perspectives and discourses have been excluded from

the “scholarly conversation” and why? What alternative metaphors are available, and

who gets to propose them?

Many scholars in rhetoric and composition have cited or alluded to Burke’s

famous passage from The Philosophy of Literary Form:

Imagine that you enter a parlor. You come late. When you arrive, others have

long preceded you, and they are engaged in a heated discussion, a discussion too

heated for them to pause and tell you exactly what it is about. In fact, the

discussion had already begun long before any of them got there, so that no one

present is qualified to retrace for you all the steps that had gone before. You listen

for a while, until you decide that you have caught the tenor of the argument; then

you put in your oar. Someone answers; you answer him; another comes to your

defense; another aligns himself against you, to either the embarrassment or

gratification of your opponent, depending upon the quality of your ally’s

assistance. However, the discussion is interminable. The hour grows late, you

must depart. And you do depart, with the discussion still vigorously in progress.

(110-11)

In “Publishing Scholarship in Rhetoric and Composition: Joining the Conversation”—an

important work explicitly designed to shape the future of the discipline—Gary A. Olson

draws on Burke’s metaphor to explain why and how new scholars should follow the

conventions of academic discourse if they hope to publish in scholarly journals. He

argues that the conversation metaphor “highlights the dynamic nature of scholarship; it
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accentuates the fact that scholarship is a human endeavor” (21). Given this premise, it is

curious that he articulates the many ways a novice scholar should disregard those

dynamics and erase traces of situated human identity.

Olson is wise to advise newcomers to “acquire a sense of the larger conversation”

before “rushing into print about this or that subject.” He argues that this conversational

awareness is a way of “preventing you from tackling an issue that has long been laid to

rest.” But if scholarship is so dynamic, how can it lay anything to rest? When one theory

gains prominence in a field, does that mean that counter-theories have been laid to rest?

When social constructionism gained prominence in our field, did that mean expressivism

had been laid to rest? When enough scholars use the word postprocess, will that lay to

rest process pedagogies? In “Speculations on the Discovery of a Burkean Blunder,” Barry

Brummett observes that in Burke’s parlor, scholars cannot lay any issue to rest. He

writes, “It is the fact of turn-taking and not of victory or superiority that is featured in this

vision of ‘argument’; notice we never discover who ‘wins.’ Winning would tragically end

the conversation” (223). If the scholarly conversation never ends, how can anyone

presume to bury an issue, let alone know “where each conversation is leading,” as Olson

suggests savvy scholars should (21)? Such contradictions reveal just how threatening the

essay, as a truly dynamic and conversational genre, must seem to many journal editors.

Indeed, Olson leaves no room for essayists to enter scholarly conversations in

rhetoric and composition. He explains that “the scholarly article has changed drastically”

in the last 20 years from “a kind of leisurely ‘journey’ through a subject, meandering

from point to point, often reserving its thesis for the very end of the article” to a succinct,
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direct argument that “is more a kind of technical writing in your given field than a

leisurely and entertaining sojourn.” This transformation of the scholarly article—or

transformation from essay to article—parallels both the “information explosion” and the

professionalization of rhetoric and composition (Olson 25). On a broader historical level,

according to John Trimbur in “Essayist Literacy and the Rhetoric of Deproduction,” a

similar transformation of textual authority dates back to “the rise of empiricism in

seventeenth-century England” (73). Exploring the implications for modern undergraduate

education, Trimbur explains, “What authenticates texts is no longer the personal authority

of the writer but the conformity of texts to the rules and procedures of scientific

rationality” (79). Although Trimbur focuses on composition students’ views of literacy,

his historical contextualization should serve as a helpful reminder to scholars as well.

After all, the “monological authority” that is “ascribed to textbooks” applies equally well

to “deproductionalized” scholarly journal articles (83). To illustrate the implications of

this shift away from personal authority for would-be scholars, Olson quotes one editor’s

dictum: “I can’t afford an article that meanders.” He adds that the editor’s “concerns are

fairly representative of those of all editors” (25). In other words, anyone who wants to

enter the scholarly conversation in rhetoric and composition should engage in a technical

transaction of information rather than in a leisurely and entertaining sojourn that

meanders toward cumulative insight.

Conventional Conversation?
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But isn’t a conversation in fact more like a leisurely and entertaining sojourn—in

other words, more like an essay—than a technical transaction? Experience suggests so,

and dictionaries and scholars emphasize the structural flexibility of conversations, as well

as their informality. For example, in Conversation: From Description to Pedagogy, Scott

Thornbury and Diana Slade note that “conversation is characterized by an informal

style,” and they define conversation as “the informal, interactive talk between two or

more people, which happens in real time, is spontaneous, has a largely interpersonal

function, and in which participants share symmetrical rights” (20, 25). Keith R. Sawyer

maintains that “all conversations are improvised and creative” (3). According to

lexicographer Michael Rundell, “As corpus data shows, we frequently see conversations

and discussions as a sort of journey, with the speakers going from one place to another.

Conversations drift, move from point to point, and sometimes take unexpected turns”

(21).

So it seems that, in fact, writing a scholarly journal article using established

conventions is extremely unlike participating in a conversation. Olson and other scholars

in rhetoric and composition thus seem to interpret—or appropriate—Burke’s metaphor in

an ideologically self-serving way. To argue that one must become familiar with other

participants’ contributions to an ongoing conversation before joining that conversation is

a reasonable expectation. This is true of spoken conversations as well. “To join a

conversation,” Sawyer notes, “we have to pay particularly close attention to its flow, and

wait for an opportunity to join in” (54). Therefore this is a legitimate demand for people

wanting to join either a real or a scholarly conversation. It is an entirely separate demand,
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however, to insist that only writers who “get to the point” fast, who write explicit thesis

statements, and who view communication as a sender-receiver transaction, are authorized

to enter the parlor and make a contribution. A discourse community’s conventions should

not be confused with its conversations. The need to familiarize oneself with relevant

ideas in a conversation has no logical connection to the need to contribute to the

conversation in a particular way. The frequent conflation of these distinct claims masks

an underlying ideology that leaves aspiring scholars with little choice but to conform.

Meanwhile, editors such as Olson who perpetuate the conversation metaphor in

this “value-added” way conveniently insulate themselves from criticism. If scholars

refuse to submit airtight, patriarchal, thesis-driven articles, editors can quickly dismiss

them as bad conversationalists. Anyone who has submitted an actual essay to a journal

such as CCC or College English will be familiar with rejection notes admonishing one to

publish someplace “more appropriate”—in Pedagogy, say—regardless of how carefully

one situates one’s work in a contemporary theoretical context, and no matter how many

sources appear in one’s works cited. To drive home his point that journal editors demand

efficiency, Olson quotes William Van Til, “author of over 250 scholarly publications,” on

the proper way to conduct a conversation in a scholarly journal: “‘In writing for your

fellow scholars, tell them in your opening precisely and sharply what your article will be

about’ [70]” (25). This demand to sharpen one’s rhetoric blends well with Olson’s view

that “[u]nderstanding the nature of scholarship is half the battle” when trying to get

published (20). The message to young scholars is clear: Sharpen your knives for battle.

And make no mistake about it: Olson sees scholarship in combative terms. He notes, for
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example, that “the competition is fierce. Survival within this competitive, almost cut-

throat, environment demands that we adopt a kind of entrepreneurial spirit—an attitude

often foreign to most of us in the humanities.” He continues,

You may think me somewhat crass to sully academic scholarship by describing it 

as an enterprise driven by capitalistic impulses, and I could spend a great deal of 

time discussing how the system of scholarly writing and publishing has been 

corrupted by institutional forces that have misunderstood the nature of scholarship

and its relative ‘value’ within the marketplace of academe. However, I’d like to 

begin not with how the world of scholarly publication should be but how it is. 

(19)

The insincerity of Olson’s concern here is reflected both in his failure to return to this

issue that he could have discussed and in his unapologetic enthusiasm for textual

efficiency. He notes that “academics do not have time to read all the important

publications they need to read in their fields. Economy, therefore, is a necessity” (25).

Indeed, Olson has more important things to focus on than institutional corruption—for

example, “the fact that times have changed, that scholarship is a kind of business activity,

and that published works are the currency with which we purchase tenure, promotion,

salary increases, and the respect of colleagues” (19-20). Rather than use his position of

power to challenge “capitalist impulses,” Olson reinforces them at every turn.

Granted, one definition of conversation is “CONDUCT, BEHAVIOR,” which

seems in tune with Olson’s emphasis on proper scholarly conduct, as evidenced by his

use of the word etiquette and by his warning not to “barge abruptly into an ongoing
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conversation in a scholarly journal without first having paid close attention to the

discussions being published there” (Miriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary [tenth

edition], 21). But Webster’s lists this definition as obsolete, and it hardly jumps to mind

when we think of conversations.

Of course, there are all kinds of conversations, and they vary by culture and

context. I don’t mean to suggest that scholarly journals should publish rambling pieces

that read like transcripts of conversations over breakfast. Still, the notion of informality

seems crucial to any credible definition of a conversation, raising serious doubts about

Olson’s appropriation of the metaphor. He writes:

The fact that the modern scholarly article is streamlined and to the point is in

keeping with our conversation metaphor. If you really do want to make a true

contribution to an ongoing conversation, you certainly are not going to risk being

interrupted or abandoned before you get to your point; rather, you’re going to

make your point immediately and then provide the appropriate evidence and

examples to support it. The same is true of the contemporary scholarly article.

(25)

In The Mythology of Voice, Darcie Bowden shares this view that, in conversations,

“ultimately there seems to be a point or series of points the speaker intends to convey,

whether it be to persuade the listener of some longstanding theory, hold forth on an idea

or proposition, or make personal contact in order to reinforce a relationship.” The role of

the listener, according to this view, is to be on guard for the argument: “Usually the

listener’s goal—consciously or unconsciously—is to determine what this point is, to
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believe it, refute it, dismiss it, or remain indifferent to it” (Bowden 75). Like Bowden,

Olson assumes that the “discourse community” of rhetoric and composition has

unanimously agreed to view conversation as a series of terse, trenchant exchanges

between competitors armed for battle. Such a highly contextualized use of the

conversation metaphor clearly undermines its conceptual foundation. As Shirley Brice

Heath points out, the process of writing—especially the process of writing traditional

academic prose—“involves internalizing conventions that are counterintuitive and in

contrast to the rules of oral language” (92). Yet Olson takes his interpretation of

conversation for granted and does his best to ensure that a new generation of scholars acts

accordingly. “Editors of scholarly journals,” he writes, “agree that one of the most

common and frustrating problems with submitted articles is a failure on the part of

authors to express their thesis clearly and early in the article. [. . .] It is extremely

frustrating to be reading page after page of a submitted article and still find yourself

questioning, ‘What is this author’s point, anyway?’” (25)

In his essay “Notes of an Emigrant Son,” Fenton Johnson conveys a very different

understanding of what a conversation means. He writes,

Recently, in the middle of one of my meandering anecdotes, a California

acquaintance made an abrupt gesture of interruption: “So get to the point!” he

said, an imperative that may never have been spoken in the history of the

Commonwealth of Kentucky. There speakers and listeners understand that the

point of a story lies not in getting to its point—to its end—but lies instead in the

journey, in covering the distance from here to there. In this way each story
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encompasses a miniature life, whose point lies not in its conclusion, but in the

territories covered along the way. (160)

Johnson’s way of conversing is not the only one, either, and surely essays can be

simultaneously conversational and persuasive, but his perspective does suggest that there

are benefits to thinking of “joining the conversation” in ways that don’t boil down to

“joining the battle.”

As Newkirk points out, the exploratory essay, not the thesis-driven article, is the

genre most reminiscent of a conversation, contrary to Olson’s claim. He writes, “The

reader of the essay, like the participants in a good conversation, did not seek to carry

away precepts or conclusions. Montaigne claimed that he was more concerned with the

‘manner’ of speaking than the ‘matter,’ the ‘form’ as much as the ‘substance’ [. . .].”

Indeed, Newkirk continues, “The manner of seeking, the wondering was more important

than the truthfulness of that which was found—because any truth was provisional, sure to

be undone or revised by subsequent inquiries” (“Montaigne’s” 12). Tempting though it

may be to dismiss Montaigne’s seemingly naïve epistemological skepticism, we should

remember that another powerful proponent of the conversation metaphor in rhetoric and

composition, Kenneth A. Bruffee, also emphasizes the contingent, socially constructed

nature of knowledge—albeit for a very different purpose.

Collaborative Conformity and the “Conversation” of Scholars

In his influential essay “Collaborative Learning and the ‘Conversation of

Mankind,’” Bruffee, like Olson, argues that allegiance to a discourse community’s
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prevailing discourse conventions should serve as a prerequisite for contributing to that

community’s conversations. Whereas Olson’s purpose in writing “Publishing in Rhetoric

and Composition: Joining the Conversation” is to argue that scholars must follow a

prescribed set of discourse conventions, Bruffee focuses on the need for students to do

the same. “Mastery of a knowledge community’s normal discourse,” he writes, “is the

basic qualification for acceptance into that community.” What is normal discourse?

Bruffee explains:

Normal discourse is pointed; it is explanatory and argumentative. Its purpose is to

justify belief to the satisfaction of other people within the author’s community of

knowledgeable peers. Much of what we teach today—or should be teaching—in

composition courses is the normal discourse of most academic, professional, and

business communities. (“Collaborative” 643)

Although the title of his article alludes to Michael Oakeshott’s “The Voice of Poetry in

the Conversation of Mankind,” Bruffee hardly shares the late philosopher’s

understanding of what a conversation means. Recalling Montaigne’s “postmodern”

perspective, Oakeshott considers a conversation “an unrehearsed intellectual adventure”

in which “there is no ‘truth’ to be discovered, no proposition to be proved, no conclusion

sought. [Participants] are not concerned to inform, to persuade, or to refute one another,

and therefore the cogency of their utterances does not depend upon their all speaking in

the same idiom” (196). In addition, as John B. Bennett notes in “Liberal Learning as

Conversation,” “Oakeshott contends that college and university education must not be

entangled with utilitarian pursuits.” Bennett quotes a passage of Oakeshott’s in which he
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argues that undergraduates should not be “‘encouraged to confuse education with training

for a profession, with learning the tricks of a trade, with preparation for future particular

service in society’” (37). So much for “normal discourse.”

To his credit, Bruffee does acknowledge that abnormal discourse is also

“necessary to learning,” but he adds that “ironically, abnormal discourse cannot be

directly taught.” He explains, “We must teach practical rhetoric and critical analysis in

such a way that, when necessary, students can turn to abnormal discourse in order to

undermine their own and other people’s reliance on the canonical conventions and

vocabulary of normal discourse.” In a class where students systematically learn to write

normal discourse, complete with its “canonical conventions,” and where they are graded

on their ability to practice this discourse, it is hard to imagine why students would dare to

engage in abnormal discourse—let alone how. Bruffee simply states that we should teach

discourse conventions “in such a way that students can set them aside, if only

momentarily, for the purpose of reconstituting knowledge communities in more

satisfactory ways” (“Collaborative” 648). The significant caveat “if only momentarily”

hints at the apparent disingenuousness of Bruffee’s concession. Joseph Petraglia, in

“Interrupting the Conversation: The Constructionist Dialogue in Composition,” notes that

“social constructionists do not explain how a minority’s knowledge can exist in the face

of consensus, much less alter that knowledge. From where do individuals derive

unconventional ideas, and how can the expression of this ‘abnormal’ discourse be

tolerated?” (par. 38). Petraglia points out that “consensus-building may not always be a

progressive, ‘liberatory’ process, that it could involve coercion instead” (par. 39). When
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you consider that editors and teachers may in fact be coercing scholars and students into

becoming discourse conformists, the persistence of the conversation metaphor starts to

seem absurd—or absurdly clever.

Other critics of Bruffee’s theory of collaborative learning point out that he uses

the conversation metaphor in a very restricted and dubious way. Alan W. France, for

example, in Composition as Cultural Practice, argues that “the conversation metaphor

disguises not only who may speak but also what may be spoken” (102). France observes,

If all knowledge is composed of ‘community-generated, community-maintaining 

symbolic artifacts’ [‘Social Construction,’ 777], the language of each community 

becomes a solipsistic circle of self-referentiality. [. . .] To equate knowledge with 

conformity to an institutional discourse is ideological as well as epistemological, 

and the rhetoric of consensus is most handy to those whose oxen are not being 

gored. Epistemic discourse theory, at least one like Bruffee’s that ignores the 

relative power differentials of the subjects constituting a discourse community, 

privileges the “gorer” over the “goree,” or the status quo over dissent. Or to put it 

in terms of a social-epistemic rhetoric, the relativity of knowledge within 

discourse communities precludes the political activity of choosing the better over 

the worse in competing versions of knowledge. We have here a theory to justify 

the study of writing completely in terms of how it works, of how knowledge is 

constructed rather than of whether one construction is preferable to another. 

The achievement of community consensus subordinates individual to institutional 

hierarchy. (104)
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Individual voices are subordinated in the process. Bennett argues that a more accurate

and democratic use of the conversation metaphor would reveal the potential of

conversation to open rather than close discourse. “The metaphor of conversation,” he

writes, “also challenges the privileging of certain voices. Feminists have called our

attention to the prominence of the male timbre in too many conversations. Others have

noted the absence of voices reflecting the achievements of non-Western cultures.” He

goes on to state that “Oakeshott himself reflects on the common disposition ‘to impose a

single character upon significant human speech . . . the voice of argumentative discourse,

the voice of ‘science’ [n2]” (35). This is an excellent point, and yet the most influential

proponents of the conversation metaphor in rhetoric and composition, such as Olson and

Bruffee, undermine egalitarian rhetoric—for scholars and students alike—by usurping the

metaphor and presuming to transmit simple, inevitable truths rather than ideological

interpretations.

Unmasking Ideologies

Hidden within both Olson’s and Bruffee’s articles are passages in which their

underlying values and assumptions do bubble momentarily to the surface. In these cases,

the putatively inclusive metaphor of conversation cracks open ever so slightly to reveal

the hidden biases within. Values that have been expressed indirectly via metaphor, in the

suggestion that scholarly conversations just are the way they are, suddenly become more

direct and explicit. As Charteris-Black explains,
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In the expression of a value system, there appear to be two alternatives: either

values can be expressed directly—as they are for example in legal codes, sets of moral

precepts or bald statements of what is good or bad—or they can be expressed indirectly.

When the latter occurs this is normally done through metaphor; this is because a literal

statement of a value system is unlikely to take into account the feelings of the addressee:

it is likely to count as an imposition of a set of values. The advantage of using

metaphors—especially those that have become the conventional ways of expressing

certain points of view—is that this taps into an accepted communal system of values.

This has the effect of making a particular value system more acceptable because it exists

within a socially accepted framework (11-12). No wonder the conversation metaphor has

proven so popular in rhetoric and composition. Rather than having to state your values

upfront and expose them to potential criticism, you can draw upon a noncontroversial

metaphor to give the impression that your values are natural and incontrovertible.

In Olson’s case, he comes closest to revealing his ideology when he discusses the

gatekeeping function of editors. He begins by noting “that if scholarship is a series of

conversations relevant to a discipline, and journals and publishing houses are the sites of

these discussions, then editors are the hosts, if you will, inviting informed conversants

into the dialogue.” Notice that even here, when Olson begins to acknowledge his far from

disinterested perspective, he maintains the conversation metaphor, emphasizing his polite

role as “host.” Notice, too, that he claims to invite “informed conversants into the

dialogue” (22). Informed conversants are presumably those who have taken the time and

energy to listen closely to the preceding discussion and who have something
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intellectually valuable to contribute. Yet Olson once again uses the conversation

metaphor to sublimate his ideology, failing to mention the seemingly crucial second

criterion by which he clearly judges submissions: their “proper” respect for discourse

conventions. Perhaps he should have stated that his role, and the role of all scholarly

journal editors in rhetoric and composition—at least those who edit the flagship

journals—is to invite contributions not from “informed conversants” but from “informed

conformists.” Like an aristocrat keeping the bohemian riff-raff out of the parlor, Olson

assumes that his preferred way of conversing is the only legitimate way.

In the same paragraph in which Olson likens himself to a host, however, he also

briefly likens himself to a gatekeeper—a metaphor that perhaps has more appropriate

connotations in this context. He points out that “editors are also ‘gatekeepers,’ helping to

determine what is a legitimate contribution to the dialogue and what is not.” He doesn’t

even mention the importance of peer reviewers, presumably because if a submission

doesn’t meet his approval, it will never reach them. Olson unabashedly admits that

“editors are far from neutral arbiters; they determine exactly who has admittance to the

conversation” (22). Yet he does not let this impression linger. He adds an endnote that

attempts to dismiss the “slightly negative connotation” of the term gatekeeper, and he

ends the paragraph on a positive, inclusive note by writing, “The editor will be especially

interested in papers that extend or refine arguments made in recent issues of the journal,

or that challenge fundamental assumptions, or that in some way fit the general context of

the journal’s scholarship” (32, 22). Hmm. Challenge fundamental assumptions. Really?

What about the assumption that scholars must pledge their allegiance to the thesis
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statement? What about the assumption that theory and history are more important than

pedagogy? Somehow I doubt that Olson would welcome a submission challenging the

fundamental assumptions of conventional academic discourse and the conversation

metaphor as used in rhetoric and composition.

In “Making All the Right Moves: Foucault, Journals, and the Authorization of

Discourse,” Richard MacNabb points out that “scholarly journals restrict the discursive

choices available to create new knowledge” (21). For example, he examines the editorial

statements of scholarly journals and notes the common practice of disguising their

subjectivity “under the guise of a disciplinary mask.” Referring to the editorial statement

of Research in the Teaching of English, he observes, “‘This is what we believe empirical

research should entail’ became ‘This is how the field defines empirical research.’ This

mask denies the subjective agency involved in shaping knowledge by proclaiming

objectivity in its place.” By adopting such practices, journal editors “hide their value-

laden agendas from their readers and thus from critiques and critical assessments” (33).

Not surprisingly, the conversation metaphor has proven to be an invaluable rhetorical

strategy for those who choose to wear a disciplinary mask.

As I have argued, Bruffee wears a disciplinary mask, and the way he uses the

conversation metaphor is integral to the mask’s persuasiveness. But just as Olson lets the

mask slip momentarily when he discusses his function as gatekeeper, Bruffee, too, lets

the mask slip when he responds, in College English, to a critical question posed by

Thomas S. Johnson in the same issue. Johnson wonders what “will guarantee the integrity

of the individual creative thinker, when he is outvoted?” (76). Bruffee responds by
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claiming that “the purpose of education—hence the job teachers are hired to do—is to

induct people into the mores and values of the ‘state,’ that is, the prevailing culture”

(“Kenneth” 77). This statement is a much clearer, more direct, and more disturbing

expression of Bruffee’s values than his feel-good pronouncements about “collaborative

learning” or his stumbling concessions to would-be practitioners of “abnormal

discourse.” His words reinforce France’s concern “that his primary emphasis on

collaborative learning has actually worked to undermine the individual’s rhetorical

resources for dissent and at the same time to authorize institutional preemption of the

definition of knowledge” (100). In responding to Johnson’s criticism, Bruffee goes on to

use the language of inclusion to mask the reality of exclusion. “A ‘collaborative’ culture,

as I understand it, is one in which decisions about what to think and how to act grow out

of a consensus of community members, arrived through discussion and negotiation”

(“Kenneth” 77). Discussion and negotiation sound good, but as France points out,

Bruffee’s theory provides little room for dissent. As a result, the disempowered must

follow the community’s consensus about “what to think and how to act.”

Bruffee’s legacy of disempowerment in the guise of empowerment can be felt in

subsequent appropriations of the conversation metaphor. For instance, in “Why Teach

‘Research as a Conversation’ in Freshman Composition Courses? A Metaphor to Help

Librarians and Composition Instructors Develop a Shared Model,” Paula S. McMillen

and Eric Hill argue, “The metaphor of conversation fosters a process orientation instead

of a task or product orientation to research writing, and conversation, like research

writing, is usually not a straightforward process.” This sounds perfectly reasonable, but
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then McMillen and Hill let the disciplinary mask slip and offer a surprisingly direct

statement of the value system that often lies beneath the invitation to participate in a

scholarly conversation. They write, “‘Participate in this conversation in this way’ is much

more consistent with what faculty really expect from students than ‘find 6 articles from 5

kinds of resources on your topic’” (McMillen and Hill, ScholarsArchive@OSU 23). This

direct, almost authoritarian statement of values is even more revealing when you consider

that it comes from the pre-press version of the authors’ article. In the final, published

version—in Research Strategies—the authors use a much kinder and gentler tone to

make the same point: “Faculty who give writing assignments expect students, ideally, to

engage in the scholarly discourse of a particular field, not just to regurgitate facts or quote

others [. . .]” (McMillen and Hill 15). I prefer the original version—“‘Participate in this

conversation in this way’”—because the authors’ ideology is in plain sight.

But such ideological “slips” are rare. Most uses of the conversation metaphor

have a calm, reassuring tone that seems to say, “We’re just talking about conversation

here. Nothing controversial. Nothing to worry about or question.” For example, in The

Thomson Reader: Conversations in Context, Robert P. Yagelski states that “the ongoing

conversations that writers participate in often involve different ways of using language

that affect what they write and how readers understand what they write” (9). Yagelski

admirably informs students that they need not write explicit thesis statements for their

essays, and he does a good job of highlighting the importance of genuine inquiry, with its

implication that students’ ideas will likely change as they conduct their research. He

notes that “there are many kinds of discourses,” and he even notes their ideological
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nature. “Each of these discourses,” he writes, “has its own practices and conventions for

using language, and the language used within these discourses reflects certain ideas,

values, and beliefs” (11). But rather than invite students to challenge those ideas, values,

and beliefs—a radical idea that would presumably not fly with any major textbook

publisher—Yagelski asks students to tailor their writing to the expectations of distinct

discourse communities, as if all of the necessary “collaborative learning” has

conveniently been done for them. One of the most outspoken proponents of true

collaborative learning in The Thomson Reader is Lani Guinier, whose essay “The

Tyranny of the Majority” is featured in a section of the book devoted to issues of power.

Guinier writes, “If the fixed majority loses its incentive to follow the Golden Rule

principle of shifting majorities, the minority never gets to take a turn” (416). Many

instructors who use this textbook in their composition courses would probably be

disconcerted if a student made the connection between the tyranny of the majority in

political discourse and the tyranny of the majority in academic discourse. But alas,

Yagelski acknowledges such a connection himself in the introduction to bell hooks’s

essay “Talking Back,” which is also included in the “Power” section of the book. He

writes,

She is always concerned that some people are excluded from important 

conversations because of how language is used in those conversations. So she 

avoids academic jargon, even when she is writing about complicated or 

theoretical issues, and she draws on her own experiences in her essays and books 
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in a way that is rare in academic writing. In this way, she uses writing as a 

powerful way to speak out and to challenge power. (481)

Ironically, students are presumably supposed to respect or admire hooks’s courageous

discourse, just as long as they don’t seek to imitate it. To do so would expose the

ideology that the conversation metaphor often works so hard to conceal.

Conversation and Power

Perhaps if we step outside the context of rhetoric and composition for a moment

we can gain a broader understanding of how people in positions of power, or who aspire

to positions of power, can take advantage of the conversation metaphor to manufacture

consent. In “Debilitating Public Deliberation: Ronald Reagan’s Use of the Conversation

Metaphor,” Windy Y. Lawrence analyzes Reagan’s use of the metaphor in a 1980

campaign speech to an African American audience at the National Urban League. The

speech, according to Lawrence, was “an opportunity to discuss his personal sense of

compassion for African Americans and to ease audience perceptions of him as a racist”

(41). To cool these tensions, Reagan framed his discourse as a “‘conversation’ with

African Americans concerning the proper role for government” (37). This “strategy

served to erase any space for his audience’s anger by creating roles for them that

expected amiable agreement and consensus” (43). Sure enough, in reporting this speech,

the press highlighted Reagan’s use of the conversation metaphor, thereby reinforcing the

impression that he was opening a constructive new dialogue with prospective

constituents.
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Lawrence argues that “the problem with idealizing the conversation as a superior

metaphor for deliberation is that it sometimes not only silences opposition but also erases

space for legitimate anger” (46). For example, in the context of the “conversation” that

Reagan initiated, African Americans who took strong exception to his policies could be

dismissed as “‘bad’ conversational partners or simply rude people” (45). Ultimately, “the

conversation metaphor subtly can frame individuals who demand accountability as

violators of civic decorum” (48).

Similarly, scholars in rhetoric and composition who use the conversation

metaphor often present extreme scenarios in which students are cast as clueless party

crashers. Gerald Graff and Andrew Hoberek note that “‘Joining the Conversation’ has

become the official mantra” of the Master of Arts Program in the Humanities at the

University of Chicago. Here is how they use the conversation metaphor:

The cocktail party provides a simple analogy: people who walk up to a 

conversation, listen to what’s going on in order to find out what the interlocutors 

are already talking about, then make a contribution to this preexisting 

conversation generally have much more success than those who walk up, interrupt

whoever is currently speaking, and launch into an unrelated discourse about 

whatever happens to be on their mind. (252)

To their credit, Graff and Hoberek focus primarily on students’ failure to situate

their graduate applications in larger scholarly contexts. But they also reveal their

discourse preferences when they note that “this conversation can be introduced into our

undergraduate classes and that doing so helps students to generate more pointed
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arguments about literature than decontextualized close readings do” (249). This notion of

“pointed” or “sharp” discourse is a recurring theme among advocates of the conversation

metaphor, as if one must sharpen one’s rhetorical knives and cut to the chase. As a result,

composition students (and aspiring scholars) who are presented with the conversation

metaphor often internalize two rules: 1) Listen before you contribute to a conversation

and 2) converse in a way that those in power deem “proper.”

Alternative Metaphors

If the conversation metaphor is so inadequate, what alternatives exist for rhetoric

and composition? What metaphors would be less deceptive and therefore more

egalitarian? Who would authorize them?

To begin with, we should keep in mind that the conversation metaphor is only

problematic when people misconstrue it to suggest that it implies the second rule above.

Yet in practice the two rules have grown so conflated that to extricate the metaphor’s

value might, at this stage, prove impossible. In addition, we should recognize that the real

challenge for the discipline is not just to expose the metaphor behind the curtain. What

difference would it make if we were to replace the conversation metaphor tomorrow with

a metaphor that more accurately and directly articulates the prevailing attitudes and

beliefs of those who shape the discipline? Students and scholars would still have little

opportunity for dissent. No, what we need is an overhaul of those very attitudes and

beliefs. Only then will new, more democratic metaphors be able to flourish.
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In the meantime, in the context of the classroom, I can imagine a valuable writing

exercise that would invite composition students to create their own metaphors for the

discipline. Of course, it would be important to preface such an assignment with an

explanation of what the conversation metaphor says and what many scholars imagine it

says or wish it would say. In The Essay: Theory and Pedagogy for an Active Form, Paul

Heilker created a similar assignment that asks students to finish the following sentences:

“School writing is (like) . . .” and “The essay form is (like) . . .” (145). His students came

up with some wonderful responses. For instance, a student named Laura noted that

writing for school is “boring—basically like fourth grade writing except longer. It’s like

eating raw oysters—horrible,” whereas the essay form is “a way to probe one’s mind; the

writer’s mind, the reader’s mind” (147). Perhaps the most telling response, in the context

of the conversation metaphor, came from Julie, who observed that writing for school is

“formal. I have never been allowed to write in the first person. It is nothing like normal

conversation. It’s like a job interview—very precise and correct,” while the essay form is

like “stew. It has a mixture of facts and feelings, things that usually don’t go hand in hand

in a paper” (146).

A similar invitation for students to construct their own disciplinary

metaphors—both for existing discourse demands and for their ideal form of academic

discourse—could be a useful lesson in genuine “collaborative learning.” Charteris-Black

argues that
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having the right to select our own metaphors gives us the right to present

alternative ways of thinking and feeling about the world and is a fundamental

aspect of human freedom.

[. . .] Without metaphorical ways of using language we would be entirely

dependent on others to provide us with the relevant cognitive and affective

frames—the conventions of discourse—for understanding and discussing social

issues. [. . .] Without the ability to be critical of metaphors, the only alternative

would be bland acceptance of the metaphors of others. If language is a prime

means of gaining control of people, metaphor is a prime means by which people

can regain control of language and create discourse. (252-53)

A more modest and realistic goal for the moment might be to invite discussion about the

conversation metaphor and to rethink what conversation means. Newkirk poses an

excellent question that we could in turn ask students: “Do current approaches to teaching

expository writing promote or do they actually foreclose possibilities for open-ended,

conversation-like, exploration?” (“Critical” 6). I think we should seek not only a wider

diversity of conversational styles in academic writing—both in classrooms and in

scholarly journals—but we should also acknowledge the importance of voice and

presence and curiosity.

The essay is the ideal genre for achieving such qualities, without which a

conversation hardly seems like a conversation. Lopate writes, “The conversational

dynamic—the desire for contact—is ingrained in the form, and serves to establish a quick

emotional intimacy with the audience” (xxv). The article is simply inadequate. According
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to William Gass, “the article pretends that everything is clear, that its argument is

unassailable, that there are no soggy patches, no illicit inferences, no illegitimate

connections.” He notes that “it would wear a dress suit to a barbeque, silk pajamas to the

shower.” The article is, Gass claims, “writing born for its immediate burial in a Journal”

(qtd. in Bloom, “Why” 90). By contrast, Bloom argues that “belletristic essay writing [. .

.] enables our students to find their own voices instead of ventriloquizing in an academic

voice that lacks authority” (“Why” 95). I agree with this minority perspective that student

writing lacks meaningful authority when it borrows an “academic voice,” but there is no

question that scholars gain authority by becoming ventriloquists. And ventriloquy,

whatever its benefits, bears no resemblance to conversation.

There is a pattern here. Just as we can blithely talk and write about entering a

conversation, regardless of whether the qualities we refer to and value have anything to

do with a real conversation, many faculty and scholars in rhetoric and composition today

bandy about the term essay, whether or not the type of writing they refer to has anything

to do with the genre. This pattern of disregarding context extends even further to various

forms of cultural expression. As I will argue in the next chapter, the bygone general-

interest American magazines, which “enlightened” people dismiss today with the kind of

certitude with which they dismiss or belittle personal writing in academic settings,

reveals yet another way in which the values of speed and efficiency have come to

dominate our cultural landscape.
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CHAPTER 5: THE IMPORTANCE OF AUTOPSIES: THE DEATH
OF THE GENERAL-INTEREST MAGAZINE IN PUBLISHING

AND THE DEATH OF THE ESSAY IN ACADEMIA

The [Saturday Evening] Post in 1961 and even in 1968 was fulfilling a function; it was serving a
large and loyal audience, and had been doing so for the longest time in American magazine
history.But the competition into which the advertisers forced the Post, that for the “quality
consumer,” was one in which the Post was, by the nature of its audience, at a disadvantage.

—Virginia Sammon (101)

Rigor mortis had occurred. The essay form which could lead students into the
conversations of educated men and women was crushed by what many texts of the time,
including Scott’s and Denney’s, labeled the “didactic essay.”

—Jean Donovan Sanborn (132)

In this chapter I will draw a parallel between the deaths of the mass-circulation,

general-interest American magazines that flourished in the early and mid-twentieth

century and the apparent demise of the essay in U.S. higher education. By performing

autopsies on these admirable but certainly not utopian conduits of literacy, I hope to

reveal what killed them. Did they simply die of old age, or were they poisoned by the

forces of history? Should their obituaries be short and sweet and quickly forgotten, or do

these forms of discourse deserve a more sympathetic consideration of what they

contributed—or could have contributed—to society?

Why even bother to connect the general-interest magazine and the essay? To

begin with, the essay, as a “fundamentally democratic” genre, was well suited to these

magazines’ large audiences of so-called general readers (Anderson 303). Although Mary

E. Rucker claims that “during the last decades of the [nineteenth] century, the traditional

essay began either to evolve into or to be replaced by the article, which emphasizes the

polemic,” I argue that compared to the era of specialized magazines, the era of the
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general-interest giants fostered a culture still capable of valuing the essayistic (318).

Another connection between the essay and the general-interest magazine is their similar

linguistic fates. Just as the term essay thrives in rhetoric and composition today, though

the genre itself does not, the term general interest persists in the magazine industry in

name only.

Perhaps most importantly for my purposes here, similar historical circumstances

appear to have killed the general-interest magazine in society and the essay in higher

education. Inevitable though these deaths may have been, I argue that they reflect a death

even more profound and significant than that of linguistic integrity—namely, the death of

democratic, egalitarian values. To the extent that these values enriched or could have

enriched both popular and academic discourses, the general-interest magazine and the

essay deserve to be mourned at the same funeral. In the place of these values, we now

have a nonstop celebration of speed and efficiency. Nobody can deny that the pace of

life, for the general public and for academics alike, has sped up considerably over the

past century. By no means do I seek to deny this truth. Nor do I seek to deny the reality

that general-interest magazines were the product of a racist culture. But just as it would

be naïve to condemn all personal academic writing—all essays—on the grounds that

humans possess no one true, timeless identity to represent in that writing, it would be

equally naïve to condemn all general-interest magazines of the past on the grounds that

they lacked an enlightened perspective on race. They simply reflected the culture that

produced them. We should not throw out the baby with the bathwater. In the two
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“autopsies” to follow, then, I will investigate why the general-interest magazine died,

why the essay died in higher education, and why we should care.

Autopsy #1: The General-Interest Magazine

The emergence of television in the 1960s as the premier national advertising

medium did more than seal the demise of traditional general-interest magazines such as

Life, Look, and The Saturday Evening Post.  It ushered in an era of unprecedented,

industry-wide specialization so influential that it redefined our understanding of the

“general interest.”  As publishers eschewed amorphous mass circulations in favor of

meticulously carved market niches, the already slippery concept of the general interest

underwent a profound transformation, one that stripped it of its long-standing implication

that a general-interest magazine cannot exist without a relatively “general” audience.

Insofar as the new, more permissive understanding of general interest vitiates public

discourse and masks ulterior profit motives, it represents less an organic paradigm shift

than a convenient rhetorical imposture.  In order to fathom important paradoxes of

magazine publishing—for example, the deaths of the mass general-interest magazines at

the height of their popularity or the homogenous diversity of today’s newsstands—one

must try to unsnarl the general interest from its web of ambiguity and, in some cases,

artifice. The challenge goes beyond contextualizing the nomenclature of an industry.

Ultimately such an inquiry helps reveal how magazines shape society as well as reflect it.
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The Rise of Specialization in Magazine Publishing

A 1938 house ad in Life magazine features a close-up of four white hands

reaching competitively for the latest issue lying on a mahogany coffee table. The caption

explains, “Life time is excitement time in every home Life enters. It is eagerly awaited,

avidly read, not by Father alone, or Mother alone, but by Son, Daughter, all the children,

the whole family.”9 Despite the photograph’s intimations of prosperity—the upscale

decor, Dad’s pipe on the table, the eagerness to consume—advertisers today would need

to visit a homeless shelter to find a more demographically unappealing audience. In order

for a publisher to sell such an ad these days, when streamlined reader profiles are as

indispensable as ink, the ad would need to be repackaged as a derisive retro joke, the way

broadcast journalists embellish reports about nuclear

waste with black-and-white footage of straight-laced students ducking under desks or the

way health writers quote naïve discarded slogans for cigarettes or asbestos or butter. One

look at the phrase “the whole family” and even the stuffiest advertising executive would

sink to the floor laughing. Another lucrative way to modernize the ad would be to update

its iconography. Wisps of demographic data could ornament the family’s bare skin like

wrinkles, bracelets, tattoos. A graphic artist could replace the jumbo issue of Life with a

pertinent special-interest magazine, superimposing touches of affluence where

appropriate—a Rolex on father, a fur sleeve on mother, glittery or rebelliously bitten

fingernails on the kids. Instead of a pipe, the coffee table might exhibit an iPhone or a

remote control.
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Think of The Saturday Evening Post, “the quintessential American mass-market

magazine,” and chances are you’ll think of Norman Rockwell’s provincial cover portraits

adorning bulky issues filled with patriotic editorials, inspirational essays, and innocuous

fiction—often tinged with a “Machiavellian paternalism” yet always containing enough

editorial variety, enough quality and accessibility, to make thoroughly credible the

observation by The New York Times that the Post, of all magazines, had “more influence

upon the cultural life of America than any other” (Nourie and Nourie 445; Cohn 196;

Bennetts 62). Etymologically, the very word magazine—from the French magasin,

meaning storehouse—suggests a healthy diversity of content (Paine and Paine 10). This

connotation is echoed by renowned magazine historian Frank Luther Mott, who defined a

magazine as “a bound pamphlet issued more or less regularly [. . .] containing a variety of

reading matter” (7).

   It is ironic, then, that “specialization of content and audience [. . .] has become the

mainstream of magazine publishing,” according to magazine historian Dorothy Schmidt

(644-45). Magazine scholars often state that for every interest, there is a magazine

(Harris, “The American” 711; Husni; Monarez 1; Moss 3; Parenti 30-31; Tebbel 2;

Tebbel and Zuckerman 244, 320). They attribute the decline of mass-circulation, general-

interest magazines and the corresponding rise of specialized ones to the ability of

television to deliver national audiences to advertisers more efficiently and cost-

effectively (Barnes and Thomson 79; Bennetts 64; Bittner 64, 86; Friedrich 453; Mogel

4; Pool 47; Tebbel and Zuckerman 247; Wainright 335; van Zuilen 31; Weschler 37).

The natural consequence of this technological and economic transformation was to force
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magazine publishers to exploit their medium’s unique ability to target “niche” audiences,

audiences whose demographic particularities attract advertisers in search of likely

consumers (Barnes and Thomson 79; Bart 33; Bennetts 79; Compaine 98; Lewis 147;

Pool 47; Smith 58; Tebbel 17; Tebbel and Zuckerman 358; van Zuilen 106).

   Whether you’re a banker or a balloonist, a cartographer or a chocoholic, chances

are there is at least one magazine, either on the shelf or on the way, tailored to your

particular needs and interests. Specialized publications earn more than $14 billion a year

in revenues, employ more than 50,000 people, and can be divided into more than 200

distinct classifications (Morgan 20). They nearly tripled in number from 1963 to 1990

(Kobak 82). A 1992 survey of advertising agency media directors revealed that 76.6

percent of respondents were defining target audiences more narrowly than just three years

earlier (Barnes and Thomson 77-78). Samir Husni, head of the magazine program at the

University of Mississippi and distinguished chronicler of new magazines, estimates that

at least 95 percent of new magazines are specialized (Monarez). More than 90 percent of

all magazines are specialized (Tebbel 2). Current titles include Chocolatier, Kansas

Nurse and an array of large-circulation consumer magazines ranging from Modern Bride

to Modern Maturity.

   Specialization is expected to continue to define the industry in the years ahead

(U.S. Industrial Outlook). According to the publishing director of Meigher

Communications, “[T]he secret to a successful new magazine launch [. . .] is to fill a

niche within a niche” (Nachman). Another expert predicts, “Extreme specialization is

definitely the wave of the future” (Harris, “The American” 711).
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  But if there truly is a magazine for every interest, where does this leave the

general interest? Does the concept even exist anymore? Is a general-interest magazine an

oxymoron in an age when publications keep tabs on how many bowls of cereal their

readers eat? Did the heyday of Life, Look, and The Saturday Evening Post represent a

golden age for the general interest, or were readers doing themselves and America a favor

when they tossed their last issues on the Naugahyde recliner in the garage?

  An inquiry into the history of general-interest magazines and their decline need

not be a pointless exercise in reminiscence, any more than a survey of contemporary

magazines need be a display of unbridled enthusiasm. In this respect, we need not

apologize for asking: What has become of the “general interest”? How has it been

defined in the context of the magazine industry? What are the philosophical assumptions

framing our current understanding of the concept? What social implications follow?

Concepts of “General Interest”

   In their infancy from 1893-1914—and indeed until the commercial ethos of

television and demographics prevailed—popular American magazines “called themselves

‘general interest’ because they were not intended for particular consumer subcultures or

age groups and tried to appeal to a large audience of adult men and women,” according to

magazine historian Matthew Schneirov (4-5). Before television provided advertisers with

a more efficient and cost-effective way to reach a national audience, magazines were the

only show in town and consequently did not need to carve market niches in order to

survive. Advertisers required little more than raw numbers—the more readers, the more
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potential customers. Within the social constraints of the period, magazines could attract

whatever readers they liked without fear of a backlash from advertisers. The Saturday

Evening Post, for example, appealed to entire families and offered such a variety of

articles within each issue that readers had a chance to learn about subjects completely

unfamiliar to them (Cohn 85; Glaser 40; Sammon 104). The Post’s legendary editor,

George Horace Lorimer, whose editing philosophy endured well after his death, often

published stories that he knew would appeal to only 10 percent of the readership

(Douglas 14; Tebbel and Zuckerman 178). His goal was nothing short of “a thorough

democratizing of America” (Cohn 12).  

   Lurking unmistakably beneath the noble veneer of Lorimer’s vision of American

democracy was the stipulation that this vision included only white, American-born,

middle-class readers—preferably conservative ones (Cohn 30-31; van Zuilen 22).

“Nobody pretended they tried to appeal to African-Americans or [other] minority

groups,” explains Don Ranly, head of the magazine program at the University of

Missouri at Columbia. “It wasn’t even in their consciousness. I don’t think there was any

possibility of them doing that and surviving. The readers would have left in droves, and

advertisers also.”10

    Make no mistake about it, the quintessential Saturday Evening Post, warm

impressions of Norman Rockwell aside, was at best a corncob’s throw from unprejudiced

utopia. Lorimer’s persistent editorial rampages against immigration—not to mention his

insistence that the magazine’s fiction consist of, in his words, “clean, wholesome stories,

fit for clean, wholesome people”—demonstrate how he used the Post as a vehicle for
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propaganda (Cohn 189). Upton Sinclair called the magazine “the great central power

plant of Fascism in America,” charging that its editors “raised up a school of writers,

panoplied in prejudice, a lynching squad to deal with every sign of protest against the

ideas of plutocracy” (Cohn 174).

  Although overtones of racist hegemony do nothing to bolster the claim that the

classic Post embodied the general interest, we should remember that sociopolitical

convictions now considered reprehensible were once routine. Racism was by no means

confined to the pages of the Post, nor is it missing from today’s magazines, however

subtle its imprint. Even at the expense of an often dubious and homogenized national

consciousness—a shortcoming one presumes does not inhere in the general interest—the

Post and its counterparts possessed the lineaments of a well-intentioned egalitarianism.

For example, Lorimer’s prototypical “businessman” was, “above all else, an antidote to

the idle rich,” according to Lorimer biographer Janet Cohn (11). The Post businessman

could be found in a social spectrum that included not just the established professions but

clerks and even people selling chickens in their backyards. Such accommodating

definitions are unheard of in today’s era of business magazines aimed with laser precision

at affluent corporate executives (Reuben 4).

   Indeed, if it is true that the bygone blockbusters discriminated on the basis of race,

it is equally true, and no less disconcerting, then and increasingly now, that magazines

discriminate on the basis of class. Insofar as they predicate their appeal on the basis of

personal financial well-being, and insofar as most minority groups are underrepresented

among economic elites—not to mention in publishing—magazines today are at least as
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discriminatory as those of the past. “Since it’s the people with the highest disposable

incomes advertisers most want to reach,” writes London School of Economics media

scholar Williams Cole, “a high circulation in low-income neighborhoods usually doesn’t

translate into big ad dollars” (6). One wonders, then, which is more bigoted: a 1951 Post

article conditionally critical of social injustices toward the Latino/a

community—“Usually their skin is the rich brown that blonds so often cultivate on the

beach and sneer at on the street, when it is natural”—or the 1995 launch of a “general-

interest” magazine (Si) whose editor says she is “micro-targeting to assimilated, affluent

Latinos” (Beam 42). Furthermore, although the Post was never known for its progressive

ideology, its appeal to a mass audience did guarantee a measure of editorial breadth, as

glimpsed in this excerpt from an article published in 1913:

  Housework, as the ordinary small American household is conducted, is 

excessively stupid and irksome. No intelligent white man would submit to it a 

week without running amuck and shooting up the place. To see anything inspiring

in mopping the floor, dusting the furniture, making the beds and washing the 

dishes requires a power of imagination that can not reasonably be expected of an 

ordinary female, since only a few extraordinary males have possessed it. (Cohn 

78)

Yet even allowing for the diversity within such mass magazines as the paradigmatic Post,

today’s tremendous variety of magazines—approximately 22,000 in the United States,

according to one estimate—suggests a vastly more inclusive matrix (“Fast Facts” 9).
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“If the ‘all-American’ magazine is no longer feasible,” writes historian Schmidt,

“its place has been taken by magazines for all Americans” (Schmidt 643). Whereas a

handful of powerful editors used to reflect and help fashion a sometimes very dubious

“mass national consciousness,” today thousands of editors preside over magazines

devoted to almost every conceivable interest (Cohn 28). For example, minorities whose

lives had for decades been reduced to stereotypes, if acknowledged at all, now operate

their own flourishing outlets of cultural expression. Never before have so many

previously neglected audiences achieved representation in print. “On the threshold of the

twenty-first century,” concludes magazine expert Michael Ryan, “American magazines

are more varied than ever” (33). According to the University of Mississippi’s Husni,

“There are magazines for the left, the right, the center, you name it. There is a magazine

for every part of the human body. There is a magazine—there is more than one magazine

for every interest you can think of. If that’s not diversity, I don’t know what diversity

is.”11

“Diversity” in Contemporary Magazine Publishing

  Paradoxically, however, it is this unprecedented profusion of titles—more

precisely, its configuration—that offers reason to question the magazines’ ultimate

contribution to society. Does the public genuinely benefit from this proliferation of

periodicals? Browsing at row upon row of periodicals at one’s local bookstore or library,

one would certainly think so. Indeed, individual experience is likely to establish that any

number of publications have proven useful, even invaluable, in gathering information for
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personal and professional use. But wishful thinking aside, a diversity of individual

magazines does not in itself promote a diversely educated or even a diversely entertained

citizenry, any more than an assortment of food in a grocery store ensures a well-balanced

diet.

  To be sure, readers of traditional general-interest magazines were similarly free to

ignore material that did not correspond to their particular interests. Post subscribers in

1924, for example, could hardly have been expected to read, let alone relish, every word

of the 21 serialized novels, 11 novellas and more than 200 short stories presented to them

in that year (Tebbel and Zuckerman 249). The role of the magazine in American life has

never been tantamount to that of the liberal-arts college—and never less so than now.

“People were saying for a long time,” says the University of Missouri’s Ranly, “that the

reason magazines are flourishing is because of an increase in leisure time. I’ve always

pointed out that it’s exactly the opposite: people have very little leisure time and they

want to read only what interests them. They don’t want to pay for anything else.”

   But the built-in convenience of contemporary magazine publishing comes at a

price. Instant gratification can effect shriveled worldviews. Social theorist Ben Agger

argues that “inquisitive general readers, members of the public, have virtually

disappeared” in favor of consumers (31). Russell Jacoby, in The Last Intellectuals,

concurs: “A general reading public may be no more” (136). Agger writes, “Modern

magazines are plundered in the same way people rifle through racks of clothes at the

mall; the articles are essentially interchangeable, requiring little attention [. . .]” (89).
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   Among other disadvantages, proclamations of the industry’s diversity tend to

obscure the fact that racial representation in magazine publishing leaves much to be

desired. According to one report, “Although many magazine publishers and editors have

expressed embarrassment about what everyone admits is a dismal record of hiring and

retaining minorities, efforts to prod the industry into undertaking a baseline survey that

would establish some employment benchmarks and help in the development of hiring

goals have been soundly rebuffed” (Silber and Whitaker 44). Researcher Katherine Fry

concludes, “Race representations in the media have evolved, yet have retained a one-

dimensional quality. This is in large part because the media institutions out of which they

emerge are white, male-dominated corporations controlling representations with an eye

toward sales” (200) The mere existence of minority publications—“separate but

equal”?—should not obscure the fundamentally muted nature of minority voices in

mainstream media. After all, “The inability to achieve a totalizing effect is the work of

hegemony” (Fry 200).

   Furthermore, there is good reason to question the public-interest value of the

majority of today’s magazines. “Most [magazines] are devoted to recreation and

consumerism,” notes media critic Michael Parenti. “The diversity of publications, both

serious and trivial, should not be mistaken for a plurality of ideas and ideologies, nor a

wealth of political information” (31). Parenti argues:

   To think that information and viewpoints circulate in “a free market of ideas” is to

conjure up a misleading metaphor. A “market” suggests a place of plenitude, with

the consumer moving from stall to stall as at any bazaar, sampling and picking 
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from an array of wares. But the existing media market of ideas is more like the 

larger economic market of which it is a part: oligopolistic and accessible mostly 

to those who possess vast amounts of capital. (30)

Specialized magazines—whether devoted to brides or midwives, skateboarders or

mechanics—are much too focused on lucrative micro-audiences to foster the kind of

broad cumulative understanding necessary to the successful operation of a democracy

(Jacoby 136). According to sociologist Todd Gitlin,

    [J]ust because mobs are not knocking on corporate doors “demanding” serious 

work—any more than mid-nineteenth-century hordes beat on Herman Melville’s 

door “demanding” a fat novel about a white whale—does not mean that our 

culture can thrive without the difficult, the demanding, the true, and the beautiful. 

[. . .] The newsstand that offers a profusion of skiing, running, dressing, and 

model-railroad magazines alongside a thin display of magazines of ideas and 

opinions is not a tribute to the universal cornucopia of the marketplace—it has 

accepted easy marketability as the prime criterion for display. (352-53; 355)

From this perspective, the magazine industry, however meaningfully diverse on the

surface, can be seen as promulgating an essentially insular worldview or, more

accurately, a conglomeration of insular worldviews.

   Moreover, magazine scholarship rarely addresses, let alone elucidates, the social

consequences of specialization (Endres 79; Jolliffe 53; Popovich 25). David Abrahamson

offers a partial explanation for this neglect: “The principle reason for this [restrictive]

approach is that in most instances media scholars have generally chosen to study
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magazines as isolated journalistic artifacts, rather than as interesting products and

catalysts of social, cultural and economic change” (xix). We cannot afford to divorce

magazines from their complex cultural contexts and resulting cultural implications.

The “General Interest” Gets a Makeover

   Whereas general-interest magazines in the pre-television, pre-demographics age

experimented with editorial material aimed at a variety of audiences, thereby promoting

if not always achieving a diversity of readers as well as a diversity of content, today

“even most of the so-called mass consumer magazines have [either] narrowed their

audiences down to smaller proportions” or “have large circulations, but appeal to a

specific audience or interest” (Schneirov 96; see also Compaine 98; Nourie and Nourie

1). Mississippi’s Husni explains, “What we are seeing now is more of a trend toward a

return of the general-interest magazine. The only difference is, this time it’s returning

with a twist—it’s returning with a very specific audience in mind.” In other words,

today’s general-interest magazines, whose ancestors tried more or less to construct “a

national editorial appeal that aimed to exclude narrow prejudices of region, race, class,

creed, and party,” now succeed to the extent to which they exclude all but choice slices of

the population (van Zuilen 12; see also Barnes and Thomson 77; Fry 190; Mann 2;

Tebbel 2).

In order to unravel the dichotomy between traditional and contemporary

understandings of general interest, we can contrast the old and new incarnations of Life,

which folded in 1972 and was restarted in 1978. Henry Luce, the magazine’s founder,
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insisted on keeping the price of the magazine “within reach of the broad audience he felt

sure was fascinated with pictures,” writes Loudon Wainright (31). In a 1936 prospectus,

Luce wrote that Life readers would be “never quite sure they won’t get a whacking

surprise” (qtd. in Wainright 31). One historian concludes, “The subject matter of [the

original] Life’s imaginative photographers and intrepid reporters was, in fact, limitless”

(van Zuilen 117). When Life was rejuvenated, by contrast, its new managing editor,

Patricia Ryan—fresh from People—had a much crisper conception of audience. “I see an

enormous niche for us,” she said, “between news magazines and People.” One

advertising-agency executive called the remodeled magazine “a general-interest

magazine for an upscale audience” (Moss 3). Thus, in a transformation of identity

representative of the industry as a whole, Life abandoned its search for a broad audience,

choosing instead to angle for an upscale niche (Ranly).

   According to a Saturday Evening Post archivist at that similarly revived and

attenuated magazine, one whose legendary editor once threw a prominent advertiser out

of his office at the mere suggestion of a now-standard “tie-in” (Tebbel 58): “Even though

today’s magazine emphasizes health and nutrition, it is still a general-interest

publication” (Coppess and Gage 300-01). In this estimation, one sees again a distinctly

modern conception of “general interest,” one vastly more accommodating and adaptable

than the old. In an era dominated by magazines of unparalleled specificity, when the knob

on the microscope has been turned securely to the position of utmost magnification, a

magazine that would have been declared a veritable paramecium of esoterica 50 years

ago acquires the versatile costume of a chameleon.
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   Whether a result of public-relations nostalgia or, more charitably, the balance-

tipping linguistic influence of specialization, this permissive reasoning, that a magazine

can be “general interest” despite its face-value appeal to a market niche, permeates the

industry. Consumer Magazine and Agri-Media Source lists 81 entries under “general

editorial,” including such titles as Archaeology, Ebony, and National Enquirer (Smith

A29). The Standard Periodical Directory lists 272 publications for the U.S. and Canada

under “general interest,” including BUZZ: The Talk of Los Angeles, Might Magazine

(“general interest for ‘Generation X’”), and Tabloid Tattler (“for people who want to

know what’s happening in the tabloids but shun the publicity of buying or reading the

publications at the checkout stand”) (Striplin). It does not require undue perfectionism to

suspect that the editors of these directories shoveled so many titles into the “general”

category more for the sake of convenience than applicability. Even so, the closer one

examines the modern use of general interest, the more one comes to differentiate

between traditional and modern understandings of the concept.

   Modern “general interest” magazines, as well as admittedly specialized ones,

illustrate the same point: the rhetoric is inclusive, the audience exclusive. Consider

Allure, launched at a New York cocktail party. The publisher explained, “Allure is edited

to reflect sensibilities rather than demographics.” Added the editor, “We’re interested in

all women, from seventeen to seventy.” Unfortunately, these conscientious assertions do

not withstand scrutiny. Take the editor’s claim that “[i]n certain circumstances, all

women are in the same boat and need the same information.” Just what are these

circumstances? What kind of information? “We’re going to be the reality check,” the
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editor said, “reporting the news, analyzing the trends and revealing the facts”—so far so

good—“about cosmetics, fragrance, skin and hair care” (Barnett 74). Oh. Recent cover

articles include “Hot Lips: Colors with Bite” and “Sexy Skirts and Sweaters.” One

wonders if “all women”—e.g., grandmothers and feminists—would benefit from such

reportage. “I can’t believe [the editor and publisher] are very serious,” says the

University of Missouri’s Ranly. “I think they would be embarrassed if low-income

people bought their magazine.”

   In a telling example of how the term “general interest” has been massaged into an

amorphous lump of clay, consider a statement by magazine authority Husni. Whereas the

editorial philosophy of Look, for example, encompassed “coverage of interests for every

member of the family: human relations, babies, money, animals, sports, crime exposés,

national and international events; indeed all spheres of human activity” (van Zuilen 27),

Husni concludes with apparent insouciance, “We can still have some general-interest

magazines like Lear’s, where you have articles on fashion and cars and money. But

unless you are a rich woman over 40, you are not their audience. To have the

combination of general interest and general audience, this will be the dinosaur of the

industry” (qtd. in Gardner 15).

Historical and Economic Comparative Analysis

   Since Benjamin Franklin started his short-lived General Magazine in 1741,

American magazines have stood on precarious footing (Ryan 11; van Zuilen 10). “The

expectation of failure is connected with the very name Magazine,” Noah Webster wrote
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in 1788 (Morgan 1). Today, only between 10 percent (Morgan 1) and 50 percent

(Nachman) of new magazines will survive past the first year, and their chances of success

diminish thereafter (Garvey 25; Hurdle).

   But this high mortality rate is just one component of a historically dynamic

industry. By comparing the two major historical changes in the life of American

magazines—the “magazine revolution” at the turn of the century and specialization in the

1960s—we can evaluate their causes and consequences with an eye toward understanding

their inevitability and judging their social implications.

   The so-called magazine revolution that occurred during the final decade of the

19th century and the first decade of the 20th saw the arrival and proliferation of mass-

circulation, general-interest national magazines, magazines that transformed

communications by becoming “the first dominant discursive medium of mass culture in

American history” and “a potent force in shaping the consciousness of millions of

Americans” (Schneirov 4). Many causes contributed to the birth of the popular American

magazine, including technological innovations (Schmidt 646); entrepreneurial editors and

publishers (Schneirov 4-5; Tebbel 13); improved distribution systems (van Zuilen 12);

increasing education among the middle class (Tebbel 76-77); postwar industrialization

(Tebbel 76-77); and lower postal rates (Mayes 33; Ryan 19; Schneirov 67). Most

importantly, experts agree, the magazine revolution went hand in hand with an

advertising revolution, the spark of which occurred in 1893 when Frank Munsey dropped

the price of Munsey’s from a quarter to a dime—well below the cost of

production—thereby skyrocketing circulation and earning huge profits from advertisers
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eager to sell to a nationwide audience (Allen 79; Bennetts 60; Douglas 14-19, 23; Paine

and Paine 12; Peterson 177; Schneirov 5, 76-77; Tebbel and Zuckerman 76, 140). Soon

even most traditional “quality” publications realized that their reliance on circulation

revenue was impossible to sustain, and they began to solicit advertisements (Tebbel and

Zuckerman 144).

   But far from signaling a wholesale collapse of editorial independence, the

magazine revolution proved “a mutually beneficial relationship between the periodical

and advertising industries,” according to magazine historians John Tebbel and Mary

Ellen Zuckerman (140). For one thing, the new paradigm sparked the muckraking

movement, which saw its socially responsible heyday from 1903 to 1910 (van Zuilen 16).

“Never before or since,” claims Ryan, “have magazines had such a direct, sustained, and

dramatic effect on American society” (24). If it is true that the greedy jingle of wealth in

publishers’ ears contributed to the demise of muckraking, then it is equally true that the

movement’s fate did not spell the doom of editorial integrity (Tebbel 13; Tebbel and

Zuckerman 114). For example, many of the industry’s most legendary editors—including

Frank Crowninshield, George Horace Lorimer, Henry Luce, Harold Ross, and DeWitt

Wallace—nurtured the mass-circulation magazine in a climate of such autonomy that

“they created a format and a style for their publications that was seemingly fixed for

eternity. [. . .] their readership was never an elite” (Douglas 14). It used to be that the

publisher of Time was not even allowed on the magazine’s editorial floor without

permission from the managing editor (Grunwald 174). Similarly, The New Yorker

distinguished so zealously between editorial and advertising that the separation grew to
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be known as one of “church and state” (Gill 118; Kunkel 91; Peterson 40), creating a

climate of “complete editorial independence” (Douglas 157). Famed Saturday Evening

Post publisher Cyrus Curtis once told a meeting of advertisers that the notion of

magazines existing for readers was “an illusion” and that “the real reason, the publisher’s

reason, is to give you people who manufacture things that American women want and

buy a chance to tell them about your products” (qtd. in Cohn 66). Just the same, Curtis

established in 1910 “The Curtis Advertising Code,” which “excluded all advertising

which intended to defraud or which was extravagantly worded” (van Zuilen 18). Overall,

Curtis gave Lorimer “complete freedom to develop the magazine; that was part of his

genius” (Cohn 12-13).

   By contrast, the rise of specialization—the survivalist art of “finding little niches

of alleged demand and exploiting them” (Glassman 36)—made the relationship between

editors and advertisers arguably more incestuous than harmonious (Fry 200; McKinnon

98, 101; Russell 7; Schmidt 647). It is true, as Tebbel notes, that advertising was “the

lifeblood of the new wave of magazines” during the magazine revolution, and that “the

most significant change in the business at the turn of the century was the conversion of

periodicals from purely personal enterprises, for the most part, to business institutions”

(Tebbel 14, 13). In this respect, editors back then needed to attract advertising as much as

they do today—indeed more so, considering that a much higher percentage of revenue

then came from advertising than from circulation (Bagdikian 132; Callaghan 57; Douglas

14-19; Endres 73; Friedrich 395; Gardner; Garland 5; Gillenson 36; Husni; Scardino 11;

Sheiman 50; Tebbel and Zuckerman 373; Thimmesch ix; U.S. Industrial Outlook;
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Worthington 84). But this simplistic parallel—the profit motive—overlooks the almost

antithetical implications underlying the two historical milieux. 

   Whereas magazines before the era of specialization lured advertisers with large

circulations consisting of relatively diverse audiences, thus serving the public qua public,

post-specialization magazines, as researcher Benjamin Compaine observes, “serve the

need of advertisers who wish to reach a well-defined audience for their product or

service” (Compaine 1980, 100) This is not to sugar-coat the past or to suggest that

magazines today don’t serve readers. Rather, it is simply to point out the diametric social

consequences of the profit motive then and now. Although specialization happened for a

number of reasons, including professionalization (Agger 34; Ford 53; Jacoby 147; van

Zuilen 287; Worthington 89) and social fragmentation in the 1960s (McWhorter 20; van

Zuilen 290-91; Wainwright 180), one scarcely debatable result was the further splintering

of the public into a multitude of niches. According to the executive director of one

specialized publication, “Unless demographics support a publication, an advertiser won’t

go for it” (Salomon). This calculation is echoed by two communication scholars:

“Without [demographic] data, the audience has no reality for advertisers and,

consequently, no value (or, at least, greatly reduced value to a ‘known’ audience). And, if

the audience has no value, the medium will not attract advertiser support” (Barnes and

Thomson 91). Responding to this economic imperative, one critic states:

  If you suggest to those who promote [specialization] that the notion of 

fundamental differences between groups of people arbitrarily divided by age, sex 

or race comes very close to the ideas sustaining Nazism and apartheid they are 
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outraged. [. . .] Though it may be done in the name of greater concern for all, the 

business of splitting the audience up according to preconceived social criteria is 

actually dreadfully condescending. (Dunkley 14)

  Even an editorial practice as seemingly spontaneous and irreproachable as the

magazine testimonial merits skepticism. One would hope it would be merely reasonable,

not naïve, to expect a testimonial to originate from sincere admiration, not from the

enticement of a quid pro quo. Yet in an issue of Folio: The Magazine for Magazine

Management, the president of a consulting and marketing firm informs editors and

publishers,

  All participants enjoy shared benefits and mutual advantages from a testimonial 

program, which can turn complimentary statements [from authoritative 

individuals] into bottom-line profits. [. . .] Through your questions and 

suggestions, you can encourage each participant to focus on a different benefit. 

This ensures that all the benefits on your wish list will be featured. [. . .] 

testimonials that show successful ads are more likely to encourage the 

participation of advertisers who know that their ad will be showcased free of 

charge—even if it is in the interests of promoting your magazine. (Laitin 87-88)

Although it would be extreme to attribute this brand of opportunism directly to the legacy

of specialization, it can be argued that such editorial impostures do go hand in hand with

specialization to the extent that magazines require not only the “right” readers but the

“right” recommenders with the “right” message.
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Was Specialization Inevitable?

   But lest we shrug our shoulders at the problematic financial underpinnings of

today’s magazines, it is useful to check resignation—defeatism if you prefer—with

analysis. One way to understand the prevailing market ethos is to examine the premise

that specialization was inevitable in light of the emergent popularity of television. If it

was, there is less reason to question the bottom-line motives and slice-and-dice strategies

of today’s editors and publishers, who could be exonerated in their resourceful

conceptions of “general interest” as the hapless inheritors of a whooshing capitalist

destiny, a teleological tailspin toward fragmentation. If specialization was not inevitable,

we can consider adding cynicism and disingenuousness to an already trenchant critique of

an industry whose logic has helped spawn, in the words of essayist Roger Rosenblatt, “an

overspecialized country where people are broken into so many niches that they are not

recognizable as part of a general intelligence, a general soul” (21).

   It would be naïve to deny or underestimate the significance of television in

specializing the industry. Clearly the connection is strong. At the same time, there is

reason to complicate this explanation with additional inquiry. For example, there is the

question of reader dissatisfaction with mass-circulation, general-interest magazines. If

television in fact lured national advertisers away from what had been for more than a

century the only national medium (Bagdikian 131), thus contributing to the magazines’

decline and fall, presumably it did so in large part because audiences, too, preferred the

new visual medium (Mogel 4). But why should the two media—even granting their

similarities—be any more mutually exclusive than movie theaters and VCRs or cable TV
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and the Internet? Today we have People magazine (and clones), modeled after television

(Diamond 12), and we have TV “magazine” programs (Gitlin 352; Schmidt 642; Smith

58). Movies appear on TV, and TV programs routinely mutate to the big screen. Milliions

of Americans subscribe to cable TV and pay for high-speed Internet connections. So why

should mass general magazines disappear with the advent of television?

   In order to substantiate the smoldering implication that the general-interest

magazine bowed to television like a lame-duck incumbent bowing to an elected

newcomer, one would naturally look at the circulation figures of these magazines at the

time they ceased publication. One would expect to see shrunken circulations representing

lost audiences. But the numbers are surprising. Collier’s folded in 1959 with a circulation

of four million (Bennetts 64); Look in 1971 with seven million plus (Bagdikian 132); Life

in 1972 with between 5.5 million (Wainwright 415) and more than seven million

(Bagdikian 132); The Saturday Evening Post in 1969 with 3.5 million (this after

“eliminating three million subscribers en route to a ‘“class instead of mass”’ audience”)

(Nourie and Nourie 448); and other mass general magazines vanished during times of

similar popularity.

   One could dismiss the curiosity of these astonishing circulation figures—and even

higher readership figures considering pass-along readers (Wainwright 81; Wharton 121;

van Zuilen 151)—by arguing that they are unrepresentative or “inauthentic” in the sense

that few people, however tepid their actual interest, could pass up what were such bargain

subscriptions—often five times less than the cost of production (Gillenson 35). But one

could make the same case, with equal irrelevance, about television—i.e., not every
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viewer of (free) high-ratings broadcast programs necessarily watches with enthusiasm.

Notwithstanding the mechanistic demographic appraisals of modern advertising agencies

that are “constantly vigilant as to the changing capacity of a given journal—or radio or

television program—to deliver an audience, the right audience,” the fact remains that

millions of people were paying for these publications when they died (Wainwright 178).

This is not to dismiss the established influence of television. Certainly with TV “winking

its primacy and power day and night in 97 per cent of homes around the country” by

1969, subscribers to these magazines could hardly be expected to devote as much time to

reading them as they had before (Wainwright 178; van Zuilen 145). Still, the fallacious

principle of mutual exclusivity remains, as do the circulation figures themselves.

   But if dissatisfied readers were not responsible for the death of these magazines,

who was?

  The answer defies finger-pointing. In one sense the answer is finger-pointing.

When television achieved dominance as a magnet for advertisers in search of mass

national audiences—an organic, technological shift (Friedrich 453)— mass general-

interest magazines could no longer rely on advertising drawn from big circulations (van

Zuilen 32). It wasn’t that advertising disappeared—in 1961 advertisers contributed $837

million to magazines—but in light of extremely unprofitable subscriptions, even this

seemingly impressive contribution wasn’t enough to offset losses (Gillenson 36). Thus an

altogether different logic came to predominate: Magazines needed to “find their niche or

prepare for a continuing fallout in advertising” (Reuben 4). Popularity no longer meant

prosperity, a paradox that disproved the common assumption “that if enough people care
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enough about a publication or a television program to buy it or to turn to it, advertisers

will beat a path to their doorway” (Bagdikian 52).

   In fact, many magazines in the era of specialization deliberately trim “waste” or

“fringe” circulation—readers hard to hook and/or unlikely to consume advertised goods

and services—because it introduces “bad demographics” (Bagdikian 52; Kobak). “The

rationale,” writes magazine historian Schmidt, “is to guarantee the advertiser a committed

high-quality reader and audience for advertising” (648). Publishers shoo away unwanted

readers by refusing to solicit subscription renewals and by raising the cover and/or

subscription price, a tactic that Hearst Magazine president D. Claesy Bahrenburg says

results in the “natural elimination of marginal circulation” (qtd. in Brockington and

Kerwin 18). One industry guidebook, Managing Magazine Publishing, classifies “A”

readers as “those who must read the magazine to give it the ‘quality’ demanded by

advertisers”; at the bottom of the scale are “fringe interests,” who are one notch below

non-essential “C” readers, “those who would benefit from the magazine but don’t buy

enough to interest advertisers” (Wharton 135; emphasis in original).

   Accordingly, “most magazines have cut back on expensive fringe circulation”

(Mann), and “many magazines have repositioned [by reducing circulation] to attract

upscale readers and advertisers” (Fannin 40). In The Journal of Advertising, two experts

argue that the further elimination of “waste circulation”—and the corresponding ability to

give advertisers what Adweek calls “a more valuable audience” (“Circulation” 9)—is one

of the most encouraging prospects of the anticipated age of advanced credit-history

marketing, one that “puts the customer in control” by applying the matchmaking
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methodology of computer-dating services, the goal being to wed consumer to advertiser

(Oliver and Rust 71). Along these same cynical lines, one critic notes that “the more

deeply a magazine involves a reader and the more time a magazine compels him to spend

with it, the fewer readers-per-copy may result—and hence, other things being equal, the

fewer ads” (Grunwald). “In short,” write magazine historians Tebbel and Zuckerman,

“circulation was now being defined not as how many people read a magazine but rather

who they were” (247).

   Thus we can answer the question Was specialization inevitable? with a stringently

qualified yes. Mass general magazines did wither inevitably in large part because of

television. But the true culprit turned out to be less visible: the transformed nature of

advertising. One study concludes that “the technological advancements in audience

information availability coupled with the market’s increased emphasis on audience

segmentation paved the way for the growth of more specialized magazines with more

narrowly defined audiences” (Barnes and Thomson 79). In the case of The Saturday

Evening Post,

  Norman Rockwell and Post fiction writers were not themselves the anachronisms,

presumably time-locked several decades behind their audience. The problem, 

rather, was that their traditional rural audience still existed, nearly seven million 

strong, and in the eyes of the advertisers had in fact become a liability insofar as it

was not composed of what the ad men would call “quality consumers”—that is, 

the young, urban, and, most importantly, affluent readers. [. . .] To shy away from

such competition [from TV] meant financial disaster, but to engage it meant 
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changing the character of the magazine and appealing to a new base of readers. 

(Sammon 101)

The gist of this analysis applies not only to the Post but to other mass general magazines

that found themselves facing the same economic precipice (Friedrich 479; Goldsborough

48; Grunwald; Kurtzman F1; Mayes 234; Merrill D1; van Zuilen 212, 251; Wainwright

415). One critic concludes that “not one of the [the moribund mass magazines] gave up or

changed because readers found them wanting. Advertising fads changed. The books were

so heavily burdened with expensive circulation built to attract advertising that they

simply had to change or quit” (Gillenson 37). Couched in more polemical terms:

  In the 1960s national magazines like Life, Look, and the Saturday Evening Post

actually gained circulation when they became more socially conscious and dealt 

with important issues. Yet they died at the height of their popularity because of 

the competing appeal of television as an advertising conduit. The fate of the 

national magazines was not determined by what the public wanted but by where 

the corporate advertisers wanted to put their money. (Parenti 31)

Consequently, “every big-time editor is now also a de facto publisher, judged as much on

ad linage and circulation as on innovation or content—or more” (Katz 25).

At the philosophical core of the industry, then, is the same exclusivity—some

would say elitism—rampant among individual magazines. However expedient and

ostensibly appropriate it may be to applaud the industry’s “diversity,” public culture

diminishes to the extent that capitalism demands essentialist magazines “in which parties

of like-minded sentiment speak chiefly to themselves” (Lapham 9-10). Again, the era of
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the Post provides no prelapsarian counterpoint to today’s discordant paradigm. But even

at the expense of conservatism (Cohn 115) and mediocrity (Cohn 195), at least that era’s

brand of homogeneity had an egalitarian edge and sought fundamentally to unite people

rather than divide them (Compaine 1982, 94; Tebbel 10; Tebbel and Zuckerman 178).

Thus the “eclipse of the big general magazines, such as Look and Life” not only “registers

a parcellation of a once homogeneous public” (Jacoby 237) but also creates magazines

that “have become so specialized in targeting homogeneous segments of the population [.

. .] that they may no longer even fit the traditional definitional requirements that mass-

media channels appeal to a heterogeneous mass audience” (Barnes and Thomson 91).

“A Crass Industry”

   As magazines continue to specialize, the bonds of common culture and

democracy will fray, shared historical understanding will vanish, and entire

neighborhoods—“the wrong neighborhoods” (Cole 7)— will stand ignored because

appealing to their residents is considered “throwing away money on poor circulation”

(Manly 27; see also Hoyer and Jacoby 136; Katz 25; Lapham 1993, 9; Peterson 73;

Scardino; Tebbel and Zuckerman 381). Even assuming at least one magazine for every

interest, “diversity of supply does not guarantee what might be called ‘diversity of

consumption.’ [. . .] If increasing diversity of content means that each individual is

actually exposed to less diversity of expression, it’s hard to see how such a result

facilitates the marketplace of ideas” (Phalan and Webster 35; see also van Zuilen 75-76).
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   Although the death of the general-interest, mass-circulation magazines was

economically inevitable, to say so and leave it at that suggests that they withered with at

most the culminating lamentation of a shrug. A just obituary must address not only the

extreme popularity of these magazines at the time they died but also the dire economic

predicament that killed them. Popularity no longer meant prosperity, a paradox that

forced editors and publishers to carve niches or coffins.

   As we have seen, niche magazines—both trade and consumer—have conquered

the industry, exerting their influence so extensively as to redefine the concept of general

interest. Under the traditional model, a general-interest magazine was “designed for both

men and women and not about a single particular subject” (Bennetts 71). Under the

contemporary model, says Husni, a general-interest magazine is “any magazine that’s

aimed toward a specific or general audience covering more than one specific topic.”

Although the distinction between these two concepts may not immediately suggest a

major overhaul, one should not underestimate their dissonance. The former concept

stipulates that without wide public appeal, a magazine cannot be considered general

interest. The latter concept is willing to consider a magazine general interest even if it

targets a narrow audience.

   Coinciding as it did with the undemocratic advance of specialization, this modern

understanding of “general interest” warrants close scrutiny. If general means “involving,

applicable to, or affecting the whole” and “not confined by specialization or careful

limitation” (Miriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 10th edition), then it is curious that

at a time when magazines are distilling audiences into Platonic essences, they are
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simultaneously diluting the definition of general interest so that it includes, conveniently,

those self-same “very specific” audiences. Indeed, unless one is willing to sink into a

quagmire of relativism—where one blithely accepts, for example, the editorial claim that

People is “a news magazine with celebrities on the cover”—the term general interest, if

no longer the very word magazine, logically still implies 1) diverse content and 2) diverse

readership (Diamond 12). Suggestions to the contrary should be condemned as

opportunistic editorial convolutions.

  “It’s a crass industry that needs to make money—and lots of it,” explains

Missouri’s Ranly.

You pick up a magazine and you don’t even know for sure what is an ad and what

is not, and how many articles are run just because the advertiser says, ‘I want an 

article on it,’ or, for that matter, how often even the cover of the magazine is sold.

We always think of this great [general-interest] magazine for blue-collar, lower-

class people. Well, it’s not going to happen. Would you ever get K-Mart and Saks

Fifth Avenue to advertise in the same magazine? The point of the magazine 

industry is this: what we really do is create an audience for an advertiser to 

deliver their product. That’s what we do. Let’s face it. We’re just chipping away 

at these little audiences and splinterizing a great deal more.

   In an age when “general interest” ornaments the vocabulary of the magazine

industry with little regard for context, when general-interest magazines exist in name

only and have otherwise been determined “obsolete” (Felker 8; van Zuilen 113), replaced

by magazines “often created solely to carry ads to a target audience” (Bagdikian 132),
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one wonders if George Washington, could he survey the field today—such as the arrival

in 1990 of 62 titles featuring sex (Hurdle) and one featuring politics (Warren 3)—would

repeat his words of 1788: “I consider such easy vehicles of knowledge more happily

calculated than any other, to preserve the liberty, stimulate the industry and meliorate the

morals of an enlightened and free people” (Tebbel 5).

Autopsy #2: The Essay in Academia

As I have tried to demonstrate, the underlying causes for the death of the general-

interest magazine have been inadequately analyzed and critiqued. I fear that a similar

phenomenon has occurred with the essay in academia. In both cases, people have tended

to view profound changes in literacy practices as not only inevitable but desirable, as if it

would be a waste of time to examine the specific historical circumstances responsible for

these changes. What’s there to talk about? we seem to say. What’s done is done. As

Husni told me when I asked him if the death of general-interest magazines came with a

degree of cultural loss,

That’s history. I mean, come on—wake up. We are talking about stuff from God 

knows which century. Anybody that still dwells on The Saturday Evening Post, 

Look, and Life needs to wake up and smell the roses or smell the coffee or smell 

something. The key for successful magazines in this day and age is to find a 

winning audience able to pay the price of the magazine and at the same time able 

to pay the price of the goods advertised in the magazine.

So much for critical thinking about history and culture.
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The equivalent dismissal of historical critique in rhetoric and composition relates

primarily to the “service” role of first-year composition. Anyone who seeks to reclaim a

genre founded in the sixteenth century must confront skeptics’ arguments that the only

historical reality that matters is the here and now. Anyone who “dwells” on the

Montaignian essay, such skeptics insist, must “wake up” to the realities and demands of

capitalism in the twenty-first-century university. I have tried to address this criticism in

my dissertation, yet I must reassert that intellectual integrity demands that we show the

courage of our convictions. That means that we must not be afraid to question the

wisdom of even the most sweeping, seemingly irreversible changes in literacy, whether it

is the proliferation of specialized magazines or the rise of the formulaic academic article.

In Arts of Living: Reinventing the Humanities for the Twenty-First Century, Kurt

Spellmeyer makes a similar case for the value of historical reappraisal. He points out that

“as the actual earning power of the American dollar began to erode” in the late 1960s,

women were forced into the workplace. “In a manner typical of the period,” he writes,

“the experience of powerlessness was misinterpreted as a cultural development rather

than a political or economic matter” (121). Similarly, it is tempting to conclude that the

general-interest magazine and the exploratory essay were simply ready, culturally, to be

set out to pasture. I have already argued that the circumstances surrounding the death of

the general-interest magazine were more complicated. What about the essay in academia?

Whereas the heyday of the general-interest magazine in the United States is easy

to identify, the heyday of the essay in U.S. higher education remains more nebulous. I

refer here to the genre as I have throughout this dissertation—as fundamentally
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exploratory, flexible, and subjective. The term essay, of course, continues to flourish to

this day, but its meaning in contemporary rhetoric and composition seldom bears any

resemblance to the genre as scholars and historians understand it. In order to conduct my

autopsy on the essay in academia, then, I first need to determine whether the genre even

had an early heyday in U.S. higher education. Did it ever thrive? Did it only exist in

isolated pockets under rare circumstances? Did it exist at all? The title of my dissertation

suggests that we need to “recover” the essay, but from where exactly? A château in

France? Surely the origins of college composition in the U.S. must reveal some period

during which the essay at least made an appearance. Right?

I will primarily limit my search for the essay in academia to the early history of

composition in the United States. First, though, I want to acknowledge that the essay, at

least in one form, did play a meaningful role in shaping the discipline. As Thomas P.

Miller argues in The Formation of College English: Rhetoric and Belles Lettres in the

British Colonial Provinces,

The whole formation of English as a logically consistent system was centered on 

the project of teaching people to internalize a tasteful self-restraint and a 

disinterested perspective on experience. The essay of taste and manners was a 

perfect vehicle for instilling polite tastes because it divorced itself and its readers 

from the political rhetoric of the party press that had popularized the essay. (43)

Rather than engage readers in political controversies of the day, Addison’s Spectator

essays “provided accessible commentary on polite self-improvement that served the
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needs of a society that felt threatened by increasing social diversification” (Miller 49).

Hmm. These essays don’t sound particularly essayistic.

But might a more charitable reading of The Spectator reveal hints of subtle

progressivism? O. B. Hardison, Jr. defends Addison’s contrived Spectator persona as

anti-conformist: “A spectator is someone who withholds assent—a skeptic, an observer,

an outsider.” In fact, Spectator No. 512, “On Giving Advice,” does contain a noteworthy

critique of hierarchical structures of authority. Addison writes, “The Truth of it is, the

Person who pretends to advise, does, in that Particular, exercise a Superiority over us, and

can have no other reason for it, but that, in comparing us with himself, he thinks us

defective either in our Conduct or our Understanding” (70). Presumably readers are

meant to overlook the irony of such advice appearing in the pages of The Spectator, but

the irony is revealing. Equally revealing of the essay of taste and manners is Hugh Blair’s

praise for Addison. For example, in Lecture XIV, “Origin and Nature of Figurative

Language” in Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, Blaire writes, “To make these

effects of figurative language sensible, there are few authors in the English language,

whom I can refer to with more advantage than Mr. Addison, whose imagination is, at

once, remarkably rich, and remarkably correct and chaste” (968). If two words have ever

been less descriptive of the essay, they are correct and chaste. Insofar as the essay of

taste and manners never promoted meaningful personal or political agency, it can hardly

be said to represent the spirit of the essay. According to Wendell V. Harris, “the

periodical essayists of the eighteenth century were, in general, not producing personal

essays: they were writing to instruct the reader. Light as their touch could be, what they
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wrote was closer to the programmatic than the personal essay” (939). Along similar lines,

Ted-Larry Pebworth argues that Addison “misses entirely the early essay’s principle of

organization”—namely, a radical freedom of associative reflection. He explains that

Addison’s favorite kind of essay is controlled and organized by neo-classical rules

of logic and rhetoric; and he ultimately fails to recognize the more subtle, though

no less demanding, method of organization employed by the early essayists as

they attempted to picture the mind in its natural wanderings, unfettered by

textbook laws of exposition. (22)

Given this historical backdrop of the early essay—by early Pebworth refers to the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries—we can reasonably conclude that Addison was

indeed no radical reformer. His essays were hardly essays at all.

Essay as Evil Disease?

 But what about composition in the United States? According to John C. Brereton

in The Origins of Composition Studies in the American College, 1875-1925: A

Documentary History, “most colleges in 1860 had no course in composition or English

literature. By 1900, on the other hand, every college had an array of composition and

English literature courses” (5). Some scholars argue that the essay flourished in many of

these early composition courses. “One of the most important definitions of Postwar

composition-rhetoric,” argues Connors in Composition-Rhetoric: Backgrounds, Theory,

and Pedagogy, “is its new openness to personal experience writing [. . .] For the first

time, students are told that their responsibility is to be original in their writing, and
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usually this meant writing from observation” (311; 313). This account certainly sounds

encouraging for the essay, and Brereton identifies the genre by name when he notes, “The

new kind of writing required by composition courses, class assignments, and final

examinations was not a speech but an essay” (437).

What did this “new kind of writing,” this essay, look like? Let’s consider a case

study—Frances Berkeley Young and Karl Young’s 1914 text Freshman English: A

Manual. “Every student,” the authors write,

should begin promptly to regard his writing,—and to have it regarded,—as the

sincere and thoughtful expression of his own observation and opinion. The

fundamental value of any theme lies not in its grammatical

correctness,—important as that may be,—but in the thought communicated. A

frank and living opinion, even though it be distorted by bad grammar, has more

real worth than an idle platitude presented in faultless style. In order to be

valuable the thought need not be profound, or novel, or even convincing; the one

requirement is that it be sincere and accurate. If the student expresses honestly

and precisely what he thinks and sees, he may be sure of the reader’s real respect,

and he may fairly regard himself as a “real author.” In his role of “real author,”

then, the student enjoys the utmost freedom in range of observation and in variety

of opinion.  (qtd. in Brereton 477-78).

This philosophy sounds remarkably essayistic—even downright Montaignian. Perhaps

this is the kind of essay I should seek to reclaim in contemporary composition classrooms

and writing programs.
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But how exactly were students taught to write such themes or essays? What

innovative pedagogical strategies did the pioneers of college composition unveil? Let us

return to Young and Young’s text to find out: “When we survey the work of successful

writers, and try to discover the secret of their success, we find that they all agree in this

fundamental practice: they all follow a plan.” The authors go on to praise the “three

logical processes or stages of thought,” which seem curiously prescriptive and out of tune

with their earlier assurance that students have “the utmost freedom” as writers (qtd. in

Brereton 478). In other words, their claims of authorial flexibility and integrity collapse

under the weight of a rigid, linear, formulaic structure.

Other texts from the period reinforce the need for writers to rely on formula. For

example, James Morgan Hart’s A Handbook of English Composition, published in 1895,

precludes invention and exploration from the get-go. “Formulate your subject in a

complete and clearly-worded sentence before you begin to write,” Hart insists. “A

sentence of this sort, written down, will be the writer’s guide throughout his work, will be

his working formula. He need not insert it in his composition; still less need he take it for

the title. But the sentence, the formula, he should have constantly before his eye and his

mind” (qtd. in Brereton 451; emphasis in original). If students neglect this advice, Hart

cautions, they will get off to a slow start, fail to be concise, and simply ramble.  “All

these evils,” he notes “can be traced back to one source: the writer has undertaken to

compose without a plan. The cure, therefore, will consist in training him to form a plan”

(qtd. in Brereton 454). In other words, if students try to write exploratory essays, they

will be guilty of spreading an evil disease that must be cured. Of course, it’s true that in
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the absence of any guidance, students can and do ramble. At the same time, teachers who

want to help students become “real authors” have a responsibility to align their goals to

their pedagogies—to offer, for example, a thoughtful sequence of interrelated writing

exercises, or at least good advice and opportunities for revision.  Alas, no evidence of

such innovative pedagogy is to be found in the early history of U.S. college composition.

Instead, the writing that students were asked to produce became simultaneously

more personal and more formulaic. According to Connors, “Textbooks relied

increasingly on two concepts that marked a good subject: narrowness and novelty. [. . .]

this process of concentration was a simple ‘narrowing’ of a subject to a theme, the gist of

which must be statable as a proposition—later called a ‘thesis’” (Composition-Rhetoric

316). Berlin makes a similar observation in Writing Instruction in Nineteenth-Century

American Colleges. “If textbooks told students anything about the stages of composing,”

he writes, “they provided a mechanical model. The student was to select the subject,

narrow it to a thesis, make an outline of the essay, write the essay, and edit it for

correctness” (Berlin, Writing 74). Such a tidy, efficient composition process might

produce simple, satisfying themes, but it could hardly help students write actual essays.

In “The Essay Dies in the Academy, circa 1900,” Jean Donovan Sanborn argues

persuasively that “the ideals of the essay rooted in Montaigne that tried out ideas would

be more valuable for learning, but this model has been squeezed out of the classroom in

favor of a form still called the essay but antithetical to the intentions of essayists in the

Montaigne tradition.” She points to Samuel Johnson’s 1755 dictionary definition of essay

as a milestone in the academic extinction of the essay. Johnson defined an essay as “‘[a]
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loose sally of the mind; an irregular indigested piece, not a regular and orderly

composition’” (qtd. in Sanborn 122). Sanborn argues that such a definition must have

made the genre seem very ill suited indeed for higher education. As a result, one

misguided definition of the essay begot others. Columbia’s professor of rhetoric Charles

Sears Baldwin, for example, defined an essay as “an orderly, logical development by

paragraphs of a single controlling idea” (Sanborn 126). Like a highly specialized

magazine pretending to be “general interest,” such a composition cannot be said to have

any genuinely essayistic qualities. “The ‘regular and orderly composition,’” Sanborn

writes, “a form rooted in the ancient rhetoric and oratory from which the essayists

dissociated themselves, became the model for the academic essay late in the nineteenth

century” (122-23). By analyzing four influential texts of the period, Sanborn “illustrates a

move away from the view of writing as a growth of ideas and toward a thesis-centered

linear model of the essay” (128). Even the strong progressive educational convictions of

Fred Newton Scott stood no chance against the rising forces of specialization, and his

texts, too, grew more conservative year by year (Sanborn 132). Perhaps the essay, then,

was doomed from the start.

Institutional Prestige and the Persistence of Current-Traditional Rhetoric

Although rhetoric and composition has grown significantly as a discipline since

its inception, the centerpiece of the composition curriculum—the so-called

essay—remains mired in the outdated thinking and faulty assumptions about psychology

of the nineteenth century. In The Methodical Memory, Crowley offers a blunt assessment.
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She argues that current-traditional rhetoric “has very little to do with learning to write.

Just as its initial success was stimulated by institutional needs, its continued maintenance

by the academy has a good deal more to do with institutional circumstances than it does

with the appropriateness of its theory of discourse for writing instruction” (Crowley,

Methodical 147). As rhetoric and composition sought institutional credibility, it looked

increasingly to the sciences for a model of authority and prestige.

A chorus of scholars and historians has questioned this pursuit of writing as a

science. Connors, for example, questions the validity of such efforts. “In our laudable

desire to improve our discipline,” he writes, “we must not lose sight of the danger of

falling into scientistic fallacies and trying to enforce empirical canons that must, if they

are to be useful, grow naturally from previously-solved puzzles” (Connors,

“Composition” 18). He argues “that we should stop fooling ourselves about the nature of

our field. We are not a science and will not be one in the foreseeable future, and we must

beware lest our understandable desire to share in the cachet of science lead us to a barren

enactment of imitation science” (Connors, “Composition” 19). Adding to the chorus of

ultimately ineffectual criticism of this disciplinary envy of science, Berlin writes,

“Current-traditional rhetoric is the triumph of the scientific and technical world view. [. .

.] Invention is not necessary: after all, the scientist does not invent meaning, he discovers

it through the correct use of his method” (Writing 62). Miller points out that

composition’s intellectual inertia has had far-reaching implications for the essay genre,

noting that “English classes have maintained a narrow concentration on the properties of

syntax and sensibility with such success that the student essays written today are not too
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removed from the compositions that were written in the first university classes on English

[. . .] Such uniformity is striking when one considers the dialectical nature of the genre”

(44). Spellmeyer offers the sharpest and saddest critique of all: “Perhaps this was the

consummate irony of all the modern professions—that their power as institutions came at

the price of growing personal powerlessness” (36). A legacy of personal powerlessness

offers little hope for the essay.

So must we conclude, pathetically, that the essay never really existed in the early

history of college composition—at least not in the “purist” way that I have been

conceiving of the genre? It would seem so, and yet recent scholarship by Lucille M.

Schultz suggests that we may have overemphasized the educational significance of

college composition and neglected the importance of innovative pedagogies and curricula

in the early American school system. In The Young Composers: Composition’s

Beginnings in Nineteenth-Century Schools, Schultz writes that

the history of writing instruction in the schools is an important and undervalued

site in the overall history of writing instruction; it is a site where the voices of the

British rhetoricians that dominated college-level instruction were attenuated by

the voice of the Swiss reformer Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi; it is a site where what

we think of as personal or experience-based writing began; it is a site where the

democratization of writing was institutionalized; it is a site where some of our

contemporary composition practices were prefigured; and it is the site where

composition instruction, as we understand it today, began. (4)
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These astonishing claims offer a refreshing and encouraging departure from the

disappointingly conservative origins of college composition. Whereas colleges seem to

have taught essays in name only, the schools seem to have taught a richer variety of

essayistic prose. Schulz goes so far as to claim that American education in the nineteenth-

century schools “is, I argue, the beginning of the personal experience essay in

composition instruction in the United States” (5). Even though the textbooks, writing

assignments, and student compositions that Schultz quotes in her book do not reveal the

trailblazing literary wizardry of Montaigne, they do provide powerful evidence that, in

the context of the time, well-motivated teachers were providing students opportunities to

essay their ideas. Schultz concludes her groundbreaking historical account by making a

point worth repeating:

We know that until the Civil War, most colleges enrolled only a few hundred

students, and, of course, had only a handful of professors; we also know that until

now, these voices have dominated our stories of writing instruction. Also during

that time, however, thousands of teachers were teaching hundreds of thousands of

students in the schools. My goal has been to write these teachers and their young

composers into our history: to give them voice. (165)

I, for one, hope that their voices will resonate powerfully in rhetoric and composition and

will ultimately help us reclaim the essay in our twenty-first century classrooms.
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The Essay in the Twenty-First Century

Paul Heilker, who has reflected extensively on the pedagogical advantages of the

essay form, argues persuasively “that students’ identities are the most important texts

they will ever read and write; that the exploring, composing, and expressing of their

selves is the most important act of interpretation and writing they will ever undertake;

and that the essay is a far better vehicle for this work than exposition” (200). I want to

argue now that the multimedia essay may be an even more engaging vehicle for students

to explore their identities, in all their constructed complexity. Like written essays,

multimedia essays offer abundant creative opportunities coupled with corresponding

rhetorical challenges. In addition, they require students not only to understand various

technologies but how to use them skillfully and with purpose. Teaching students to work

effectively with multimedia can be a challenge, but if they are already familiar with the

essay form, if they have practice writing in the genre, and if they have the freedom to

explore their original ideas, then the transition to the multimedia essay can be

surprisingly smooth. When students succeed, the results are exciting. In my experience,

students often take so much pride in their multimedia essays that it doesn’t seem absurd,

as it does with most print texts, to imagine them sharing their creations with their friends

and family—and perhaps even with their children a decade or two down the road (if not

sooner).

When we think about new media and emerging genres in composition studies, it

can be tempting to move full-speed ahead into the uncharted waters of the digital future

without pausing to look back at familiar shores and genres. The essay, of all things, might
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seem at first glance an implausible and dubious source of terra firma from which to

launch the multimodal, multimedia genres of the future. Too stuffy. Too belletristic. Too

old. But if we think about the genre and its flexible roots, surely it has the potential to

contribute to new, hybrid forms of composing. As Cristina Kirklighter points out, “The

very act of exploiting genre boundaries is what the essay is all about and thus explains

why it feeds into a democracy of writing forms” (62). By blending such qualities of the

print essay as its spirit of exploration and its embrace of ambivalence with new media

such as digital video and audio, students can create complex, compelling multimedia

essays that challenge and transcend conventional academic discourses.

For several years I’ve been assigning multimedia essays in lower- and upper-

division composition courses at the University of Colorado at Boulder. In my upper-

division Best American Essays course, for example, students have often turned their

Reflective Analysis of a Personally Meaningful Place essays into multimedia essays. One

student who turned her original essay into multimedia form is Katya Hott, whose essay

“Bboyworld” I documented in chapter one.

From Essay to Multimedia Essay

How did Katya turn her essay into a multimedia essay? The assignment asked her

and her classmates to “create a compelling, rhetorically sophisticated multimedia

version” of their essays on DVD. They could be no longer than five minutes. But even

before students wrote their text-based essays, I advised them to select a topic—in this

case, a place—with the DVD in mind, so that they could potentially take advantage of
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audiovisual resources at their disposal such as family photos and home videos. As they

finished writing their essays, I asked them to prepare for the DVD project by contacting

their parents, or others, to request any relevant photos or video clips.

What about the technical logistics of teaching the multimedia essay? At CU-

Boulder, Digital Media Services runs a Media Lab consisting of five editing bays

equipped with Macs and other digital video equipment such as camcorders that students

can check out. In addition, the lab has a staff of professionals eager to help students with

technical questions. Students can use these rooms to create and store their multimedia

projects, which they work on both during class and outside of class.

Unfortunately, ITS doesn't let students save work overnight on the computers in

computer classrooms where I teach iMovie, GarageBand, iDVD, and other relevant

software, so students must work on their projects in the Media Lab, which is only open

during regular business hours on weekdays. But one way to overcome this limitation and

to grant students more flexibility is to store projects on portable hard drives with high-

speed Firewire connections. With these hard drives, students can work on their projects

on any (Mac) computer lab on campus or on their own personal computers, thereby

significantly increasing opportunities to work on their multimedia projects. For

collaborative assignments, these hard drives are especially helpful. Often students have

conflicting schedules and find it hard to meet outside of class during the Media Lab’s

hours, but with the increased flexibility afforded by the portable drives, students can get

together in the evening, late at night, or on the weekends.
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In Katya’s case, she already owned an Apple laptop, which she used to create

most of her multimedia essay. (She did use the facilities at the Media Lab for several

tasks, such as importing clips from a breakdancing DVD and burning her final DVD.)

Like her classmates, she used Apple’s iMovie program to create and edit her video. The

class spent several days in a computer classroom on campus learning and practicing the

basics of digital video editing. We also discussed the rhetoric of multimedia. For

example, why would you want to use black and white, slow motion, dissolve transitions,

and so forth?

Students should know in advance that their multimedia project can take a long

time to create. I always try to stress this fact, but I also explain that students don’t need to

go for an Oscar. Some students are much faster and more adept than others, although I set

aside enough time for learning the software and the rhetoric of the software so that even

the most technophobic of students can create something to be proud of. On the first day

of class I emphasize the fact that students don’t need any technical expertise to make

their projects. Students are often a little skeptical at first about creating multimedia

projects, but as time goes on, they become obsessed with perfecting them.

Generally, given the amount of work involved, I make the DVD a large part of

students’ grades. When I first taught multimedia projects, I didn't make them count as

much, because it somehow felt wrong to assign a large percentage of students’ grades to

“extra,” “non-written” work. Now I have no reservations at all about making the DVD

count for a significant portion of students’ grades, and students seem grateful that such a

time-consuming project is assessed accordingly. For details about how I organize and
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sequence multimedia essay assignments—in this case, a collaborative multimedia version

of the Reflective Analysis of Personal Food Choices essay, please see my detailed

assignment sheet in Appendix E. It lists the various components of the project, including

a brainstorming table, individual storyboard, individual voiceover, group voiceover,

group storyboard, rough draft for whole-class workshop, DVD, DVD self-critique, and

memo to future multimedia collaborators. I have refined this multimedia progression

over the last three years.

In Katya’s case, she created a powerful multimedia essay that did justice to her

written essay, while at the same time giving viewers a deeper, more visceral

understanding of her experiences and ideas. Her voiceover is a well-edited, well-read

511-word version of her 2,482-word original essay, with some passages taken from her

earlier exercises.

In some cases Katya’s multimedia essay directly parallels the storyline from her

essay. In her opening sequence, for example, we see her walk home from training, open

the door to her apartment, struggle up the stairs, and sit down in front of her laptop to

browse bboyworld.com (see Figure 1). The music that accompanies this sequence is an

understated, rumbly hip-hop groove. We also hear ambient sounds such as her keys

jingling and the sound of her footsteps.

Her voiceover adds an additional layer of meaning. As she enters her apartment,

we hear her read a quotation from her essay—a post from bboyworld.com:

it knows no language boundries, its knows no color boundries, it knows no 

national boundries, it knows no religious boundries, it knows no age boundries, it
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FIGURE 1: THE OPENING SEQUENCE OF KATYA HOTT’S MULTIMEDIA ESSAY
“BBOYWORLD.”
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 knows no sex boundries, it knows no economic boundries, it knows no boundry 

on this planet. nothing, nada, zip, zero, nothing can contain or hold up hiphop. the

only other thing on this planet to do such a thing is the human spirit and its will to

survive and grow.

Chicano322, Registered User, Los Angeles

When Katya opens her laptop, the camera zooms in on the screen, which shows the title

of her DVD, “Bboyworld.” As viewers, we are being invited to enter her world and to

share her enthusiasm. As the title screen cuts to a montage of breakdancers in action, the

music picks up.

Katya uses a variety of images in her project, including a photo of a big house that

represents her well-off upbringing, and screenshots from bboyworld.com. But most of her

multimedia essay consists of original video footage and photos that show her and other

breakdancers, including her friends from Florox—–dancing in clubs, in the street, at the

gym. This footage, much of which Katya allows to play without any voiceover, reinforces

her idea that, as she says at the end of her DVD, “It’s all about the dancing, really. It’s

comforting to know that my race matters only as much as I make it matter. But it’s just as

discomforting to accept that I am my biggest critic. My race and background matter more

to me than to anyone else.” The final shot of her multimedia essay shows her training at

the gym, moving her arms and legs so fast that it’s hard to keep up with her (See Figure

2). She finishes her complex routine, stands with a flourish of well-earned confidence,

and smiles. A freeze-frame captures the moment, and the move from essay to multimedia

essay feels complete.
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The multimedia essay assignment gives students the opportunity to think

rhetorically about how best to translate their essays into a new form. The techniques that

work well for one student are likely to fail for other students. As with the essay, there are

no formulas. Katya’s dynamic editing and hip-hop soundtrack, for example, would have

done nothing for another student in the same class, Merced Perez-Hall, whose moving

essay “Walking Hours”—about the verbal abuse and punishment he experienced at West

Point—has an almost suffocating immediacy.

In his essay, Merced explores the psychological toll of “walking hours”—literally

walking back and forth for hours as punishment for failing various inspections. During

his time at West Point, he had to walk more than 85 hours. He writes,

Walking hours for me was the worst thing I’ve ever done. I’ve been physically

exhausted until I can’t even lift my arms out in front of me. I’ve been deprived of

FIGURE 2: THE FINAL SHOT OF KATYA HOTT’S
MULTIMEDIA ESSAY.
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food. And I have had people get under my skin so bad I thought I might begin to

cry. None of those things I experienced at West Point were as bad as walking

hours.

He goes on, “Some people think of hell as a molten lake of fire. Others think of it as

freezing cold. To me, hell is a 50 by 100 yard stretch of black tarmac called Central Area

where walking hours takes place.” Only with a genre as flexible as the essay can students

take an invitation to write about a “meaningful place” and tailor it so powerfully to their

individual lives.

What did Merced do for his multimedia essay? How did he capture the mental

anguish of walking hours? One of his main techniques, it turns out, was to videotape

himself walking. Rather than show his whole body, however, he chose to show only his

legs—first from his perspective looking down at the ground, then from various angles,

including a 360-degree close-up of his polished shoes that vividly captures the anxiety he

felt while being scrutinized during inspections (see Figure 3). The effect, with long fade-

outs and fade-ins, is to put viewers, literally, in his shoes. Merced also chose to turn his

video footage into black and white—an excellent rhetorical choice that further reflects the

dreariness and monotony of walking hours.

Interspersed throughout Merced’s original video footage are photos of West

Point. For instance, when he talks about Central Area, we see a grainy, black-and-white

image of it. A picture of an officer yelling at a cadet is accompanied by the voiceover, “I

think about the upperclassman who screamed that he was ashamed that he came from the

same district as me. I think about how powerless I felt when I couldn’t hit him.” 
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Another rhetorically savvy use of multimedia that helps viewers identify with

Merced is his selective use of an entirely black screen. At key moments in his DVD,

which contains no music, his voiceover demands our full attention. For example, we are

forced to absorb the blackness when Merced says, “It’s a horrific thing when you become

your own enemy. Then, not only does everyone around you hate you, but you do too.

You hate yourself for being a failure. You hate yourself for being weak. You hate

everything, because it’s the only emotion that you’ve allowed yourself not to turn off.”

The effect is powerful—and perfectly in tune with Merced’s original essay.

FIGURE 3: CLOSE-UP SHOT IN MERCED PEREZ-HALL’S MULTIMEDIA ESSAY
“WALKING HOURS” HELPS PUT VIEWERS, LITERALLY, IN HIS SHOES.
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The Future of the (Multimedia) Essay

Recently I’ve begun to refine how I teach the multimedia essay. For instance, I

now require students to use all original material in their projects. This requirement

reduces the number of students who rely on Google Images, video clips from their

favorite movies, and songs by their favorite artists—all of which tend to sap students’

projects of their original energy. In addition, I now emphasize collaborative multimedia

projects, and I invite guest speakers to discuss film techniques, storyboards, and

copyright issues. I also help students explore the creative potential of Apple’s royalty-

free music-composition software GarageBand, which lets you score iMovie projects with

astonishing precision. Even more importantly, I am devoting more class time to

workshops of voiceovers, storyboards, and drafts of students’ actual multimedia essays.

After all, it seems irresponsible to neglect the importance of revision when switching

media. Similarly, accessibility issues are worth considering. For example, it is possible

for students to add subtitles to their DVDs—either in a more sophisticated application

such as DVD Studio Pro, or by including a separate, subtitled version of the essay that

viewers can select. With so many pedagogical possibilities and challenges, I’m realizing

that teaching the multimedia essay can be a major rhetorical challenge in its own right.

One thing is for sure: Unless rhetoric and composition embraces such genres as

the multimedia essay, the long-term relevance of our discipline will remain in question. A

preliminary step in the right direction would be to reconsider how we think about, assign,

and assess both print essays and multimedia essays. When I ask my composition students

whether they have ever worked with multimedia before in educational settings, a handful
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of students raise their hands. When I ask them in what contexts, they inevitably explain

that they created multimedia projects in high school but never in college. The dearth of

multimedia innovation in most writing programs—and indeed in most academic

disciplines—reflects not only logistical concerns for costs and faculty members’

insecurities about their inadequate new-media literacy skills, but it also reflects a trend

that Schultz identifies: “Typically—and wrongheadedly—the educational hierarchy has

assigned greater value to what happens at higher levels of education than to what happens

at lower levels, and even today, it is rare for innovations in the schools to become part of

a curriculum for college students” (152). Perhaps those of us in rhetoric and composition

have more to learn from the schools than we realize.

Fortunately, innovative writing programs such as the Program in Writing at

Rhetoric at Stanford University are setting a good example. Stanford’s required

sophomore writing course asks students to translate written texts into multimedia form

and to reflect on the rhetorical significance of the transformation. Unless our discipline is

willing to offer students such creative opportunities, “we run the risk of making

composition studies increasingly irrelevant to students engaging in contemporary

practices of communicating” (Selfe 72). Rather than sink into irrelevance, rhetoric and

composition needs to embrace alternative genres that harmonize with the open-minded

spirit of the general-interest magazine, with the tradition of the exploratory essay, and

with the realities of literacy in the twenty-first century.
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                                                             NOTES

1 I suspect that, in fact, Olson’s view still reigns supreme among most journal editors. It’s also worth keeping in mind Candace

Spigelman’s observation that, “in general, opportunities for such [personal/scholarly] writing tend to be confined to those who have

already paid their professional dues” (68). Even in the pages of the special issues devoted to such writing, writers still feel pressure to

conform to audience expectations. Consider, for example, Jane E. Hindman’s acquiescence to academic conventions in her otherwise

bold and innovative 2001 College English essay “Making Writing Matter.” She writes that “if I am to have a voice here at all, I need

to convince you as academics that I can earn and indeed deserve the right to be heard in this context. Thus, I have to attend to your

conventions and preferences” (102). As much as I admire Hindman’s conception of “embodied writing”—maybe because I admire it

for all its iconoclastic ambition—I have reservations about her concession. I won’t deny that such gestures are often vital to enable one

to “have a voice.” By the same token, however, we shouldn’t defer too quickly to the voices of our ventriloquists—the Oz-like

authorities we sometimes imagine ourselves to be, momentarily, as we step out of our own skin and into the sacred garb of academia.

2 As Sherrie Gradin points out in Romancing Rhetorics: Social Expressivist Perspectives on the Teaching of Writing, “It is important

to note that just as Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, and Keats did not label themselves romantics, Elbow, Murray, and

Berthoff do not label themselves expressivists. It is others who define them in this way [. . .]” (14). Unfortunately, the term

expressivist often still seems to have the invisible word mere in front of it, along with gold stars in place of dots over the i’s. Hence

Gradin’s admirable but seemingly futile attempt to coin the more respectable term social expressivism.

3 When an earlier version of this essay was rejected by a major journal, without peer review, the editors noted that the piece “would

certainly interest [the journal’s] broad audience of generalists in English Studies,” but they explained that “because it focuses on a

specific pedagogical technique, we feel it would have a greater impact in a journal such as Pedagogy.” I don’t question the editors’

sincerity, and this essay has certainly undergone substantial revisions to make it more worthy of publication, but I can’t help

wondering whether the same logic applies to more explicitly historical or theoretical submissions, no matter how obscure or esoteric

their subjects: “We think your manuscript would interest our audience, but because it focuses on a specific historical

figure/period/theory, we feel it would have a greater impact . . .”

4 For a history of the concept, including the philosophical origins and context of Edward Bullough’s influential 1912 essay

“‘Psychical Distance’ as a Factor in Art and as an Aesthetic Principle,” see Cupchik. Bulloughs advocated “utmost decrease of

Distance without its disappearance” (99).

5 In “Representing Audience: ‘Successful’ Discourse and Disciplinary Critique,” Lunsford and Ede revisit their earlier essay and

acknowledge that in it they had not “consider[ed] the powerful effects of ideology working through genres, such as those inscribed in

academic essayist literacy, to call forth and thus to control and constrain writers and audiences” (171). In both essays they note that

“students have less power than teachers and thus less freedom in some rhetorical situations than in others” (“Representing” 170).

Therefore, it seems that ideology tends to “control and constrain” academic writers more than audiences.

6 In passages such as this one, Elbow’s assumption about the parallel erotic trajectories of musical compositions and written

narratives—their “journey to satisfaction”—could be read as privileging a hegemonic, masculine perspective. Although critics have

praised Elbow for creating a voice that is embodied and erotic (see Ronald and Roskelly), he at times seems to neglect feminist

musicologist Susan McClary’s insight that “[s]ince the emergence of wordless instrumental music as the most prestigious of

nineteenth-century genres, music has been declared to have transcended not only language but also social signification” (407). Still,

Elbow’s basic point here makes sense.
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                     APPENDIX A: PSYCHIC DISTANCE HANDOUT

Psychic distance is a term John Gardner uses in The Art of Fiction: Notes on Craft for Young
Writers. He defines it as “the distance the reader feels between himself and the events in the
story” (111). In Writing Fiction: A Guide to Narrative Craft, Janet Burroway uses the equivalent
term authorial distance, which she defines as “the degree to which we as readers feel on the one
hand intimacy and identification with, or on the other hand detachment and alienation from, the
characters in the story” (229). Gardner lists the following examples to illustrate how a writer can
adjust language to reflect different degrees of closeness to a character’s psychology or
consciousness:

1.   It was winter of the year 1853. A large man stepped out of a doorway.
2. Henry J. Warburton had never much cared for snowstorms.
3. Henry hated snowstorms.
4. God how he hated these damn snowstorms.
5. Snow. Under your collar, down inside your shoes, freezing and plugging up your

miserable soul . . . (111)

Notice how these sentences take us progressively closer into the character’s perspective, into his
head, so that we experience what he thinks and feels.

Now consider how psychic distance works in three paragraphs from Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of
Dorian Gray.

Context: Dorian never ages, but a portrait of him does. The portrait reflects his moral
corruption. In this scene Dorian’s friend Basil is trying to persuade him to repent and change
his sinful lifestyle. Dorian doesn’t want to hear it.

¶1 [Basil:] “You have done enough evil in your life. My God! Don’t you see that
accursed thing [the portrait] leering at us?”

¶2 Dorian Gray glanced at the picture, and suddenly an uncontrollable feeling of
hatred for Basil Hallward came over him, as though it had been suggested to him by
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those grinning lips. The mad passions of a hunted animal stirred within him, and he
loathed the man who was seated at the table, more than in his whole life he had ever
loathed anything. . . . He rushed at him, and dug the knife into the great vein that is
behind the ear, crushing the man’s head down on the table, and stabbing him again and
again.

¶3 There was a stifled groan, and the horrible sound of someone choking with
blood. Three times the outstretched arms shot up convulsively, waving grotesque stiff-
fingered hands in the air. He stabbed him twice more, but the man did not move.
Something began to trickle on the floor. . . . The thing was still seated in the chair,
straining over the table with bowed head, and humped back, and long fantastic arms. Had
it not been for the red jagged tear in the neck, and the clotted black pool that was slowly
widening at the table, one would have said that the man was simply asleep.

How and why does the psychic distance change, especially in the third paragraph? Point to details
of language.

How does psychic distance translate to nonfiction?

Fiction writers who think about psychic distance have many rhetorical possibilities at their
fingertips. But so can nonfiction writers, if we tweak the definition of psychic distance to mean
the distance readers feel between themselves and the events and ideas in the prose (rather than in
the story) and if we consider the reader’s identification with or detachment from the author or
subject (rather than the characters). To the extent that identification between writer and reader is a
prerequisite for persuasion, psychic distance is very rhetorical.

Now it’s your turn to experiment with psychic distance. Revise this

sentence so that it more intimately captures the experience of a cold day.

1. The weather is very cold today.

Your revision:
_______________________________________________________________________.

Why psychic distance?

Psychic distance can help writers identify with and persuade readers. Arguably it has some
advantages over these (also useful) terms:

• Tone, which can imply conformity to an audience’s expectations, thus sacrificing
authorial integrity.

• Voice, which can imply a neglect of audience, thus privileging individual expression.
• Style, which can imply excessive attention to the details of language, thus obscuring the

Big Picture.
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Example of psychic distance in nonfiction

From a student’s rhetorical analysis of a local commercial space:

Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to infiltrate enemy territory and conduct a
thorough and covert reconnaissance of the area. You will gather intelligence on the physical
layout of the compound and find anything you can about enemy tactics, techniques, and
procedures. Due to tight security of the enemy perimeter, our only option is to send you in
alone. Understand that if things go sour, we won’t be able to conduct an extraction to get
you out. Good luck—we’re all counting on you!

It was on this fateful day that I was about to go where no man had ever gone before—the
secret stronghold of women: Victoria’s Secret. However, I wouldn’t be going in alone after
all. I’d found someone on the inside; her name was Vanessa, and she had agreed to let me in
quietly and serve as my cover throughout the mission. She was going to help me explore this
commercial space so that I could find out how the enemy . . . I mean the customer . . . is
engaged by the store’s marketing and selling scheme.

How does psychic distance translate to multimedia?

Let’s look at some examples.
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APPENDIX B: ASSIGNMENT SHEET FOR PSYCHIC DISTANCE PRESENTATION

Group Presentation about Psychic Distance

When: Wednesday, December 8

Purpose: To demonstrate your knowledge of psychic distance in a creative and
memorable way. You’ve seen how psychic distance works in fiction, nonfiction, music
videos, films, etc. This presentation gives you an opportunity to personalize your
understanding of psychic distance.

Audience: Erik and classmates.

Procedure: You’ll collaborate in groups of three to develop a plan for your presentation.
Your goal is to show that you understand psychic distance. You’ll need to give two
examples:

1. A text that uses psychic distance very well. Its form should match its purpose and
content. Your text can be a written document, a visual text such as a film clip, a
magazine ad, a three-dimensional physical object, etc.

2. A text that uses psychic distance horribly. Its form should not match its purpose
and content. Same choice of texts.

Length: 5-8 minutes per group. Time your presentation carefully!

Format: I encourage you to use various media in your presentation. Consider making a
handout as well—16 copies for your audience, or eight if we share copies.

Grading Criteria for Presentation

Group Presentation (5% of course grade) 10
0 Points

_____ gives good example of psychic distance used well ___/25

_____ gives good example of psychic distance used poorly ___/25

_____ stays within time limit and shows signs of preparation ___/25

_____ shows good overall understanding of psychic distance ___/25
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APPENDIX C: CRITIQUE FORM/GRADING RUBRIC FOR REFLECTIVE
ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL FOOD CHOICES ESSAY ASSIGNMENT

Critique Form

Your Name: __________________________ Writer’s Name:
__________________________

“
Grade”

Feature of Essay Comments

Original title grabs readers’ attention and
at least hints at your idea/argument. ___/5

_____/10 Beginning (incl. at least first sentence and
paragraph) draws readers in and makes
them want to keep reading. ___/5

_____/10

Essay consists almost entirely of writer’s
own thoughts—as opposed to an
encyclopedia-like summary of various
people’s opinions (with the writer’s
opinion tacked on at the end).

_____/10

Essay skillfully explores the health,
social, ethical, and environmental
implications of the writer’s food choices,
taking the reader on a journey that reflects
his or her thinking process. In other
words, the idea/argument unfolds
organically, with internal narrative
coherence, rather than being bluntly
stated as a thesis early on.

_____/10
Argument is persuasive for an audience
of educated, general readers inclined not
to agree with the writer. Writer doesn’t
“preach to the choir.”

_____/10

Essay contains specific evidence from 4-5
credible sources, including:

• At least one book
• At least one scholarly journal

article
• At least two sources with

opposing views (views you
disagree with)

• At least two sources that we
didn’t all read for class

_____/10

Quotations are relevant and blend
smoothly into the writer’s own sentences.
They have proper attribution, and no
paragraph ends with a quotation.

_____/10

The essay’s voice and style are suitable
for expressing the writer’s thoughts. The
psychic distance is close enough that you
can identify strongly with the writer and
can feel his or her strong presence
throughout.
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can identify strongly with the writer and
can feel his or her strong presence
throughout.

_____/10
Ending does more than summarize
argument. For example, it leaves you with
a provocative question to ponder, a
powerful image, etc. Ending doesn’t
sound formulaic.

_____/10
Essay uses in-text citations correctly and
has a works cited (MLA format).

_____/10
Essay is 5-7 pages typed, double-spaced,
Times New Roman 12 pt. with one-inch
margins and page #s, using MLA
documentation. Grammar and
punctuation are perfect, adding to the
writer’s ethos.
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APPENDIX D: CRITIQUE FORM/GRADING RUBRIC FOR MULTIMEDIA DVD OF
REFLECTIVE ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL FOOD CHOICES

DVD Grading Criteria

Grade Feature of DVD Comments and Suggestions

____/10
DVD menu (created using iDVD or similar program)
matches content of DVD in terms of tone and psychic
distance. This includes music/sound.

View all of the available menu “themes” in iDVD
before choosing the one most appropriate for your
essay. Remember that you can customize the
music, too—or choose silence or sound effects
instead.

• Choose specific fonts for a reason. Avoid overly
bright colors, which make fonts hard to read.

• If you use text in your DVD—e.g., for a title
sequence or end credits—make sure all text is
large, legible, and on screen long enough to be
read twice.

____/10

DVD contains all original material. • Reserve a digital camcorder for check-out ASAP
from the ITS Media Lab. Likewise, call the Media
Lab ASAP to schedule time(s) to work on your
DVD outside of class.

• If necessary, contact your parents or others
ASAP to obtain potentially useful sources such as
family photos or home videos.

____/10
DVD explores the implications of your group’s food
choices, transcending personal narrative for its own
sake. The DVD provokes viewers to think about your
ideas, not just the writer’s experience per se.

Don’t just describe a series of events. Explain
their significance and share your ideas.

____/10
DVD explores your group’s ideas, taking viewer on a
journey that reflects your thinking process. The psychic
distance is close.

As in your essay, avoid stating a “thesis” upfront.
Your idea should unfold in a compelling way
rather than be bluntly stated at the beginning.

____/10

DVD includes compelling and appropriate use(s) of
images—e.g., photos, drawings, video clips,
typography, etc.

• If you use photos, make sure they are high-
resolution and will not look pixilated in your
iMovie. Low-resolution images look amateurish,
especially when you zoom in on them. (Of course,
you can use pixilated images for a specific
rhetorical purpose.)

• When using the Ken Burns effect in iMovie,
avoid monotony by varying how long photos stay
on the screen and by varying the direction and
distance of zooms. (For example, consider
“panning” across a photo without zooming at all.)

____/10

DVD includes compelling and
appropriate voiceover.

• Record your voiceover first, to that you can edit
the length of your images to match your words.

• The tone and pace of your voices should match
the tone and pace of your essays—e.g., don’t
sound cheerful while reading a sad part of your
essay, don’t read too fast out of nervousness, etc.

• Remember the rhetorical power of silence—its
power to let an image or sentence resonate.
Choose pauses carefully.
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Choose pauses carefully.

____/10

DVD includes compelling and appropriate use(s) of
sound(s) other than your voiceover.

• Keep in mind the sound effects available in
iMovie. Also, please consider recording original
“foley” sound effects.

• Always use sound effects and music for a good
reason.

• To edit images to match music (e.g., the beat),
import your music first, then edit your images.

____/10
DVD’s style and pacing are compelling and
appropriate.

A slower pace can have a more reflective,
contemplative quality. To create this quality using
photos, let them stay on the screen longer.

____/10
Transitions between images (photos, video clips, etc.)
and individual sections are compelling and appropriate.

Abrupt cuts between photos can look
unprofessional, unless you want to create a
disjointed effect. Also, avoid using every
transition available, which can look amateurish.

Make sure your group’s DVD flows smoothly as a
single project.

____/10
Ending is compelling and appropriate. DVD is ten
minutes or shorter.

Take the time limit seriously. This restriction is a
major rhetorical challenge.

___/100
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APPENDIX E: ASSIGNMENT SHEET FOR DVD

Multimedia DVD

Reflective Analysis of Personal Food Choices

Deadline:  Friday, April 11, 2008

Purpose:  To create a compelling, rhetorically sophisticated multimedia version of your group’s 
ideas.

Audience: General viewers, including people who haven’t read your essays. Your DVD should 
stand on its own.

Grading: See “Grading Criteria” table on next page.
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DVD Grading Criteria

rade
Feature of DVD Comments and Suggestions

____/10
DVD menu (created using iDVD or similar program)
matches content of DVD in terms of tone and psychic
distance. This includes music/sound.

View all of the available menu “themes” in
iDVD before choosing the one most appropriate
for your essay. Remember that you can
customize the music, too—or choose silence or
sound effects instead.

• Choose specific fonts for a reason. Avoid
overly bright colors, which make fonts hard to
read.

• If you use text in your DVD—e.g., for a title
sequence or end credits—make sure all text is
large, legible, and on screen long enough to be
read twice.

COMPONENT DEADLINE GRADE % OVERVIEW

Brainstorming Table Feb. 25 Regular
homework

Brainstorm ideas for DVD, including possible
video footage, photos, art, music, etc. that might
be useful. If necessary, ask parents or others to
send you relevant materials such as photos or
videos.

Individual Voiceover March 5 2.5%

Edit Essay #1 for voiceover—make sure you
can read it at a comfortable pace in less than
two minutes. (Save the edited version using a
different title, so you never lose your original
essay in case you need other parts later.)
See separate assignment sheet for grading
criteria.

Individual Storyboard March 5 2.5% Create a tentative plan for your portion of your
group’s DVD. See separate assignment sheet
for grading criteria.

Group Voiceover and
Storyboard

March 7 5% Create a tentative plan for your entire group’s
DVD. See separate assignment sheet for
grading criteria.

Rough draft for whole-
class workshop

April 4 or
April 7 5%

• Includes voiceover, images, other sound
(music and/or sound effects).
• Has a beginning, middle, and end.
• Is ten minutes or shorter.

DVD April 11 15% See “Grading Criteria” table on next page.
DVD Self-Critique April 11 2.5% Assess your DVD. See separate assignment

sheet for grading criteria.
Memo to Future

Multimedia
Collaborators

April 14 2.5% Give your advice to future students who will
create their own multimedia DVD.

Reflective Essay May 2 5% Reflect on your DVD and the DVD assignment,
among other things. See separate assignment
sheet for details.
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____/10

DVD contains all original material. • Reserve a digital camcorder for check-out
ASAP from the ITS Media Lab. Likewise, call
the Media Lab ASAP to schedule time(s) to
work on your DVD outside of class.

• If necessary, contact your parents or others
ASAP to obtain potentially useful sources such
as family photos or home videos.

____/10
DVD explores the implications of your group’s food
choices, transcending personal narrative for its own
sake. The DVD provokes viewers to think about your
ideas, not just the writer’s experience per se.

Don’t just describe a series of events. Explain
their significance and share your ideas.

____/10
DVD explores your group’s ideas, taking viewer on a
journey that reflects your thinking process. The psychic
distance is close.

As in your essay, avoid stating a “thesis”
upfront. Your idea should unfold in a compelling
way rather than be bluntly stated at the
beginning.

____/10

DVD includes compelling and appropriate use(s) of
images—e.g., photos, drawings, video clips,
typography, etc.

• If you use photos, make sure they are high-
resolution and will not look pixilated in your
iMovie. Low-resolution images look amateurish,
especially when you zoom in on them. (Of
course, you can use pixilated images for a
specific rhetorical purpose.)

• When using the Ken Burns effect in iMovie,
avoid monotony by varying how long photos
stay on the screen and by varying the direction
and distance of zooms. (For example, consider
“panning” across a photo without zooming at
all.)

____/10

DVD includes compelling and
appropriate voiceover.

• Record your voiceover
first, so that you can edit the
length of your images to
match your words.

• The tone and pace of your
voices should match the tone
and pace of your
essays—e.g., don’t sound
cheerful while reading a sad
part of your essay, don’t read
too fast out of nervousness,
etc.

• Remember the rhetorical power of silence—its
power to let an image or sentence resonate.
Choose pauses carefully.

____/10

DVD includes compelling and appropriate use(s) of
sound(s) other than your voiceover.

• Keep in mind the sound effects available in
iMovie. Also, please consider recording original
“foley” sound effects.

• Always use sound effects
and music for a good reason.

• To edit images to match
music (e.g., the beat), import
your music first, then edit
your images.

DVD’s style and pacing are compelling and
appropriate.

A slower pace can have a more reflective,
contemplative quality. To create this quality
using photos, let them stay on the screen longer.
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____/10 appropriate. contemplative quality. To create this quality
using photos, let them stay on the screen longer.

____/10
Transitions between images (photos, video clips, etc.)
and individual sections are compelling and appropriate.

Abrupt cuts between photos can look
unprofessional, unless you want to create a
disjointed effect. Also, avoid using every
transition available, which can look amateurish.

Make sure your group’s DVD flows smoothly as
a single project.

____/10
Ending is compelling and appropriate. DVD is ten
minutes or shorter.

Take the time limit seriously. This restriction is a
major rhetorical challenge.

___/100
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Individual Voiceover for Multimedia Essay

Purpose: To edit your essay into a concise voiceover for your group’s multimedia DVD.

Audience: Viewers of your DVD—e.g., Erik, classmates, possibly friends and family, etc. Remember
that your group’s DVD needs to make sense for people who haven’t read your essay, so be sure to
provide enough context so viewers know what you’re talking about.

Format: Type your voiceover as a new document. Also, please save your voiceover as a new
document, so that you can always return to your original essay, if necessary, to add text, etc.

Length: You should be able to read your voiceover, at a comfortable pace, in less than two minutes.

Suggested Process: 

1. Re-read your original essay. Decide what sections or ideas, generally speaking, you want to
focus on in your portion of your group’s DVD.

2. Go through your essay again, highlighting or underlining what you consider the most
relevant, important lines for the purposes of your DVD.

* Keep in mind that descriptive details can be just as important for creating a compelling 
narrative as any major context-setting information. In other words,

don’t suck the life out of your essay and reduce it to a
mere summary of events.

3. Cut and paste the text you’ve highlighted into a new document. Read it out loud and see
how it flows.

4. Edit your text to create a smoothly flowing narrative, rewriting transitions where necessary.

5. Time yourself reading your voiceover out loud. Read at an appropriate pace, allowing time
for pauses. (Viewers can be overwhelmed by a nonstop voiceover combined with visuals and
other sounds.)

6. Revise until you’re happy with your voiceover draft.

Grading: The final draft of this individual voiceover will be worth 2.5% of your grade for the course.
Please see the Critique Form for details about what to include.

Tips: * When you create your storyboard, consider any effects you might want to add to your
voiceover—e.g., an echo effect or overlapping voices to represent “voices in your head.” You
might also want to recruit other people to read lines of dialogue. (You still need to read the
main voiceover.)
* Consider making notes or changing the formatting of your voiceover to indicate changes in
tone. E.g., use bold or italics for words or phrases you want to emphasize.
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Individual Voiceover Critique Form

Your Name: _________________________ Writer’s Name: _____________________________

G
rade

Feature of Voiceover Comments and Suggestions

____/25 Voiceover reflects the writer’s original
essay. It doesn’t focus on brand-new
material or ideas.

_____/25
The psychic distance of the voiceover
text is close, allowing readers/listeners
to closely identify with the writer. It’s
not too impersonal that it will sound
monotonous when read aloud.

_____/25
The pacing is appropriate. The voiceover
doesn’t seem too short or too long.

_____/25
The voiceover flows smoothly. The
transitions are seamless.

         ___/100
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Individual Storyboard for Multimedia DVD

Purpose: To create an original storyboard to plan and guide the production of your portion of your
group’s multimedia DVD. The more detailed you can be, the better. Although you might
come up with some good, spontaneous ideas for your video after creating your storyboard,
think of it as a map that will guide you through what can otherwise be a daunting and
frustrating journey full of uncertainty.

Audience: Yourself and Erik. Think of yourself as the primary audience for your storyboard, because
your portion of your group’s multimedia DVD should reflect your original essay and your
unique vision for the project. Design it so that it not only meets the required criteria but is
genuinely useful for you.

Note: You should also think about the people who will watch your group’s
DVD—e.g., classmates, possibly friends and family—because you want your
project to be coherent and to leave a strong impression. Remember, your DVD
needs to stand on its own for people who haven’t read your essay, so make sure
to provide enough context so viewers can understand your ideas, arguments, etc.

Length: There is no specific length requirement, but your storyboard should cover the duration of your
portion of your DVD—two minutes or less. Please see the Critique Form for what elements to
include.

Grading: This individual storyboard is worth 2.5% of your grade for the course. Erik will grade your
storyboard using the criteria on the Critique Form.

Tips: Lighting: Keep in mind that consumer camcorders like the ones you can check out
from the Media Lab don’t take good footage in low-light conditions. For clear,
high-quality video, be sure to have plenty of light in your scenes. Daytime footage
taken outdoors tends to look very good. Of course, in some cases you might want
grainy, less-than-perfect footage for a specific reason.

Live Action: Keep in mind that live action is a possible source of material for your project.
Think about recruiting friends or family to act out a short scene or even just a significant
moment from your essay. Something as simple as filming a close-up of leaves swaying in the
wind, hands typing on a keyboard, or a traffic signal switching from green to red can create
powerful visuals for your project.

Widescreen: Decide if you want to create a widescreen or standard DVD. If you choose
                     widescreen, draw your storyboard panels so that they, too, are widescreen. You will have a 

very different frame to fill. Also, if you want to shoot widescreen video footage, be sure to 
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select widescreen format on the camcorders available for check-out in the Media Lab. If you 
go with widescreen, create your iMovie project in widescreen format.

Tripod: If you want to create more stable, professional-looking video footage, put the
camcorder on a tripod. Otherwise it’s hard to prevent the camcorder from shaking, especially
when you zoom in. Shaky footage looks amateurish and can distract viewers.
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Individual Storyboard Critique Form

Your Name: _________________________ Writer’s Name: _____________________________

G
rade

Feature of Storyboard Comments and Suggestions

____/10

Storyboard is complete, showing what
will happen in the project from start to
finish.

_____/10
Storyboard outlines a compelling and
original multimedia essay.

_____/10
Storyboard uses sketches to show what
will appear on the screen for each shot.

_____/10

Storyboard includes relevant details
about camera direction, lighting, and
editing.

_____/10
Storyboard uses relevant film terms
from Dave Underwood’s
“Storyboarding 101” handout.

_____/10

Storyboard includes an estimate of how
long each shot will last.

E.g., a still photo that uses the Ken
Burns “zooming” effect might last
anywhere from a subliminal blip of
several frames to a half-minute,
depending on your purpose and the
effect you want to create.

_____/10

Storyboard includes a complete

voiceover.

Feel free to quote just the first few lines
of text for each scene—enough to let
you know what to read for each part. In
this case, please attach a separate copy
of your voiceover.

_____/10

Storyboard specifies compelling and
appropriate use(s) of sound(s) other
than voiceover.

Music: You can use original music you
create in GarageBand. You can record
yourself playing an original
composition on a MIDI-compatible
instrument such as a keyboard—ask
about logistics. You can also sing.
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about logistics. You can also sing.
Sound effects: You can add sound
effects from iMovie, or you can create
original “foley” sound effects.

_____/10
Storyboard specifies transitions
between shots.

_____/10
Storyboard contains all original
material.

  ___/100
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Group Voiceover and Storyboard for Multimedia Essay

Part 1: Group Voiceover

Purpose: To write a “collective” voiceover that helps add coherence to your group’s DVD project, OR
to explain why your group thinks such a voiceover will not be necessary to create a coherent
DVD.

Audience: Viewers of your DVD—e.g., Erik, classmates, possibly friends and family, etc. Remember
that your group’s DVD needs to make sense for people who haven’t read your essays or read
the sources you’ve read, so be sure to provide enough context so viewers know what you’re
talking about. (For example, don’t refer to Pollan without explaining who he is.)

Format: Type your group’s voiceover or explanation of why your group chooses not to have one.

Length: If using group voiceover: Flexible. Just remember that you have 10 minutes total for your
group’s DVD. Make sure you can fit individual voiceovers and a collective voiceover in this
time. Either turn in a separate page with the text of your group voiceover, or else include this
text on your storyboard, synched to what viewers will see.

If not using group voiceover: Write 1/2 to one page that explains why you won’t use a group
voiceover and how you plan to create coherence in your DVD without one.

Grading:     The final draft of this group voiceover (or explanation of why you’re not using one),
combined with your group storyboard, will be worth 5% of your grade for the course. I will
grade your group voiceover/explanation on how well it adds coherence to your project or how
well it explains your group’s plans to create coherence without a group voiceover.

Part 2: Group Storyboard

Purpose: To create an original storyboard to plan and guide the production of your entire group’s
multimedia DVD. The more detailed you can be, the better. You group can stray from your
storyboard, but at least you’ll have a plan to get started.

Audience: Yourself and Erik. Think of yourselves as the primary audience for your storyboard, because
your group’s DVD should reflect your original essays and your unique vision for the project.
Design it so that it not only meets the required criteria but is genuinely useful for you as a
group.

Length: There is no specific length requirement, but your storyboard should cover the duration of your
group’s DVD—10 minutes or less. If you don’t want to repeat the same material that is in
your individual storyboards, you can refer to your individual storyboards instead.

G
rade

Feature of Group Storyboard

____/10 Storyboard is complete, showing what will happen in the group’s project from start to finish.
_____/10 Storyboard outlines a compelling and original multimedia essay.
_____/10 Storyboard uses sketches to show what will appear on the screen for each shot (or refers to individual

storyboards).
_____/10 Storyboard includes relevant details about camera direction, lighting, and editing.
_____/10 Storyboard uses relevant film terms from Dave Underwood’s “Storyboarding 101” handout.
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_____/10 Storyboard includes an estimate of how long each shot will last. (Feel free to refer to individual
storyboards rather than repeat their details in your group storyboard.)

E.g., a still photo that uses the Ken Burns “zooming” effect might last anywhere from a
subliminal blip of several frames to a half-minute, depending on your purpose and the effect you
want to create.

_____/10 Storyboard includes a complete voiceover. Feel free to quote just the first few lines of text for each
scene—enough to let you know what to read for each part. In this case, please attach a separate copy
of your voiceover.

_____/10
Storyboard specifies compelling and appropriate use(s) of sound(s) other than voiceover.

Music: You can use original music you create in GarageBand. You can record yourself playing
an original composition on an instrument such as a keyboard—ask about logistics. You can also
sing.
Sound effects: You can add sound effects from iMovie, or you can create original “foley” sound
effects.

_____/10 Storyboard specifies transitions between shots.
_____/10 Storyboard contains all original material.
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Multimedia DVD Self-Critique

Name(s): ____________________

Purposes: (1) To reflect on why you created your DVD the way you did.
(2) To persuade Erik that you gave careful thought to the choices you made in 
creating your DVD. You’ll get a higher grade if you explain your choices well.

Audience: Erik.

Deadline: Friday, April 11.

Logistics: Download this form—a Word file—from CULearn and fill it out by typing in the
“Comments” section of the table below. Explain the rhetorical choices you made 
as you created your DVD. Also please “grade” your DVD according to the 
criteria listed. Your group can either fill out one form that covers your entire 
DVD, or else fill out separate forms that address your portion of your group’s 
DVD.

Tips: Be specific. For example, explain your choice of fonts, transitions, sound effects,
video effects, etc. See  the “Sample DVD Self-Critique” to get a general idea of 
the kinds of details to include. Please note that the sample self-critique was for a 
different DVD assignment.
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rade
Feature of DVD Comments

____/10
DVD menu (created using iDVD or similar program)
matches content of DVD in terms of tone and psychic
distance. This includes music/sound.

____/10
DVD contains all original material.

____/10
DVD explores the implications of your group’s food
choices, transcending personal narrative for its own
sake. The DVD provokes viewers to think about your
ideas, not just the writer’s experience per se.

____/10
DVD explores your group’s ideas, taking viewer on a
journey that reflects your thinking process. The psychic
distance is close.

____/10
DVD includes compelling and appropriate use(s) of
images—e.g., photos, drawings, video clips,
typography, etc.

____/10
DVD includes compelling

and appropriate voiceover.

____/10
DVD includes compelling and appropriate use(s) of
sound(s) other than your voiceover.

____/10
DVD’s style and pacing are compelling and
appropriate.

____/10
Transitions between images (photos, video clips, etc.)
and individual sections are compelling and appropriate.

____/10
Ending is compelling and appropriate. DVD is ten
minutes or shorter.

___/100
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Memo To Future Multimedia Collaborators

Purpose: To give advice to students in future courses who will work collaboratively on
multimedia DVD projects. Think about your team’s experience creating your DVD. What
worked well that you think other students should emulate? What would you have done
differently?

Audience: Future students collaborating on multimedia projects. Erik might share your
memo—with your name omitted—to future students, so that you have a real opportunity to
improve their projects.

Tone: Use a tone of friendly professionalism. Strike a balance between informality and
formality.

Length and Format: one-page, single-spaced, Times New Roman, using memo format (see
below).

Grading: This memo is worth 2.5% of your grade. Erik will grade it based on how useful and
specific your advice is, and on how closely you follow memo format.

Deadline: Friday, April 11.
Memo Format

What format should I follow?
Your memo should be one single-spaced page. You should use 12-point Times New Roman
for the body text of your memo and Arial or other sans serif font for the headings in your
memo. Your margins should be 1 inch on all sides. Your memo should be written in full block
format using Word. Full block format means no indention at the beginning of paragraphs and
left justification. To signal the end of one paragraph and the beginning of another, you should
leave one blank line.

Memo Header
The "To" line should identify the intended readers of the memo.

The "From" line should identify the author of the memo and should include written initials of
its author in blue or black ink.

The "Date" line should be the date of the memo's authoring.

The "Subject" line is the subject of the memo and it should be descriptive of the memo's
purpose.

Memo Body
Begin your memo with a brief one- or two-sentence overview that quickly summarizes the
purpose of the memo (This summary sentence should not have a heading, but your other
memo sections should.)  

Offer brief, well-organized paragraphs.

Add bolded headings for sections to help readers locate information of interest more quickly.
End your memo with a quick statement of summary.
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